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Editorial

Children in Peril
This editorial has been painful for me
to write for a very personal reason.
In the mid-1940s, when I was a
young child, my mother gave birth to
a baby boy, Douglas. Douglas was, in
the common parlance of the time, a
“blue baby”. That meant that he was
born with a congenital heart defect,
or a “hole in the heart”. In the mid20th Century, there was nothing that
medical science could do for a baby so
afflicted, and my brother lived for
only six weeks. This tragedy has affected my mother (as it did my late
father) ever since.
Half a century later, open-heart
and other cardiac surgery are almost
commonplace procedures. Today a
baby born with any such malformation has an excellent chance of having the defective organ repaired by
cardiac surgery – a congenital heart
defect no longer spells an automatic
death sentence for a baby.
Readers can only imagine the
shock and outrage I felt when I
learned that a baby born this year in
NSW, with a defect similar to that
which ended my brother’s short life,
had died because proper treatment
was denied him. His parents had
been convinced that a charlatan with
a bogus device and an “alternative”
treatment, offered the child a better
chance of life than the best that modern medicine could offer. That, to me,
was a truly shocking event.
Fifty years ago orthodox medicine
could offer no help to my brother, and
nor could folk remedies. At that time
orthodox medicine was only somewhat better than folk medicine (see
eg “Trials of a Bush Doctor” in this
issue), and a century ago it wasn’t
much better at all. Now at the beginning of the 21st Century, medicine,
using the tools and methods of science, has advanced to the stage
where it can offer both hope and a
reasonable (often a high) prospect of
success to those suffering from ailments that, 50 years ago, would have
killed them. Folk (or more commonly

“alternative” or “complementary”)
medicine has barely advanced at all
since 1950 (or even 1850 – many of
these so-called “ancient” modalities
originated in the mid-19th Century).

Regulation
There is a welcome move afoot by
governments to regulate the “alternative” medical industry, given it is
often referred to by friends and foes
alike as a “billion dollar industry” in
Australia. But will that be good
enough? Who will be doing the regulating?
Indications are that the regulations will be devised by people from
within the industry; a form of selfregulation. That doesn’t inspire much
confidence.
Remember that this is an industry
that purports to offer services that
are involved with the health of people. Therefore any discussion of regulation should, at the very least, start
with an investigation into whether
any of the enormous number of disparate elements that are subsumed
into the generic title Alternative
Medicine, can actually do anything
that is claimed for them.
Some might well prove to be valuable, though possibly not for the reasons ascribed to them by current
practitioners. If they are so proven,
they will become part of medicine.
Others (arguably most) of them
will not be able to meet any standard
of adequate proof that they have any
effect at all.
Still others will almost certainly
be shown to be positively inimical to
health.
The only way to test these claims
will be to use scientific methodology.
We might be able to delude ourselves
that there is some sort of thing as
“alternative medicine”, but there is
simply no way, other than with science, of testing the truth or otherwise of the claims made for it. Regardless of the clap-trap spouted by
“postmodernist philosophers” and

other scientific illiterates, there is no
such thing as “alternative science”.
At the very least, the regulators
should drive out the purveyors of
electronic gadgets, like those identified here in Cheryl Freeman’s feature
article. These pieces of electronic
junk purport not only to be able to
diagnose conditions, but also to treat
them. There is, of course, no evidence
at all that they can do either. Yet
people run “clinics” in which customers (I will not use “patients” in this
context) might very well be falsely
led to believe that they either have a
disease, or that they are free of one.
That is a dangerous technique by any
standards.
In this issue we have published
letters from people who seek to make
a case for alternative medicine. Reading these closely, we find that, on the
positive side, they are largely pleas
for a healthy diet and lifestyle. That
is hardly a revolutionary approach to
health, and I doubt if any medical
practitioner (or anyone else) would
disagree with it. However, there are
already plenty of scientifically
trained nutritionists about, so nothing much of a “complementary” nature is added here.
The negative side of these claims
consist largely of attacks on evil
pharmaceutical companies and fast
food manufacturers. Easy enough
targets, but these attacks are not
really on orthodox medicine or medical science, but rather on the way the
economic system works. The underlying mind-set of “alternative” practitioners seems better suited to an age
of feudalism and the Divine Right of
Kings, and it is unlikely that they
will make a comeback any time soon.
There are abuses within the
pharma/medical industry. Do pharmaceutical companies sponsor research and suppress that which does
not support their product, or offer
inducements to doctors to use their
products? There is enough evidence
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to suggest they do, and among the
responses from the medical profession are that medical and scientific
journals will no longer publish papers unless such sponsorship is revealed.
There are other remedies to
abuses, but blindly accepting the
claims from an industry that does no
research at all, and makes claims
that are not supported by any evidence at all, is not one of them.

Education and Media
Some universities offer courses in
facets of alternative medicine. Or do
they? From what I can gather, some
universities offer some scientific
courses to people as add-ons to
courses already undertaken at
“Schools of Natural Therapies”.
But much of what is taught in
these schools has no basis in fact at
all. Can illnesses be diagnosed by
studying the iris of the eye? Are
there “meridians” or other “energy
pathways” in the human body? Well
they might be, but as there is precisely no evidence for them, why
should we imagine them to be true?
It is to be hoped that anyone
studying “naturopathy” at a university will learn enough about chemistry and human physiology to avoid
causing the problems that were mentioned on the ABC Health Report
recently. Two children patients at the
Melbourne Children’s Hospital
showed distressing symptoms indicating brain tumours, and X-rays
showed “bone inflammation and
brain swelling”. However, blood tests
showed none of the expected cancerous signs apart from a very high calcium levels. The cause? Both children
had been taking naturopathic Vitamin A supplements. The parents has
assumed that they were OK because
they were “natural”. One of these
children has suffered a 30% loss of
vision as a result.
A scandal is going on in health
care and our news media don’t seem
to be too concerned. Apart from a
series of very creditable in-depth
investigations conducted by the Newcastle Herald, in Reader’s Digest, and
occasional (often superficial) reports
in other organs, little has been done.
That this is not confined to AusPage 4 - the Skeptic, Spring 2001

tralia, is confirmed in Vicki Hyde’s
report on the tragic case of Liam
Holloway-Williams in New Zealand.
The media response to medical authorities trying to save this child’s
life was to castigate them for denying
“freedom of choice”. Some freedom!
Some choice!
Why do journalist ignore these
stories when they very keen to expose scandals in other industries? Is
it part of the general ignorance of
anything scientific exhibited by the
public, or is it some sneaking sympathy with an “anti-establishment”
cause? What happened to the media’s
charter of “keeping the bastards honest”?
Recently we learned that the Federal Health Minister, Dr Michael
Wooldridge, would not be
recontesting his seat. The Skeptic is
not in the business of promoting politics of any stripe but, as we did with
the last issue with the NSW Fair
Trading Minister, we will happily
give praise when it is warranted.
This nation owes Dr Wooldridge a
debt for at least one of his actions –
the decision to raise the level of
childhood immunisation from their
previously disastrous lows. For that,
“Thank you, Minister”.
Peter Bowditch’s article shows just
how virulent are the anti-scientific
attitudes among the anti-immunisation cultists.

Where now?
Medicine, for all the advances that it
has made in the past 50 years, cannot guarantee that every ailment will
be cured, or that we can all live a
healthy life until we reach 100. However, scientific medicine has made
some very real advances, contributing to our well-being in that time.
With the new insights being revealed
about the human genome and with
stem cell research, among many
other fields, there is reason to suppose that medicine will continue to
improve. But will it ever be enough?
Perhaps the incredible advances in
other technologies have led us to
believe that we have a right to expect
similar “miracles” from medical science, but human physiology is infinitely more complex than the computer chip. This has left a niche in our
expectations that the peddlers of

“miracle” nostrums have been quick
to exploit, to the detriment of our,
and our children’s, health.
If legitimate alternative practitioners don’t like being lumped in
with the quacks, then it is up to them
to clean their own Augean Stables
and dissociate themselves from the
quacks. What is usually heard from
this quarter are variations on the
theme “There are many different and
equally valid ways of treating illnesses”. They are wrong. There are
only two ways – the demonstrably
(evidence based) Right Way and the
Wrong Way.
So, regulators, please regulate, but
please do it right – demand evidence
and accountability from people who
set out to affect our health and that
of our children. Anything less is simply not good enough.

Footnote
I had just completed writing this
Editorial, when I came across a
newly released book that says everything I wanted to say, only much,
much better. Snake Oil and Other
Preoccupations (Vintage, London,
2001) is a compilation of columns
written by the British journalist and
broadcaster, John Diamond, who died
of cancer in March this year.
As a public communicator, Diamond had written about the diagnosis of his cancer, the progress of the
disease and the inability of medical
science to cure him. As a result he
was inundated with all manner of
well-meaning testimonials about a
vast variety of “complementary”
therapies. A thinking and skeptical
man, he investigated and rejected
them as being worthless and beyond
the bounds of reason.
His intention was to write “an
uncomplimentary look at the world of
complementary medicine”, but death
won the race. What he had done
forms the first six chapters of the
book, which also contains a hardhitting Foreword by Richard
Dawkins.
Every Skeptic and anyone else
who has an interest in the claims
made for “alternative” medicine (especially anyone who seeks to practice
in the field) should read this book.

Barry Williams

Around the Traps

World gets
Weirder
■

Only in Oz

Thanks to founding Skeptics Dick Smith and Mark Plummer who sent us clippings about the case of the electronic device that was supposed to deter kangaroos from bounding in front of cars, resulting in collisions. It stands as a good
example of the value of evidence gathered through scientific research over the
anecdotal variety.
“Shu Roo”, a device which sells for between $389-$525, is supposed to emit
a high frequency signal that scares the macropods away from its source. Melbourne University, sponsored by the motoring organisation RACV, conducted
a study on the device including road tests carried out on vehicles in various
parts of Australia, and a test conducted with ‘roos at Werribee Open Plains
Zoo. Neither showed any effect, and in the case of the Werribee residents, they
showed the same level of interest in a car fitted with the device, whether or not
it was switched on.
The manufacturer of the device dismissed the scientific evidence, saying
that it conflicted with anecdotes he had heard, but one letter from a rural
insurance underwriter from WA put the matter in perspective. He claimed
that in his business he had found that fitting Shu Roo had no effect on claims
from clients and suggested that reducing speeds when driving through kangaroo infested areas was the best preventative policy.

■

Fearless Prediction Department

Readers may have heard about new
research being conducted by
astrophysicists, led by associate professor John Webb at UNSW, that was reported in the media as showing that
“the speed of light is not constant”.
What actually has been derived
from observations of extremely distant
quasars is evidence that the “fine structure constant” may not have been constant throughout the entire history of
the universe.
The FSC is a ratio that relates to
the speed of light, the charge on the
electron and Planck’s Constant, and
the evidence indicates that this might
have changed slightly in the 12 billion
years since the light left those quasars.
This change , if it exists, might have

happened in any (or all) of those three
constants, and, if it can be confirmed
by further observation and research,
it marks a pretty dramatic advance in
our understanding of the Universe. As
such, it is not likely to have any dramatic impact on how we live our lives
(unless we happen to be quantum- or
astro- physicists). It won’t affect the
price of fish, nor will it help an English cricketer’s batting average.
However (and here is where the
fearless prediction comes in) we have
no doubt that creation “scientists”,
with their characteristic inability to
understand anything about science,
will trumpet it as somehow supporting their puerile propaganda. In fact
it doesn’t, and even if one were to accept their fatuous chronology, rather

than claiming that the act of creation
took place at 9.00am, October 23,
4004BC, one would be forced to say it
took place some time between 8-5959.99999999am and 9.00am.

Skeptic stumps psychics
■
It has long been our contention that
Skeptics are far better at predicting
future events than are psychics. This
belief received substantial evidentiary
support during the final day of the
Fifth Test at The Oval.
Shortly before the luncheon (why do
cricketers have luncheon rather than
lunch?) adjournment on that day
(9.30pm EST), we received the following email message from the US based
Skeptics
discussion
group
skeptic@listproc.hcf.jhu.edu):
As a test of my psychic ability with
the Poms at 4 for 55, I reckon Warnie
will bag 6, McGrath 3 and Lee 1.
Australia to win by an innings and
25 runs.
Shaun
“Shaun” is Shaun Cronin, a subscriber from Sydney who, like other
Australian subscribers to the list (not
excluding the Editor of this journal),
likes to throw in the occasional cricket
reference to confuse the Usanian majority.
However, this prediction proved to
be remarkably prescient. Australia did
win by an innings and 25 runs, which
was only one of a huge range of possible outcomes. Lee did take one wicket,
but this wasn’t quite so unlikely.
McGrath took five wickets and Warne
took four, which results were not pre-
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dicted by Shaun, however two of
McGrath’s wickets resulted from
catches taken by Warne, so it could be
argued (and psychics would invariably
argue) that this was a partial hit.
In more than two decades of charting the predictions of “psychics” we
have never seen a prediction as specific and as accurate as this one. Well
done Shaun.
■

Written in the skies

Readers might be familiar with the
myth sweeping the conspiratological
sectors of US population (is that the
majority?) that the familiar condensation trails (contrails) left by aircraft
flying at certain altitudes in certain atmospheric conditions are, in fact, the
result of a US government campaign
to spray some sort of chemicals on the
population (chemtrails).
The reasons given for this are varied but they always have sinister connotations. This mythology has spread
(like all mad ideas from the USA) to
other parts of the world, and we have
heard, though we haven’t seen any conclusive evidence (ie we haven’t read
Nexus for a while) , that there are now
some Australian followers of the
chemtrail conspiracy.
We have always regarded this as
just another example of people of a
conspiratological bent seeing something sinister in everything that happens, even in the most mundane of
happenings (see also crop circles).
However, during the recent Ashes
Test series in the UK, we began to take
note of the sky above the cricket
grounds on those (rare) days when blue
sky was visible. Invariably the sky contained one or more contrails. As a result we are now convinced that some
Australian secret scientific agency has
developed a chemical whose effects are
a reduction in competency and which
is specifically targeted at Pommy batsmen. We intend lobbying the government to ensure that this agency be
given more funds.
■

Question

If magnets are really so healthy, why
do you have to have your fridge turned
on?
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■

According to Hoyle

We note with sadness the death, at 86,
of Sir Fred Hoyle, the distinguished,
though controversial, British astronomer who has been credited with coining the term “Big Bang” as a description of the beginning of the Universe.
Hoyle, however, was not a supporter
of the Big Bang theory, favouring
rather a “steady state” view of an eternal cosmos. His term was intended to
be a mocking reference, but it was
taken up by his opponents in the debate and remains in use today.
Hoyle is also credited with the analogy of “a hurricane blowing through a
junk yard and producing a Boeing 747”
in reference to the statistical unlikelihood of any of the particular steps in
biological evolution. He formulated an
hypothesis that life on Earth was as a
result of “seeding” from space, claiming that the age of the solar system was
insufficient for it to have arisen spontaneously here. Hoyle obviously didn’t
fully understand evolutionary processes, but this didn’t stop creation “scientists” distorting his statement even
further in support of their far less tenable beliefs.
Nevertheless, Hoyle was an innovative scientist who introduced some very
profound insights into the nature of
stars and stellar evolution, and his
passing is regretted.
■

Out of Africa

Meanwhile the offers of wealth beyond
the dreams of avarice continue to flood
in from various impoverished parts of
west Africa. No longer confined to Nigeria, in a recent one month period the
Skeptic received email offers to share
in large sums from Lome-Togo ($14
million – 3 times, from different people), Sierra Leone ($12m), Nigeria
($31m twice, $33m once, $65m once)
and most recently $152 million from
an undisclosed source in South Africa.
Rumour suggests that some entrepreneurial types are supplying people
in the region with lists of email addresses, and perhaps draft letters, for
a price.
A curious note was that one correspondent claimed he had received our
address from the “Korean Chamber of
Commerce”.

■

Out of luck

While on the topic of unsolicited offers,
we’re not sure what it is about producing a Skeptical magazine that causes
marketeers to have suspicions about
our sex life, but we seem to receive an
inordinate number of email offers for
Viagra and “natural” substitutes therefore, human pheromones and X-rated
web sites. Do they know something we
don’t?
Perhaps we should get out more. Or
is it that we should get more?
■

Quote

Thanks to Gold Coast stalwart John
Stear for this memorable quotation.
Timing has an awful lot to do with
the outcome of a rain dance. (Anon)
■

Ouch

We were tickled to hear of the man in
the USA who is suing the promoter of
a fire-walk for “misrepresenting to
spectators that fire-walking was safe”.
It seems that seven people were hospitalised with severe burns to the bottoms of their feet, after the promoter
had told them that it was “a safe and
spiritual experience where you walk
through your past to arrive at your future” (pardon?).
Not very surprising, we hear the
reader cry, but there is one element
that made this fire-walk an even more
revealing event than Ian Plimer’s famous fire-stroll-clad-in- underpants of
a few years ago. It was at a ceremony
at the American Association for Nude
Recreation convention.
There are lots of things we could say
about this , but we won’t, this being a
family magazine and all.
■

Quote

I'm not a vegetarian because I love
animals, I'm a vegetarian because I
hate plants. (Anon)

Bunyip

A Cautionary Tale

The Parable of Pil-Mer
the Prankster
Gather around, O gentlefolk of the
community of Reasoned Doubters
and the scion of the house of Wallaby
shall relate to you a curious narrative.
Once upon a time, long, long ago
in the fair land of Oz, there dwelt a
learned scholar whom we shall designate Pil-Mer. Pil-Mer was highly
regarded for his knowledge of rocks
and minerals; of folds and intrusions;
of schists and karsts and of all manner of recondite matters geological.
His peers afforded Pil-Mer abundant
veneration for his accomplishments
and he should have been contented.
But Pil-Mer was not a happy man,
for he found his world of scholarship
being subverted by the actions of
certain purveyors of untruths and
ignorance, who styled themselves the
Creative Mythology Institution.
Now in those days, as today, people were devotees of divers mythologies of impeccably archaic lineage,
and it was considered to be everyone’s prerogative to subscribe to
whichever mythology he so chose.
But this was not sufficient for the
adherents of the CMI, so they took
unto themselves the obligation of
elevating their own concocted illusion
above all others; furthermore they
made believe that myriad scholars
and savants had blessed their mythology as being truthful.
This sorely perplexed Pil-Mer, for
he was one that esteemed learning
and knowledge above all else, and he
recognised that enlightenment was
being corrupted by these shadowy
purveyors of nescience. However, as
he was not averse to a prank, he
accordingly set about their conceits
with many a merry jape, such as the
“paper” that existed in a rock, thus

exposing the paucity of their comprehension of geological truths. Then, as
time passed, he began to suspect that
one in his confidence was a clandestine disciple of creative mythology,
said individual conveying his plans to
the forces of obscurantism. He thereupon devised an ingenious stratagem
to frustrate this person’s devious
designs.
Pil-Mer forthwith concocted a communication containing harsh remarks pertaining to a champion of
creativists, which he made to appear
as though it were a Public Manifesto,
and this manuscript he caused to fall
into the hands of the one he suspected of treachery. Presently his
misgivings were demonstrated to be
well-founded, for with the passage of
a little time the functionaries of the
CMI revealed that they possessed the
document.
Sounds of rending garments, tearing hair and gnashing teeth emanated from the encampment of the
unlearned. High was the level of
mock-virtuous indignation; shrill was
the denunciation of the savant in the
organs of indoctrination; loudly lamented was the public denigration of
their icon by the infidel scholar. Strident were their demands that the
community of scholars and Reasoned
Doubters should dissociate themselves from the impious geologist
who had dared to publish abroad
such a calumny. Further, thundered
the self-righteous creativists, they
would nevermore engage in popular
discourse with Reasoned Doubters
unless the demanded dissociation
was acceded to.
But all was not what it seemed –
yet again Pil-Mer had engaged in a
jolly jest. For the document in question was not a Public Manifesto,

merely a facsimile thereof, and it had
not been promulgated by the learned
sage – rather it had been bestowed
solely upon the suspected betrayer,
thereby making it a Private Epistle.
The culpability for its publication
rested (and rests to this day) exclusively with the acolytes of the CMI
and its propaganda agencies.
This all happened a very long time
ago, but those who engage in creative
mythology are celebrated neither for
their quickness of wit nor acuity of
perception, and the drollery of this
stratagem entirely passed them by.
They persevere in their fiction that
Pil-Mer and his friends among
Reasoned Doubters have perpetrated
a calumny upon them, though the
truth is otherwise (as is commonly
the case with anything that
creativists profess).
And that, gentle reader, is why to
this very day, the Creative Mythology
Institution refuses to engage in any
public debate with the Society of
Reasoned Doubters. For its part the
latter group is content with this arrangement, holding that debating
with a Creative Mythologist is akin
to having a serious discussion with a
telegraph pole.

Sir Jim R Wallaby

(Not a recent photograph)
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Special Feature: Crisis in Healthcare

Listen
to my story
Cheryl Freeman exposes
more dangerous devices
masquerading as medical
diagnostic and treatment
instruments

Cheryl Freeman is a former nursing sister who
has devoted her recent life to exposing the
fallacies of harmful devices and treatments.
She was named as Australian Skeptic of the
Year for 1999.
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It is hardly surprising that faced
with chronic incurable illness or a
life threatening disorder, patients
and those who love them and care for
them easily suspend critical judgment when offered new hope. There
is no shortage of charlatans who
will, for a fee and often a substantial
one at that, offer false hope, frequently robbing the dying of dollars
and dignity. No form of this quackery is more distressing than that
which uses the comforting aura of
pseudo science attached to an “instrument”.
In the article that follows, Cheryl
Freeman, nurse, medical detective,
consumer advocate and tireless warrior for change, presents a sorry saga
of consumer “rip~off” by individuals
using worthless diagnostic and
therapeutic machines, instruments or
devices. Her challenge is one we
should all champion. How, in a
country that believes in consumer
protection, can such non-science
(nonsense) flourish? When will the
community and our legislators move
to protect the vulnerable? The answer, after reading Cheryl Freeman’s
article, should be “immediately’’.

Professor John M Dwyer
Head of the Faculty of Medicine
University of New South Wales

Question
Why on earth would any society allow the uncontrolled proliferation of
unscientific or fake health screening
and diagnostic machines and tests,
when the attainment of the most
accurate diagnosis is the fundamental right of all health consumers, and
when errors or delays in obtaining a
diagnosis can have very tragic outcomes?

Background
In 1996 I became filled with horror at
the thought that an unborn baby in
Australia could become infected with
HIV as a result of fake electronic
HIV tests conducted on its parents.
Of equal concern was that others
could progress to AIDS, and cancer
sufferers could become victims of
fake cancer tests. In the USA during
the 1990s an HIV positive man died
of AIDS after infecting his wife and
unborn baby daughter. Others, unaware they were suffering from cancers, were later medically diagnosed
with advanced cases. All were victims
of impressively promoted, but worthless, electronic skin sensing (Interro)
HIV and cancer test machines.
Unfortunately, these USA cases
have not been reported in the Australian media despite the widespread
use here of unscientific electronic

health-screening/diagnostic machines
by the “qualified” alternative health
and integrative medicine industry, an
industry that forever promotes itself
as highly ethical and safe.
What is frightening for me is that
what has happened in the USA could
easily have happened in Australia
during the 1990s. And even more
frightening is that it could still happen, despite some belated action by
regulatory authorities and the federal court, if state and federal governments do not take very decisive
and firm measures to regulate both
this industry and the importation of
foreign unscientific diagnostic machines. In July 2001 these thoughts
still horrify me and compel me to tell
this story based on my belief that the
public has the right to know the
truth.

A plea for action
All Australian governments, particularly those proposing to legislate for
accreditation of alternative health
practitioners and practices without
conducting a thorough public inquiry
into the industry, should take note of
this report. If they fail to, they will
do so at their peril and public health
will suffer.

My story
My story began in 1985 when I finally gave in after a year of a friend’s
pestering and visited a naturopath
who tested me with his self-invented
saliva testing “diagnostic computer”.
He called this “bio-energy medicine”
and announced that I was suffering
from “diabetes, tuberculosis, virus,
bacteria and fungal infections and
malfunctions of bodily organs, plus a
host of other conditions”. Other alternative practitioners confirmed his
cancer diagnoses and ‘cures’. From
1986 I became aware of a qualified
naturopath using this therapist’s
machine who was also diagnosing
infections including malaria, toxoplasmosis, cancer, faulty heart valves
and blood clots.
By 1993 I had become increasingly
concerned about the mass advertising of the USA made Listen machine,
(also called electro-dermal screening

or EDS) as the “latest advanced scientific and computerised health
screening-diagnostic technology”.
This boasted of the machine’s capability to screen for tens of thousands
of items including viruses, bacteria,
organ and immune system functions,
adding the “exciting news that the
Listen was now approved by the
Therapeutic Goods Administration
(TGA)”.
Aware that public claims of screening for “viruses, bacteria, organ and
immune system functions” could
mean that privately and covertly
clients were being tested for potentially dangerous infections and cancer, I reported my concerns to the
Federal Health Minister (responsible
for the TGA) – who eventually informed me that the Therapeutic
Goods Act devices regulations were
not negotiable and that I should consult consumer groups about my public education concerns.

Promotion continues unabated
The Listen promotion continued with
one magazine article in 1995 making
HIV research claims for it. Claims for
similar machines also continued,
unchecked. A NSW chiropractor and
a qualified naturopath both advised
me that the Vega machine could detect “pathologic and malignant
changes” and that the Mora machine
could undertake similar tests while
also treating the diagnosed conditions. High profile magazines boosted
the Listen machine, one editor telling
a national TV chat show audience in
1997 that “naturopaths now have
machines that can test for viruses
and bacteria”. Alternative therapy
college educators, holistic medicos
and book authors enthused about
these machines with one predicting
an “explosion in the use of these
types of electro-diagnostic machines
in Australia by the end of the 1990s”.
In mid 1996 the tide took an incredible turn when two clients of a
Listen clinic, run by a public hospital-employed registered nurse, reported their experiences to me. They
had been tested for HIV and cancer
and told their tests were negative.
Their computer print-out result

sheets confirmed their diagnoses of
“hepatitis viruses B, C, D, and E”
with the words “clear viruses from
body” written on the sheets. Each
was given a bottle of “extra special
water remedy” made by the Listen
machine and advised to have repeat
monthly tests for four months. A potentially deadly delaying practice.
Fearing the worst, I made undercover phone calls to a national Listen
distributor and several clinics, including two run by registered nurses,
who confirmed that from 50 to 100 of
the machines (then $34,000 each)
had been sold in Australia and New
Zealand. Collectively they told me
the Listen was superior to all current
medical tests for detecting cancers,
all viruses (including HIV and hepatitis viruses) bacteria, fungi, parasites, “orthodox vaccine damage”, and
could “imprint healing frequencies”
onto water molecules. I was given the
names of other qualified therapists,
holistic MDs (I was told that a Kings
Cross AIDS doctor used the Listen),
RN’s and dentists and brochures that
stated it was “especially safe and risk
free to use on children”.
Once again the alarm bells rang
and I reported my concerns and evidence to relevant state and federal
authorities, naively believing that
given the seriousness of the issues,
within weeks an official urgent public health warning would be issued. It
was not. The NSW Health Care Complaints Commission and TGA in Canberra both began immediate investigations but these were compromised
as they were conducted in secrecy
with no public appeals for information. Understandably, the outcomes
were limited.

Media action
My next move was the media: the
Sunday (Nine network) report
screened in May 1997 titled, “Orthodox Doctors-Unorthodox Practices”
caught a Sydney GP advising an HlVHepatitis B positive man on antiviral
drugs that his Listen test revealed he
was “HIV and Hep B negative”. Prof
John Dwyer, one of the country’s
leading immunologists, and other
AIDS experts were horrified. The
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Listen distributor spoke vaguely
about frequencies for viruses and
bacteria. Another qualified naturopath confirmed that her Vega machine could “detect indications of HIV
and hepatitis viruses”. Other high
profile media holistic medics, who
claimed they were not offended by
being seen as “the lunatic fringe of
medicine”, defended their use of Listen and Vega machines and Live
Blood Cell Analysis tests as being “at
the leading edge of modern medicine”. Public outrage should
have followed this excellent
report but there were no followup media reports.

Prof John Dwyer immediately
protested and demanded the HCCC
review its findings and appoint a
panel of credible medical experts. To
its credit the HCCC responded positively. Had this not been undertaken
the NSW HCCC and NSW Health
would have been subjected to national and international ridicule and
use of their names by the international Listen industry to validate
their dangerous claims. This complaints handling flaw should serve as

Too little, too late
In May 1998 the Therapeutic
Goods Act was amended to abolish the Australian Register of
Therapeutic Goods AUST L
listing system for health devices, after finally acknowledging that the devices regulations,
which required no proof of efficacy, were seriously and dangerously misleading. In September
1999 the NSW Health Care
Complaints Commission’s
(HCCC) review of its Final Report into the Listen and similar
Interro machines (and by implication similar skin sensing devices like Mora, Vega, Theratest,
Dermatrons) found: “the Listen
had no scientific basis - defies
any logical rationale - is totally
useless in diagnosing any
health problem”. These findings
were not made public.
What is disturbing, is that
initially the HCCC found, on
the assessment of one expert
medical reviewer engaged by the
HCCC, that “there was some valid
scientific evidence to support some of
the Listen claims and that orthodox
trained medical and health practitioners should accept this evidence”,
based on Dr Barbara Brewitt’s ‘research’ published in a USA Journal
of Naturopathy.
Understandably, I was profoundly
shocked by the findings which were
sent to the offending Listen and
Interro clinics.
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“Testing” with a Listen machine
a warning to all state government
regulatory authorities.

Landmark case
In a landmark Federal Court test
case in April 2000 the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) prosecuted a Listen distributor (who had appeared on the
1997 Sunday report into the original
Listen) for claims he made for the
newer EQ4 and Quickcheck models of

Listen – finding that the claims made
(which did not include screening for
cancer and viruses and bacteria)
were deceptive and misleading. The
ACCC listed the Listen as a health
fraud on its website. This ACCC case
was to serve as the test case for all
similar devices.
To date, this landmark ACCC case
has never been reported by the mainstream or alternative health media.
As a result, the Listen and similar
devices industry has continued unaffected by the ACCC’s court
case and remains unaccountable to the public.
During 2000 one Sydney
clinic promoted the Listen
on its Cancer Support Options Website while another
clinic’s breast cancer case
study promotions detailed
the Listen’s ability to determine a “cancer index which
indicates the state of the
disease”.
One high profile leader of
the anti-immunisation
lobby is featured in the
frightening video, Vaccination: The Hidden Truth, as
an independent nurse practitioner demonstrating her
Listen machine test for “orthodox vaccine damage”. Its
purpose is that parents be
deterred from vaccinating
their children. Many continue to dangerously title
their Listen clinics as
“Health Screening and Advanced Diagnostic and Allergy and Asthma Prevention clinics” offering
computerised health checks,
health analysis and assessments, some targeting children’s
problems and others claiming, “safe
and risk free for use on children”.

New devices
A new super-Listen, the Omega
Acubase is now in clinics along with
the older Listen-type machines
Interro and the non-computerised
earlier models of Vega, Mora and
Theratest as well as many other
types of skin sensing machines like

Decoder Dermagraphs, Dermatrons,
Magnagraphs and Dielectic Diagnostic Analyzers, Bicoms, and “radionics”
machines, and the latest, the TRDCRT (see report the Skeptic 21:2), all
complete with extravagant and potentially dangerous claims and used
by qualified practitioners. They include the claim, “being non-invasive
they are safe to use on children.”
Foreign websites still promote
newer Listen models, as being capable of screening for viruses and bacteria, organ and immune system
function. One even included the
claim that, “the Listen was registered
in Australia as a medical device” (a
dangerous legacy of the TGA’s flawed
ARGT-AUST L listing system). These
websites will continue to encourage
the importation of the Listen machines and influence how they are
promoted, sold, re-sold and used in
Australia. What is important to remember is that these machines come
with software that lists hundreds –
thousands according to promotions –
of viruses, bacteria and other infectious organisms. As such they are
dangerous tools of deception in the
hands of irresponsible operators.

Mixed results from regulators
In January 2001 the NSW Minister
for Fair Trading, John Watkins, responded to my appeal to prosecute
the Listen clinics under the new Sub-

stantiation of Claims Act, advising
that “NSW FT will not be duplicating
the ACCC’s Listen ‘test case’ prosecution”. This effectively means that
from now on no authority will investigate or prosecute Listen and similar
diagnostic skin sensing machine clinics and distributors.
As of July 2001, I am encouraged
by reliable feedback that my latest
submission to the NSW Minister for
Health, Craig Knowles, appealing for
a review of Listen type machine clinics, under new provisions of the NSW
Public Health Act, has been received
with concern and a commitment to
seriously examine these issues.

Personal experience
Posing as a HIV positive person in
December 1998 I was tested over the
phone by a therapist and editor of a
well known alternative health magazine, with his dowsing radionics device, and told I was now HIV negative and could discontinue my HIV
drugs. This was after he had sold me
a $1400 Regulator device with specific frequencies to treat infectious
diseases and cancers. He then requested a testimonial so he could
publish it to “let others know”. There
are many electro-cure devices on the
market that target infectious diseases and specifically mentioning
children. That is another disturbing
story that also begs to be told.

Conclusion
I am compelled to ask another question. How many more electronic viral, bacterial, pathogen screening
devices are currently in use in clinics
and how many more will be foisted
onto the Australian health market in
the future, all unknown to health
authorities? It would take only one
irresponsible operator to tell a HIV,
hepatitis or STD positive person that
he or she tested negative, to cause a
public health disaster.
We have all the ingredients for
such a disaster. If authorities do not
act positively we will all be faced
with reading awfully disturbing media headlines in the future. There is
nothing more certain in my story. As
of July 2001, no official public health
warnings have ever been issued by
state or federal health authorities.
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Special Feature: Crisis in Healthcare

New Zealand

Tragedy
In an excerpt from her World
Convention paper, Vicki Hyde
recounts the tragic tale of a
child who died as a result
of wilful ignorance.

Vicki Hyde is the charming and cheerful
Chair-entity of the New Zealand Skeptics. This
is part of her presentation to the World
Skeptics Convention in Sydney
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I am highly skeptical about acupuncture and its uses, but didn’t really
start to question it until a mother in
my local baby group announced that
her acupuncturist had said the best
way to treat a baby with a fever was
to bleed it.
“That’s positively medieval” I
gasped, only to be reassured “Oh no,
it’s much older than that, it’s Chinese”.
I knew this woman wasn’t going to
be interested in a tirade, but I
pointed out just how little blood a
small baby has to lose before it gets
into dire trouble. She could see what
I was getting at. But maybe only
because I was the closest pseudoauthority figure at the time...
Some of these women refuse to
have their toddlers immunised because it’s not natural. Somehow it’s
more healthy for their children to get
diseases – they’ve had measles,
mumps and whooping cough so far.
These are women who worry about
radiation from their microwaves and
electric blankets, but who drive their
kids around in their urban combat
vehicles without safety belts. These
are women who listen to the health
shop staff and buy heaps of herbs,
royal jelly and megavitamins, but
who automatically distrust anything
to do with Western conventional
medicine.

New Age = uninformed populace
You can’t argue with them, that’s
confrontational. Yet you can’t leave
them to their wilful ignorance unless
you’re willing to accept that the price
of the New Age is an uninformed
populace making decisions based on
supposition and superstition.
And why worry about some ditzy
women? Well it’s said that if you educate a man, you educate an individual. If you educate a woman, you
educate an entire family.
We each have a responsibility as
individuals, as parents, as citizens to
be educated – that doesn’t mean
sending everyone off to university. It
means having enough nous to ask
questions until we can understand or,
perhaps more importantly, can recognise our lack of understanding. It
also requires us – whether operating
as card-carrying members of the
Skeptics, or simply as friends and
parents – to encourage questions, to
provide alternative viewpoints, to
make our case effectively.
If you explain homeopathic solutions in terms of a teaspoonful of gin
stirred into a Pacific Ocean of tonic,
people can immediately grasp what
you’re getting at when you challenge
the idea of potent dilutions. Start
talking in terms of moles, millifibles
or inverse powers of ten and you’ve
lost them.

The New Zealand Skeptics had
toyed with killing two birds with one
stone by taking on the homoeopaths
and the urine-quaffers simultaneously – we figured we’d take a glass
of urine, dilute it homeopathically
way past any chance of a single molecule of urine remaining and invite
the press along to see the “Skeptics
Take the Piss out of Homeopathy”.
However, we weren’t confident we
could explain the maths to the representatives of the Fourth Estate.
If you encourage people to stop
and think about it, they know that it
doesn’t seem all that likely that a
civilisation immeasurably more advanced than ours would want to
travel millions of miles across space
to stick things up the noses of neurotic Americans. The idea becomes
even more ridiculous when you point
out that the figures being bandied
about for alien abductions mean that
one American has been abducted
every minute, every night for the
past 30 years. People know that
there are simpler solutions. Even
children can figure that out.

Nothing funny about a child’s coffin
We do need to present our case effectively, because if we don’t, the fallout
can be disastrous. It’s easy to laugh
at tales of UFO abductions – it’s not
easy to laugh at a child’s coffin. We’ve
had a huge debate in New Zealand
over the past 18 months as to the
rights of the parents to decide what
is appropriate treatment for their
children.
Many people would argue that
parents have the ultimate right and
responsibility. I can decide what is
best for my child. After all, I’m a caring, well-educated, white middleclass parent who dearly loves her
children and would do only what is
best for them.

Parental responsibility
Sounds reasonable you say? But be
careful. After all, I may truly believe
that it is appropriate to beat my
child. People do. I may think it appropriate to withhold a life-saving
blood transfusion from them.
Jehovah’s Witnesses believe this

sincerely. Or I may decide that my
child will be better off having
quantum-boosted radio waves or
happy thoughts beamed at his cancerous growth, rather than nasty
chemotherapy. After all, in commenting on just such a case, the New Zealand Health and Disability Commissioner said that parents have the
right to choose what treatment is
given to their child.
I do wonder if the Commissioner
would uphold the rights of people
who believe their child’s diabetes will
be aided by prayer, rather than by
insulin. Somehow I doubt it. After all,
in one recent case, two parents were
charged with manslaughter for withdrawing their 13-year-old son from
chemotherapy treatment for a 15
kilogram tumour – the prayers
hadn’t worked and the boy died.

The case of Liam Williams-Holloway
Yet, in the cause celebre that was the
short eventful life of Liam WilliamsHolloway, it appeared that something
was different. There are a number of
factors that one could point to: the
parents were white and middle-class,
not Samoan and poor; they gained
supportive media coverage from our
major news celebrity Paul Holmes;
and they were relying on alternative
therapy, which sounds more effective
and reasonable to a secular society
than appealing to God.
Liam had neuroblastoma cancer,
with a tumour on his jaw. It’s a difficult cancer, but when the oncologists
first saw him when he was three,
they thought he had a 60–70%
chance of beating it if they could
treat it quickly. This type of cancer
has a very fast drop-off in success
rate; by the time children with it
reach 5, they have about 15–20%
chance of survival.
Liam had had two courses of
chemotherapy and then stopped. The
oncologists made numerous attempts
to talk his parents into bringing him
back, including agreeing to alternative treatments running alongside
the conventional, to no avail.
Healthcare Otago eventually went to
the Family Court and Liam was
made a ward of the courts to enforce

treatment; it’s not an uncommon
outcome in this sort of case, though it
is more typically used to permit blood
transfusion for Jehovah’s Witnesses
children.
At that point, things careered out
of control. The family went into hiding so they could pursue alternative
treatment, in this case “Rife Quantum Frequency” therapy which promised to explode all the cancer bacteria
in Liam’s jaw. The Holmes
prime-time current affairs program
portrayed them as a loving,
well-intentioned family hounded into
hiding by uncaring oncologists for
having the temerity to question orthodox medicine. The country was up
in arms about the perceived jackboot
tactics of the medical profession;
talk-back phone lines ran hot; the
police copped it in the neck for being
a party to the search for the child;
the Family Court made the unhelpful
decision to try to muzzle any media
reports on the case.

Informed choice?
One constant refrain throughout was
that the decision to stop chemotherapy was an informed one. I was
therefore dismayed to see the family
citing the book Suppressed Inventions and Other Discoveries, as a
reference source; a book initially published, I am sad to say, by our own
Auckland Institute of Technology.
As its name suggests, this book
deals with a vast range of conspiracy
theories, from NASA’s suppression of
evidence for intelligent life on Mars,
through to the perpetual fruitless
quest for free energy sources. It is
the stuff of which fortunes are made
by those prepared to rip off the vulnerable, and you can’t get much more
vulnerable than being the parent of a
child diagnosed with cancer.
The family was clearly taken in by
these claims, as the next move was to
head for Mexico, to the Oasis of Hope
Clinic in Tijuana; these clinics were
featured in the Suppressed Inventions book also. Again they got great
coverage on Holmes and other media
about their fight to protect their
child, about the wonderful treatment
they were having – reputedly for
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$45,000 a month – about the dreadful things that the cancer industry
were responsible for in suppressing
cancer cures.
The New Zealand Skeptics gave
the 1998 Bent Spoon to Holmes for
exploiting a sick child and desperate
parents in the name of entertainment without asking the hard questions that needed to be asked.

Misguided public opinion
And while all this was going on,
paediatric oncologists around the
country were treading very warily. In
July, a six-year-old died following his
parents’ refusal of radiotherapy.
Doctors said that the WilliamsHolloway case made them wary of
acting in the best interest of their
child patients. In the case of the
13-year-old mentioned earlier, the
parents’ lawyer argued that it was
the health authorities who were negligent in not seeking a court order to
enforce treatment for the boy. They,
too, had been scared by the fervent
public opinion whipped up around
the Williams-Holloway case.
We had a publicly funded documentary follow one woman through
alternative therapy to treat a lump
in her throat. No mention that the
alternative healer also claimed to be
regularly abducted by UFOs, no
questioning of his claims that cancer

is caused by bacteria, no questioning
of the ethics of him prescribing 35
health supplements daily from a
brand in which he had a financial
interest. And how did this piece of
investigative journalism end – with
the conclusion that the reason her
lump ended up bigger over the 16
weeks of treatment was because she
hadn’t believed in it enough!
We now have parents on cancer
wards torturing themselves for not
offering their children a less invasive
alternative.
Well, to cut a long and harrowing
story short, Liam died last October in
Mexico. He outlasted the oncologists’
predictions by about a year, which
has been taken by some as clearly
indicating that the alternative treatment was working. The fact that he
has died, and made front- page headlines in doing so, may, I hope, cause
others to think again.

Disturbing official reaction
One of the most disturbing reactions
I have seen to the news came from
our Commissioner for Children,
Roger McClay, a man who has had
the highest profile in arguing for the
rights of children, who has wept publicly over cases of child abuse. His
response was to exonerate the parents once again because they had

made “the right choice for them” and
then, astonishingly, he added:
Whether a different course of
action would have been better,
there’s not much point in worrying about it now.
Well, I’m sorry Commissioner, but
there’s a great deal to worry about.
When you have medical professionals
paralysed for fear of a public roasting, when you have alternative
therapists seemingly having full access to national publicity with no fear
of demands for proof of their claims,
when you have people believing that
there is some conspiracy by cancer
specialists to suppress cures and
harm children, then you’ve certainly
got something to worry about.

FootNote:
Commissioner McClay's comments
were apparently made on the spot
when he was first told of Liam's
death, and were more in consideration for the family than for the issues of the case. The NZ Skeptics
have a Child Advocate from his office
coming to this year's conference.
along with a representative from the
Health and Disability Commissioner,
and expect to gain a greater understanding of where rights and responsibilities lie.

Correction
Colin Keay has asked us to include
the following clarification to his
Skeptic article “The Dirty Thirty,
Part 2”, (21:2). In Claim 22, insert
after the first sentence two further
sentences as follows:
Reprocessing does not produce plutonium; it extracts it out of discharged
fuel rods from nuclear reactors. The
MOX process permits it to be re-used
along with depleted uranium, deriving further energy from both.
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Colin Keay has recently published a
booklet about nuclear energy, based
on his articles in the Skeptic, and we
are happy to give it a plug.
Nuclear Energy Fallacies
prices posted within Australia:
1 copy
A$ 7.00
2 copies
A$ 14.00
3 copies
A$ 20.00
4 copies
A$ 25.00

From the Enlightenment Press
PO Box 166,
Waratah, NSW 2298.
Remittances must be made out to
Colin Keay.
A second booklet by Colin Keay,
Nuclear Radiation Exposed,
is expected from the printer by the
end of September at the above prices.

Special Feature: Crisis in Healthcare

Fighting the
Medi-scams
Anyone challenging popular
pseudo-medical mythology
risks contumely. Peter
Bowditch remains
undeterred.

My web site at www.ratbags.com, has
a section, The Millenium Project (the
spelling is intentional), that lists web
sites related to things I don’t like.
About half of the listing consists of
medical frauds and vaccination deniers. Over the last few months, I
have commented there about some
deaths with a connection to “alternative medicine”. The responses I have
received to my comments have been
appalling, even to someone like me
that sees the dark side of quackery
all the time. These responses, however, confirm something that I have
long thought about the supporters of
quackery and what it would take to
change their minds. I will describe
the cases and responses and then
discuss the implications at the end.

Warning
I probably need to insert a warning
here. I am going to talk about the
deaths of children and some of what I
have to say may be upsetting to some
people. It upsets me too, which is
why I want to stop these things happening.
The first death is of a child whose
name I do not know. On 1 November,
2000, the ABC carried a story that
started:

Peter Bowditch, a computer professional and
Vice President of Australian Skeptics, devotes
a great deal of time to exposing dangerous
practices.

The Hunter Public Health Unit, in
New South Wales, has confirmed a
fatal case of whooping cough in a
baby. It is the first confirmed death
of a baby in the epidemic that has
ravaged the state since mid-2000.

This news was announced on an
Internet mailing list owned by the
Australian Vaccination Network, an
organisation which is opposed to
vaccination. Someone posted a response to the news in a message
which said:
Wow, thanks so much for posting
this! It’s an invaluable article for our
anti-vaccinations cause. I will print
this out and take it to the doctors
when I have to go in a few months.
Nobody on the list suggested that
the poster’s comments may have
been tasteless or extreme. These
people were actually glad that a child
had died as it aided their propaganda
campaign. When I commented on it, I
was called a liar and there is still a
web site out there run by the AVN’s
Internet Communications Officer
which mentions me by name and
says that I misrepresented the writer’s words. Its advice to antivaccinators is:
You will be accused of distorting the
facts at the same time as the vaccine
proponents are distorting what you
say or believe.

Shaken Baby Syndrome
The second death was of a ten-week
old baby. The autopsy on this baby
showed bleeding around the brain, in
the eyes and in the spinal column.
There was bruising to the sides of the
brain and the external areas of the
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head and physical damage around
one eye. The child had four healing
broken ribs, that is, ribs which had
been broken prior to the assault
which finally killed him. The father
admitted holding the baby by his feet
and slapping him. The father, Alan
Yurko, is currently serving a life sentence in a Florida prison for the murder of his son.
You may wonder what this has to
do with alternative medicine. You
would, in fact (and I hope), be
amazed to find that Alan Yurko has
been declared a Chiropractic Hero by
the International Chiropractors Association’s Pediatric Council, who are
collecting money for an appeal. The
reason that the chiropractors have
become involved is that the story is
being promoted that the damage to
the child was caused by vaccination.
Yurko has also been offered as a
consultant by a leading antivaccinationist to other parents
charged with shaking their children
to death. Attributing shaken baby
syndrome to vaccines is the latest
ploy in the campaign to frighten parents into avoiding vaccination for
their children. (Other ongoing
disinformation campaigns include
suggestions that vaccination causes
SIDS and autism.)

Slogan
An informal contest was held to
find a good slogan to use as a
soundbite for television and radio,
and the President of the Australian
Vaccination Network came up with
“Shaken Maybe Syndrome”.
In a recent effort by the
anti-vaccinationists to assist Alan
Yurko, people were asked to write to
an official in the Florida corrections
system to complain about a proposed
change to prisoners’ email allowances. Writers were told not to mention Yurko’s name in case of retaliation against him, but to pretend they
were writing for some other friend in
prison. In other words, the writers
were asked to lie about their real
intentions.
Following Edmund Burke’s maxim
that “all it takes for evil to prosper is
for good men to do nothing”, I wrote
to the official concerned and warned
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her of the deceit. I copied my email to
the person who had suggested
“Shaken Maybe Syndrome” and to
the person who has suggested using
Yurko as a consultant for other people charged with beating their children to death. One wrote back accusing me of a “heinous and spiteful act”
and suggested that I “have placed
Alan Yurko in danger”. The other just
told me “May you burn”. One of them
wrote to the murderer’s wife, who
wrote to me and said that “is not I or
anyone else, that can stop you from
eradicating yourself”. I suppose telling me to commit suicide is a change
from death threats. In later messages
to various mailing lists, I have been
called a “sicko” for commenting on
the Yurko case, but nobody has
seemed concerned at using a dead
baby in a public relations campaign.
That the anti-vaccination liars
should be dismissive of children’s
deaths is not surprising, as most
sane people would recognise the entire anti-vaccination campaign as an
attack on children’s health and
well-being. In a sense, the death of
children is their raison d’etre and the
inevitable result if they get their way.
In case you think that these are isolated incidents or don’t apply in Australia, remember that two Australians, Viera Scheibner and Archie
Kalokerinos, are considered the leading experts (and expert witnesses) in
the vaccine-SBS area. Dr
Kalokerinos has even managed to
convince a judge that the symptoms
of shaken baby syndrome are the
same as scurvy and that scurvy can
reach fatal levels within three days
of vaccination. These facts are unknown to most medical people in the
world, but then these doctors could
all be part of the great conspiracy
that Dr Kalokerinos claims is being
run by the World Health Organisation and World Vision to use vaccination as a tool of genocide.

Tragedy in Mexico
The next death was that of Liam
Williams-Holloway who died in a
Mexican cancer quackery clinic (see
Vicki Hyde’s report, earlier in this
issue). He was the subject of an Australian 60 Minutes programme which

revealed the idiocy and venality of
the people who were “treating” him.
Liam had been removed from a conventional treatment programme for
his neuroblastoma and was kept hidden. Fruitless attempts had been
made to obtain legal guardianship of
Liam and to make him a ward of the
state in an attempt to have him
treated, but his parents were able to
get him out of New Zealand to
Mexico. When he died, an immediate
funeral and cremation were held so
that no autopsy was possible to determine whether the cancer really
was shrinking as claimed by the cancer clinic.
Liam’s parents sold their house
and borrowed from friends to pay for
his Tijuana treatment. When I mentioned his death in an alternative
medicine forum, the first response
was:
Until your choice to cash in on this
family’s grief, Mr B, I had respected
you. Now I feel contempt not only for
you, but for all of your ilk, who
would feed in this way on people’s
pain. Shame on you.
Subsequent reaction was in the
same vein, suggesting that people
had the right to have any sort of
treatment they wanted and who was
I to say what worked and what
didn’t? No criticism was offered by
the supporters of “alternative medicine” of the people who “treated”
Liam. In a similar case earlier in the
year, a Canadian boy named Tyrell
Dueck was also taken to Tijuana
against the wishes of the courts. The
clinic was a bit luckier that time as
they managed to get him home to
Canada before he died. The parents
were sent a bill for $12,000 after his
death for “services” while he was in
Tijuana. On the day that I wrote this,
someone was told “You have reached
an all time low” for mentioning Tyrell
in an alternative medicine discussion
group and suggesting that there may
be some cause to criticise the clinic.

Rebirthing
The next case is Candace Newmaker
who was killed by people practising
what they called “rebirthing”. I have
a transcript of the last two hours of

Candace’s life on my web site and it
is harrowing enough to read it, but I
know someone who sat through the
trial of the “therapists” and had to
watch not only a videotape of the
girl’s last hours but also saw video
evidence of other abuses and tortures. Candace had been adopted and
her new mother thought that they
were not getting along as well as
they should. She was subjected to
something called Attachment
Therapy and went through a
“rebirthing” process where she was
wrapped tightly in a blanket and was
supposed to force her way out in
some bizarre sort of re-enactment of
vaginal birth. She suffocated while
lying in her own vomit and excrement, with the “therapists” abusing
her and calling her names.
When I mentioned her death publicly, I was told that it wasn’t
“rebirthing” that killed her but something else, that it wasn’t alternative
medicine that was being practised,
that I am an idiot, that I am unconcerned about her death (?), that her
death is insignificant when compared
to the “100,000 needless deaths” in
hospitals, that I can’t do basic arithmetic, that my opinions are bought
and paid for, that mentioning the
tragedy is just part of a pattern of
attack on alternative medicine. What
I wasn’t told is that the particular
practice that killed this girl is beyond
the limits to which “alternative medicine” should be allowed to go.

Mercury
The last case I will mention is of an
adult. I was referred to a web site
called “The Mercury Connection” to
show me the horrors of amalgam
fillings. It certainly horrified me, but
not for the reasons that the person
recommending it to me thought.
What horrified me was the report, in
his own words, of a man with an incurable disease who had the last
years of his life stolen from him by
quacks and liars.
Roy Smith had Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS, also called “Lou
Gehrig’s Disease”), a quite rare complaint. He was deceived into thinking
that this may have been caused by

the mercury in the fillings in his
teeth, so he had all his fillings removed and replaced. If the story had
stopped there it would have been bad
enough, but the vultures hanging
around him wanted more. He was
encouraged to spend his time (and
his money, of course) on the useless
quackeries of chelation and hyperbaric oxygen. You would expect that
these treatments would have some
demonstrated benefit after some
time, but fifteen months after Roy
had had his fillings replaced, he was
told that the amount of mercury in
his body had increased! (He was
eventually told that it had reached a
level five times as high as when the
treatment started.) At the same time
he was being told that he needed
more and more treatments in a compression chamber, although there
was no evidence that his condition
was improving.
You might ask yourself why someone would tell him that he needed to
sit in a compression chamber several
times per day when it didn’t seem to
be doing him any good. The reason
was that he and his family still had
money left. You may wonder how the
level of mercury in his body could
increase alarmingly when the supposed source had been removed more
than a year before. It was because
the people selling him a “treatment”
were taking the measurements.
Think about it for a moment – if the
reported levels never dropped, he
would know that he was being
scammed, but if they had actually
dropped to nothing he might have
wanted to stop paying. So they lied to
him.
Roy Smith died on July 13, 1998.
His death was a personal tragedy for
his family and, like all needless
deaths, diminishes us all. It would
have been a tragedy for the
chelationists and oxygen “therapists”
as well, because a large part of their
income would have gone. Unlike
Donna, Ryan and Lori who lost a
husband and father, however, the
quacks would have just had to do a
bit of advertising to get another Roy.
The final chapter in this tragedy was
when Roy realised that he had been

conned and, with a system that let
him type by moving his head and
clicking a switch with his toe, he
wrote the final words on his web site
three months before he died:
PS. As of 4/16/1998, after taking
500mg. of DMSA daily for nearly
three months, my mercury levels
show even higher than last time.
The response I got when I wrote
about Roy Smith was astounding. I
was accused of damaging people by
trying to stop them having their fillings out, I was “trashing” Roy and
his memory, I was trying to gain benefit from his death. Someone even
wrote to his widow about me. What
nobody would address is that even if
the ALS had been caused by the fillings in his teeth (it wasn’t), what I
was objecting to was not so much the
removal of his fillings but the process
of continuous lying that went on after that about how the level of mercury in his body went up and down.
It could only go down unless the
charlatans treating him were feeding
him mercury, they were incompetent
beyond belief, or they were lying to
him. Again, no possible criticism of a
form of “alternative medicine” was
permissible or could even be contemplated.

Implications
I promised to talk about the implications of the responses I have received
to comments about deaths. The common thread through these is that the
opponents of medicine (I refuse to use
the term “conventional medicine”)
accept no limits. Nothing is beyond
the pale for them. No “alternative” to
medicine goes too far, just as none
appears too stupid for someone to
believe. But just let a real doctor
harm someone or fail to cure them...

Next issue
A corollary of this mindset is that several
logically inconsistent beliefs can be held
simultaneously, each confirming the others by the common fact that they are in
opposition to real medicine. I have even
come across people who can believe in five
mutually-exclusive origins of cancer (and
their appropriate treatments).
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Investigation

Free Energy?
Not from Lutec
The lure of “free energy” is
very seductive. Ian Bryce
investigates the Lutec
scheme and exposes
its flawed claims.

Ian Bryce is an engineer and scientist working
in the commercial satellite launching industry.
He is a member of the Australian Skeptics
Committee.
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Energy production is the mainstay of
our affluent lifestyle, and possibly
the undoing of our planet’s climate.
Its economic importance is gargantuan. Energy itself is invisible to the
eye, but its behaviour is governed by
laws of nature that have been known
for hundreds of years.
Not surprising then, that a good
fraction of the world’s scientifically
literate people are involved in the
production, conversion, storage, distribution, and sales of energy. Little
wonder also, that it attracts many
not encumbered by such knowledge
or scruples.
Most of us know that you can’t get
money out of thin air. A stack of 20
coins in a sealed jar stays at 20, it
does not grow to 25 overnight. In
physics classes, our school-children
learn that it is the same with energy.
You can convert it between forms, say
from chemical in fuel to heat inside
an engine to mechanical at the
wheels of your car, but the total
never goes up.
Despite this, we see an endless
procession of devices claimed to overcome such inconvenient facts, such as
energy polarizers which double your
car’s mileage, and over-unity generators which enable you to sell power
back to the grid.
Why are we regularly faced with
people claiming these impossible
machines? Clearly because of their
enormous economic potential. To

those who actually believe their machine works, the playing field is the
world’s energy economy. To the many
who don’t, it is the money of buyers
and investors.
In the USA, there is a long history
of such scamsters travelling around
showing their machines to church
groups, elderly people’s clubs etc. US
Skeptical investigator Eric Krieg has
many listed on his site at:
www. phact.org/e/dennis4.html.
Scamsters typically build a complex
machine, take some bogus measurements, and say it will solve the energy
crisis and make investors rich. Sadly,
it is often the underpriviledged and
uneducated who offer their savings.

The Lutec machine
Here in Australia, we have been investigating two people from Queensland who are attracting worldwide
interest and investment for their
“Lutec” Free Energy machine. It is
claimed to be able power your house
and you can sell surplus energy back
to the grid, thus solving the world’s
energy crisis.
In researching for this article, I
contacted interested parties and experts. These include:
❑ John Christie and Lou Brits,
the free energy machine inventors;
❑ Cliff Carew, Patent Attorney,
who drafted the patent;
❑ Vivienne Thoms, Australian
Patent Commissioner;

❑ Steve Brassington, electrical
engineer providing reference.
I acknowledge using their inputs
in making the article accurate. I have
summarised their responses where
disagreement remains. In the interests of fair play, the full text is available from Australian Skeptics on
request.

Australian Skeptics Challenge

James Randi’s prize for psychic phenomena covers perpetual motion too.

The Claimants
The inventors are John Christie (mechanical engineer), and Lou Brits
(electrician), both of Cairns, in far
north Queensland (occupations as
per media reports). All publicity to
date that we have seen has been
about these two men. But who is
running the investment campaign?
Australian Skeptics has discovered
that the Third Man is Alex Witten, a
real estate consultant of Cairns.

machine in real time. He then built a
bigger machine, and began taking
measurements as I had indicated.
Until December 2000, John was
very communicative, sending me a
diagram of the machine and test
setup, two video tapes of it running
and being tested, an Excel spread
sheet, and list of measurements. I
explained what would be required for
a valid test, and his setup was modified several times.
In an email to me dated 4 January
2001, John sent a copy of a letter to
the Institute for Free Energy, in
which he stated that:

The Australian Skeptics challenge
people who claim to achieve extraordinary results which violate the laws
of physics. If such people seek or
accept payment or investment on this basis, we
The motor coils remain
are even more interested.
at room temperature ...
We challenge them to
which is of course cendemonstrate their ability
tral to any claim of havunder proper observing
ing 100% efficiency or
conditions.
better.
If the claims turn out
Oops! This shows two
to be justified, then we
things.
Firstly, that
will say so, and we will
when
it
suits, he recoghelp to rewrite the physnises
the
principle of
ics textbooks. If (as is
conservation
of energy;
more common), the
secondly,
if
his
claimed
claims turn out to be
3000%
efficiency
is true,
false, then we will also
then
all
that
energy
say so, and help put to
coming out with little
rest a possibly fraudulent
going in, should make
operation.
John Christie (left) and Lou Brits, with their “free energy” machine.
the coils ice cold, which
Machines claimed to
they
are
not!
The letter continues:
produce energy out of nothing used to
The
Claim
to
The
Skeptics
be called perpetual motion machines.
By reconfiguring the coil, we can
Having heard about our Challenge
Recently, Free Energy has become
pump power back to the battery
prize, John and Lou contacted the
the catchcry. There are even Free
source, which then holds or even
Skeptics, and in August 1999 were
Energy Associations around the
increases in charge level as the motor
visited by Victorian Challenge Comworld, selling plans and instructions
runs.
for these devices. So when the world’s mittee member Bob Nixon. They
Where do the inventors think the
showed him a small motor powered
media learned of two Queensland
energy
is coming from? Their reinventors with a 3000% efficient gen- from a battery, and made some gensponse
to
this article claims that a
erator, just needing some seed capital eral claims about its performance in
permanent
magnet holding up a
running longer than it should.
to go into production, the Skeptics
heavy
iron
object
for a long time is
On 23 June 2000, John Christie
were interested. The inventors even
doing
work,
ie
supplying
energy. We
emailed Australian Skeptics, notifychallenged us to test their machine
point
out
that
the
formula
for work is
for the $100,000 prize. Having gradu- ing us of his wish to challenge for the
the
force
acting
multiplied
by the
$100,000. He explained that his moated in physics and electrical engidistance
moved,
thus
zero
movement
neering, served in Inventors Associa- tor will run, under load, for twice the
gives zero energy.
time that it should be able to run, as
tions, and worked in rocket
The inventors know that the term
calculated from the capacity of the
propulsion, I work with power flows
“perpetual
motion” does not go down
batteries. I replied that this was not
every day. I was very interested to
well
with
investors,
and strenuously
a valid claim, as it could be due to a
learn about this machine.
claim
that
their
machine
would stop
conservative data sheet for the batThere are further prizes on offer
after
maybe
20
years
when
the batteries. We would instead wish to
around the world. Eric Krieg offered
teries
failed.
I
wonder,
since
they
measure the electrical and mechanito fly in from the USA to witness our
don’t
get
discharged,
why
not
replace
test, and to offer his own US$10,000. cal power going in to and out of the
them with a capacitor?
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Free Energy?
They prefer to use the term “generating power out in excess of power
in”. However, the accepted meaning
of the entire term “perpetual motion
machine” is one which does not deplete its source of energy, and in
principle (neglecting bearings and
material degradation) could run forever. This device (if it does what is
claimed) clearly qualifies.

Promotion and investment
Two websites placed by the inventors
showed the thrust of their business
plan and targeted investors.
Their Main website was titled:
The World’s First Free Energy Machine Also creates an incredible opportunity for you!
It includes:
MOTOR FOR ANY VEHICLE /
VESSEL / APPLIANCE WILL RUN
INDEFINITELY. NO NEED FOR
RE-CHARGE ELECTRICITY GENERATOR. 240 Volt AC
The Australian inventors have spent
five years developing a new technology, which is expressed in an invention registered with the Australian
Patent Office and protected in one
hundred and fifty countries through
a PCT International patent application.

just sound basic principles, and common sense being applied to extract
more from what has always been
available, and use it better, than in
the past.

Their B.A.N.K. Inc website
This web site describes the free energy claims :
“FREE ENERGY and OVER
UNITY” [or over 100% efficiency].
It gives a numbered bank account
in Singapore, and includes instructions on how to transfer money to it.
It describes how they hope to get
enough:
little players...to raise the large
amounts of money needed....
They offer certificates ranging
from US$50 (Iron Level) to $2000
(Platinum). When production commences, you can redeem your certificate for twice the face value against
the purchase of a machine.
Its about telling your children and
grandchildren, and them telling
theirs, about how you had the opportunity, the wisdom and foresight...to
protect their financial future...and
save the planet...
The web site includes the following
letter, deliberately linking the patent
to the free energy claims:

The invention is a new motor, which
is able to produce more output energy
in useable torque, than the amount
of energy it requires to run itself.
Something that scientists worldwide
have been attempting to do for centuries, has now been done in Australia.
Free energy, or as the inventors prefer to call it, super high efficiency, is
here.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

The inventors have in support of
their patent claims irrefutable evidence that can be proven physically,
mathematically and theoretically. At
no point does the motor offend existing thermodynamic laws and principles.

This invention has been applied to
develop a device for generating electricity at no cost of fuel to run and
without producing any pollution....

It is NOT perpetual motion, it IS a
far more efficient way of utilising
what has always been available, no
energy is created, no magic is used,
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We the undersigned:
Ludwig Emma Brits and Victor
John Christie, of Queensland, Australia.
Are the owners and inventors of a
new technology expressed in an international patent application number
PCT/AU99/00962.

Signed: Ludwig Emma Brits.
Signed: Victor John Christie.
What is B.A.N.K. Inc. exactly?
There seems to be some confusion.
The web site says:

A truly international corporation,
B.A.N.K. Inc was formed, registered
and incorporated in the Pacific,
reaching the world through Hong
Kong, and having its geographical
and banking hub in Singapore
...B.A.N.K. searches the world for
suitable emerging new technologies...
BANK Inc became aware of the inventors technology and through Australian agents contacted the
inventors...
Amazing, because (with assistance
from Eric Krieg at groups.yahoo.com/
group/free_energy/message/1901) I
spoke to the designer of BANK Inc's
web site, Mr Eike Prenzel. He lives
in – you guessed it – Cairns, and
told me the whole BANK spread was
provided by one John Christie!
"BANK Inc became aware of the inventors technology and through Australian agents contacted the inventors", indeed. What a nerve!
The two web sites were pulled on
about 16 March 2001 following representations from the Australian Securities and Investment Commission.
However, it seems the content of
BANK has been copied and is still
available at:
www.nutech2000.com.auwebcontent13.htm

It also appeared in the Australian
magazine Nemesis.

Media coverage
An article in the Cairns Post of 8
March 2001 is particularly interesting. It may be seen at:
www.rense.com/general9/unveil.htm

and is summarised below:
Two Cairns inventors yesterday unveiled a world first commercial machine which can power a house from
a permanent, clean, green and virtually free energy source...
Relying on the attraction and repulsion of internal magnets, the Lutec
1000 operates continually on a
pulse-like current 24 hours a day –
producing 24 kilowatt [hours] of
[energy] – once it is kickstarted from
a battery source...
The device is more than 500 per cent
efficient...

If it were not for the magnets, which
have a life of 1300 years, and the
battery pack, which has a life of
about five years, the machine would
be in perpetual motion...
Mr Christie said the next step was to
develop a small-scale pilot plant in
Cairns to begin distributing the motors to the places they were needed
most – such as shops and homes in
the power-starved Daintree region
and the Torres Strait. It is expected
to go on the market for
$4000-$5000...
The only problem the pair now face
is in raising $500,000 to start their
production plant. “We were afraid
the kids would be kidnapped or we’d
be shot, I’m not kidding,” he said...
The pair have begun discussions
with Ergon [the local electricity company] as there is also the opportunity
of selling energy back to the grid.
Griffith Hack [patent attorneys]
partner Cliff Carew, who was speaking from Brisbane, confirmed the
device was genuine and unique...
There are some disconnects here.
Their current machine, weighing 90
kg, by their own claims generates 35
watts (though limited by the
dynamometer). They want to launch
immediately into production for
houses. The average house can consume up to 20 kW peak. In proportion, a machine to provide this would
weigh 51 tonnes! And is no development required?
In March 2001, John Christie appeared with the machine on Today
Tonight (Ch7) in a four minute segment. There he said the machine will
“power your house for free, change
the way the world gets its electricity,
and replace the combustion engine”
(and all before breakfast perhaps?).
He said the international patent has
been examined. He said Steve
Brassington, an electrical engineer,
backs it up. And “there is no electrical engineer or physicist, who has
seen it, who says it doesn’t work”.
Well, John, you won’t let me see it,
but I have the test results. I hereby
put my hand up!
The claims of free energy and per-

petual motion are now well out in the
open. Note also the direct linking of
their patent and free energy claims.
This is significant in view of their
own patent attorney insisting that
their patent covers only an
improved-efficiency conventional
generator (less than 100% efficient),
as will be discussed in Part 2. Even
a lack of any real technological basis
is no protection, it seems. Infamous
American free energy scamster,
Joseph Newman, has charged that
Brits and Christie have plagiarized
the technology which he developed 35
years ago!
(www.randi.org/jr/03-22-2000.html)

I contacted the referee, Steve
Brassington, and he did indeed back
it up. He believes it works, and that
their method of calculating the input
and output is sound, but he would
like to see a thorough test and analysis. I think we can oblige.
The inventors expect to sell their
excess electricity back into the grid. I
spoke to Ergon Energy’s Grant
Behrendorf, who said this was possible, as they buy excess power from
sugar mills. He said they get about
one call a month from perpetual motion proponents. Ergon was approached by Lutec, and (as usual)
responded politely and did not spend
any time investigating.
The Lutec inventors havealso
been active in American late-night
talkback radio. On 29 March, John
Christie talked for 50 minutes with
Jeff Rense. He said the Lutec 1000
works and is in pre-production, will
save the planet, and is a golden key
to unlock unlimited potential.

Investors
Following the Cairns Post item, offers flooded in from both small and
large investors. One of the first was
Cairns businessman Alex Roma, who
said he might be “prepared to help
bankroll the production plant”. However, after further investigation and
requests for testing, he declined to
continue his participation. Not all
were so wise.
In a Letter to the Editor [Cairns
Post], Larry Andresen said “If 500
local families put in $1000 each, we

would put a world-beating invention
on the market...”. John Christie has
reported that orders with deposits or
full payment flooded in. The investment side has been managed by Mr
Alex Witten. The inventors report
being swamped with interest from all
over the world:
● visit from investors from USA,
two of them “well down the track”;
● visit from investors from Switzerland;
● eager interest from Russia;
● the Singapore government is
ready to invest;
● the Chinese Government is ready
to roll out the red carpet;
● Interest from Japan and Indonesia;
● Businessmen from Cairns and
other parts of far north Queensland;
● Many others.
Potential investors reported to the
Skeptic that they were offered deals
such as $500,000 for three years with
50% annual return. They have also
been offered franchises to sell the
machines in various regions for sums
up to $750,000.
Such investment responses to untested and unlikely notions can only
deflect interest and funding away
from genuine research into
much-needed energy efficiency measures. Not to mention the potential
harm done to family budgets.

Attempt to visit the inventors
As the two inventors John and Lou
had previously telephoned me many
times and appeared very enthusiastic
to be tested by the Skeptics for the
prize money, I planned to visit them
when holidaying in the area. On my
arrival in Cairns at 10 am on Friday
27 July 2001, I phoned John’s mobile
number. They were together, and I
told them I accepted their earlier
invitation and had the Friday and
Saturday available to meet them.
At first they said they were keen
to meet me and give a demonstration
of the generator. They said they have
an office in the Trinity Wharf Complex in Cairns CBD, and the machine
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Free Energy?
is kept elsewhere “under
lock and key as you would
expect”. They would make a
time and phone me back.
As I did not hear from
them, I phoned again several times. Each time they
had a good reason why they
had not phoned back: lost
my number, were still
working etc. Eventually,
they discovered that the
building containing the
machine was securely
locked up, had only one key,
and the person holding it
was away in Sydney!
Then how about a meeting at least? Unfortunately,
they needed to “work all
weekend on a proposal” and
it would be difficult to find
time. That evening, by chance, I happened to dine at the well-known Raw
Prawn Cafe.
In Eric Krieg’s book Perpetual
Motion - the history of an
obsession,he quotes, regarding attempts by scientists to investigate a
previousclaim:
When the team arrived at the house,
they found that the door of the room
containing the machine was locked,
and the key, conveniently, missing...
This occurred in 1813.

Description of the motor-generator

also switching devices, operated by
rotation of the shaft.
The machine has two terminals to
the outside world, to which a battery
bank is connected (typically four
12-volt batteries connected in series).
Inside the machine, each coil is energised for a small angle, by a brush
and commutator.
How sound is the mechanical engineering? One eye-witness reports
that the black-painted sections of the
frame are actually made of wood.
The shaft is connected to a dynamometer brake. The dynamometer is
of the eddy current type, and requires its own power supply (such as
mains, variac, and rectifier).

in” is met, this qualifies
for the $100,000 prize.
Therefore, the test
method is designed to
determine whether the
claim made is true.
John Christie explained
that the battery is needed,
firstly to start the machine, and then to provide
a small kick each turn,
but more current is put
back later in the rotation.
I suggested that the battery be removed, or replaced with a capacitor, to
make testing very easy.
He said this was not
achieved yet, so we proposed to instead measure
the electrical and mechanical power. In consultation with other Skeptics scientists,
a test layout (Fig 1) was developed.
The test procedure went on to detail precautions we would take to
ensure validity of the measurements,
under the following headings:
Electrical power measurement:
Taking into account steady, varying,
AC and DC components. The large
batteries could be expected to stabilize the voltage sufficiently so that:
power = avg voltage x avg current.
Mechanical power measurement:

Rotation rate (rpm) times torque.
The configuration of the motorgenerator and the test procedure put
Instruments:
forward to Australian Skeptics by Mr
Verify accuracy and correct functionJohn Christie in December 2000 is of
Proposed test method
ing.
interest.
Australian Skeptics believes that if
It is a rotating electromagnetic
the claim of “more energy out than
Hidden sources of power:
machine, with electrical terminals,
and a mechanical shaft. Mr
The claimant has stated that
Christie reports that it conthere are no hidden sources of
tains coils, permanent magpower such as batteries inside
nets, and iron laminations.
the motorgenerator. AusThere are 3 banks, each conDYNAMOtralian Skeptics may wish to
DEVICE
taining a stator [stationary
BATTERIES
METER
verify that statement by inUNDER
component] with electromagspecting the motor- generator.
TEST
nets, and a 3-part rotor [rotating component] with permaTest duration:
nent magnets. The rotors are
ELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL
The test duration will be sufPOWER
POWER
mounted on a shaft, supMEASUREMENT
MEASUREMENT
ficient to establish steady
ported by bearings. There are
state conditions, such as 5
Fig 1. Proposed test setup
minutes
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Fig 2. Measurements based on information supplied by inventors
Calculation:
If measuring conditions are valid,
the net power out of the device is
then the mechanical power out minus the electrical power in. Careful
regard will be paid to signs (the
direction of current flow, torque etc).
Criterion for Prize:

Test results
Although the inventors now appear
to be avoiding the Skeptics and thus
the machine cannot be tested directly, my discussions with them
have revealed ample material (videos, diagrams, measurements) to
fully analyse their machine and its
claimed 3000% efficiency.

them. This is explained very clearly
in the videos they sent. The machine
runs relatively slowly, and makes
plenty of noise, but they say that is
due to it being sited on a table top.
Copious arcing is visible at the contacts.

Measurements

The measurements they sent me
Science predicts that, due to conserTest setup
generally include many conditions of
vation of energy and internal losses,
battery current and dynamometer
The diagram (Fig 2.) shows the arthe net power out will be negative. If
load. I told them that one condition
rangement of their machine, and the
it is positive, the prize will be
would be sufficient, and they should
actual test results as reported by
awarded.
select one with high output power.
From their calculations, I
describe their method as
PARAMETER
MEASURED BY
follows (filling in some
VALUE
Output shaft speed
gaps):
hand-held tachometer
270 rpm
Output torque
torque meter on dynamometer
1.0 N-m
● Shaft speed is measured
Hence: mech. power output
speed * torque * 2π/60
28.3 W
using a handheld tachometer.
Input current to each coil
amp meter
avg. 0.60 A
Resistance of each coil
ohmmeter when stationary
1.0 ohm
● Output torque is measHence: power into each coil
I^2 * R
0.36 W
ured by the dynamometer
Hence: total electrical power input 3 * power into one coil
1.08 W
● Mechanical power output
EFFICIENCY
26.2 or 2620%
Mech power out/ elec power in
is calculated as the product
of angular velocity and
Table 1
torque.
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Free Energy?
CURRENT (I)

CURRENT (I)
EQUIVALENT

RESISTOR

CIRCUIT OF
MOTOR

VOLTAGE
(V)

BATTERY

BACK
EMF

MOTOR: POWER = I x V NOT I2 x R

RESISTOR: POWER = I2 x R

Fig 3. . Incorrect and correct measurement of resistance in a motor circuit
● Input power is more complicated:
the DC resistance of each bank of
coils has been measured as 1.0 ohm

John eagerly reported many measurements to me, which makes me
think that at the time, he seriously
believed the machine produces free
energy.

● The DC current to each coil bank
is measured (nearly the same to
each)

● The electrical power in is the sum
of the powers to the 3 banks
● The efficiency is the power out
divided by the power in.
From their measurements dated
20 December 2000, a typical set of
results is as shown (Table 1):
So, according to this calculation
sent to me by the inventors, their
machine produces 26 times more
output than input, and is 2620% efficient. (They have since changed their
mind on some minor aspects). In any
case, it will certainly meet their
claims of powering your house as
well as selling power back into the
grid.

PARAMETER
Output shaft speed
Output torque
Hence: mech. power output
Input current to each coil
Total input current
Input voltage
Hence: total electrical power input
EFFICIENCY

It is true that for a motor at rest, the
input circuit behaves like a resistor
(as far as DC is concerned). This resistance is just that of the copper
coils. However, once the motor is
turning, this is no longer true. The
motion produces a “back EMF” which
makes the voltage at the terminals
higher. The figure (Fig 3) shows their
assumption, and the correct equivalent circuit for a general motor.

The real efficiency
We are in a position to proceed, because the videos and descriptions
show four 12V batteries connected to
the machine. Thus the terminal voltage will be about 48 volts, and well
stabilised despite the pulsating current. My own calculations follow
(Table 2):

Australian Skeptics will continue to
investigate claims of free energy,
from both the theoretical and measurement points of view. We will keep
an open mind on each case until the
evidence is in.
Meanwhile, we have an unequivocal
message for the Lutec inventors and
their associates:
● According to the laws of physics,
your machine cannot work.
● You have not provided any theoretical basis to challenge these laws;
your description of how it works is
flawed.
● Your own patent attorney has
told you that your patent provides
no basis whatsoever for your “free
energy” claims (refer Part 2).
● You have analysed your measurements wrongly, and the
2600% efficiency (and all
over 100%) is incorrect.

MEASURED BY

VALUE

hand-held tachometer
torque meter on dynamometer
speed * torque * 2π/60
amp meter
sum of above
= battery voltage
I*V
Mech power out/ elec power in

270 rpm
1.0 N-m
28.3 W
avg. 0.60 A
1.8 A
48 V
86.4 W
0.33 or 33%

Table 2
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Conclusion

The flaw in their method

● The power in a resistor is I
squared times R; this gives the
power to each bank

The real efficiency of 33% is reasonable, given that the machine
was designed without a basis in
electrical engineering and is partly
made of wood.
Where does delusion end and
fraud begin? Some free-energy proponents (who refuse to be tested)
clearly know their machine will not
work, yet continue to promote it for
money or advantage, and thus have
fraudulent intent. Others perhaps
do not know of the laws of nature,
and appear to believe their machines work. Are they fraudulent?
Perhaps not. But if they have been
told enough times by scientists that
it is impossible and their measurements are wrong, then surely the
distinction becomes blurred!

● Your measurements
confirm that useful energy is being lost, not
generated; the efficiency
is about 33%.
● You have been told this
many times, so ignorance
is no longer a viable excuse.
● Soliciting or accepting

money under false pretences is an
offence, and you should desist.
A similar message is issued to free
energy proponents around the world.
To people considering investing in
such schemes, we also have a message. Say to the proponents “Australian Skeptics say it is impossible;
have you accepted their challenge?”

Part 2 (next issue)
In the next issue, we will explore the
Lutec patents in detail. Patent documents can be very revealing about
the development process, the inventor’s beliefs at different times, and
the key innovations. I will talk to the
patent attorney who drafted the
Lutec patent.
The Lutec machine will be compared on a complexity scale with
other free energy machines from
around the world, and we will try to
explain why they cannot work.

LUTEC inventors’ response
This article in its original form was
sent to the Lutec principals for their
information and comment. It also
included an offer to them to have
their response, if any, printed alongside the article.
The inventors’ reply was received
in late August and we have printed
the relevant parts of their reply below.
Some minor points of technical
clarification they raised have been
incorporated in the article and removed from their response, and certain irrelevant comments and some
insulting personal observations regarding the author have been removed.

Dear Ian,
Thank you for inviting us to reply to
your draft article and for promising
in writing to print our reply beside
your effort to discredit, slander and
defame us.
There are a number of points you
make which we take issue with and
we will deal with them in no particular order from which they appear.
(Technical matters attended to.)
We have received literally hundreds of offers of financial support
from people from all over Australia
and overseas. We have had people
knock on our door and offer to invest
various amounts, including one for
one hundred thousand dollars the
morning of the publishing of the
newspaper article. We have not
accepted any money from these people. We do have a business plan
which calls for investment of
$500,000 at a time. The only people
capable of providing that level of
funding are certainly not the sort to
invest unwisely or to do so without
conducting their own due diligence
and seeking independent advice before acting...
Because of the long time between
initial contact with you and some
agreement being sorted out ... we
simply ran out of time and had to
raise the money for our patent costs
elsewhere...
(Personal remarks deleted.)
Your interpretation of the figures
given demonstrates clearly that you
have absolutely no knowledge of
what is happening in our machine.
We are dealing with something new
here. We appreciate that this will

shock you as you already know everything. By the way it is interesting to
note that the speed of light has been
discovered to not be the constant you
previously thought, a bumble bee
cant fly according to mans rules and
laws, and what about air conditioning which provides a definite display
of overunity, and we live in an ever
expanding universe...
Magnets: Imagine someone holds a
10 Kilo iron weight over his head
with both hands, is the person performing work ie expending energy in
holding it up. The answer must be
yes. If the same 10 Kilo iron weight
is held up by a magnet which is fixed
to the ceiling is the natural magnetic
attraction holding the weight up and
so doing the work, or is it the ceiling,
or is it both.
The motor coils remain at room
temperature: Assume an output of
10 watts, electrical input calculated
at 2 watts and that the 2 watts input
is only 50% efficient. This means that
1 watt of the 10 watts output comes
from the electrical input and the
remaining 9 watts is the result of the
natural magnetic attraction and
natural magnetic repulsion of the
magnets. The only way to make these
coils ice cold is to put them in a
freezer.
There are many other issues we
could comment on however we have
wasted enough valuable time in making this reply to you and so will leave
it as it is.
It would probably be wise for you
to re-think your decision to publish
your article.
Regards

Lou Brits and John Christie
17 August 2001

Moving?
Seeking greener pastures? Doing a moonlight flit? Shooting through like a Bondi Tram?

Don’t forget to tell us your new address.
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Feature

Casualties of

Sperm
Wars
In a recently published book,
the author questions some
dubious claims being made
about the decline and
fall of the sperm

Bob Beale, a former Science and Environment
Editor and Chief of Staff of The Sydney
Morning Herald, has won numerous awards
for his writing, including an Australian
Skeptics Journalism Award and two Eureka
prizes.
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The following article is an edited
extract from Men: From Stone
Age to Clone Age – the science of
being male, by Bob Beale, (Viking
$28). It is published by the kind
permission of the author.
Other examples of his work
can be found on his web site
www.bob.beale.org
Most men will be aware of the ongoing controversy and concern about
claims that sperm counts have been
falling markedly over the past 50
years or so. It has been suggested
that the cause is exposure to certain
chemicals, found in some pesticides
and industrial compounds. These are
thought to act biochemically like
oestrogens – in short, men and boys
are effectively being feminised. But
before we all start worrying that the
male of the species is going from stud
to dud, let’s put these disturbing
claims under the microscope.
The debate began in 1992, when a
Danish research team led by Elizabeth Carlsen and including the
prominent fertility researcher Niels
Skakkebaek, reported on the results
of a meta-analysis of 61 studies of

sperm counts in various countries at
various times. The studies involved a
total of almost 15,000 men. The team
concluded that sperm counts had
plummeted from a global average of
about 113 to 66 million/ml between
1938 and 1990 – that’s a drop of
about 1 million sperm, or 1%, a year.
If they were right and the trend continued, it seemed that men would be
out of the sperm business within 50
years. Yikes!
Skakkebaek later said he became
interested in the issue in the late
1980s, when “wondering why it was
so difficult for sperm banks to establish a core of donors. In some areas of
Denmark, they were having to recruit 10 potential donors to find one
with good semen quality.” So he felt
there was some ground-truth to support the data (along with some evidence of increasing sperm abnormalities and male reproductive
disorders).

Sperm numbers in decline?
The astonishment that greeted the
report was on two levels: first, the
alarming speed and scale of the apparent decline called into question

the very future of our species; second,
many fertility researchers simply did
not believe it could be correct – it
seemed inexplicable that sperm
counts could take such a sharp nosedive without being noticed sooner
and without an obvious reason.
Debate on the issue then moved
into a familiar pattern in science: the
methodology of the study was challenged, a string of new reports
followed to both confirm and
contradict the original findings, other studies pointed to
possible causes and then also
came under challenge, and the
rest of us were left worried,
puzzled and wondering who
and what to believe.
A subsequent study of 1,350
Parisian men seemed to confirm the trend: it reported that
the subjects’ sperm counts
declined from 89 to 60 million/
ml between 1973 and 1992 – a
fall of 2.1% a year – and similar rates of decline have been
reported from Canada, Sweden, Greece, Italy and Belgium, among others. Something fundamentally harmful
seemed to be happening to
men’s sperm production, suggesting we could face the very
worrying prospect of losing the
ability to conceive babies naturally, of IVF clinics mushrooming into existence in every
suburb of every city.

So is it true?
Frustratingly, the answer is no
clearer today. Based on the evidence
so far, it’s simply not possible to say
with certainty whether human sperm
counts really are declining worldwide, whether they have a
roller-coaster variability over time –
perhaps in response to social conditions or climate – or even whether
such a decline will cause birth rates
to fall as well.
There’s contrary evidence from
countries such as Finland, where
sperm counts are steady, and parts of
the US, where they seem to be on the
rise. It seems equally possible that
we face either an appalling evolution-

ary dead-end or that it won’t make a
scrap’s worth of difference in the long
run. As usual, the truth probably lies
somewhere in between.
Human males are notoriously poor
sperm producers, making a high proportion of sperm with no tails, two
heads, no desire to swim and so on. It
may be that only dud sperm are being affected, good sperm are being

spared and we’ll continue on our
population explosion regardless.
Making sense of this issue is tough
because we’re only equipped with a
small part of the story. Indeed, what
few scientists are emphasising here
is that we’re plain ignorant of even
some of the most basic facts about
male reproduction. We don’t even
know what “normal” sperm are, let
alone what “normal” sperm counts
should be. We also do not have good
information on how sperm counts
vary from region to region. Worse
still, measuring sperm-count trends
can be confounded by the way samples are collected, when they’re collected, how they’re collected, who
they’re collected from and so on.

The Carlsen study, for example,
did not take into account such variable factors as the age of the subjects, how long they had abstained
from sex before giving semen samples, and laboratory methods used to
prepare and count their sperm, each
of which can strongly influence any
measured trend.

Moving goal posts
Clearly, it’s in large part an
argument about statistics. A
British research team led by
Jack Cohen found an apparently significant mathematical flaw in the original
Carlsen analysis: the World
Health Organisation moved
the male fertility goal posts in
the middle of the time period
in question.
The meta-analysis compared the sperm concentrations of “normal” men, but in
1967 the WHO changed its
definition of normal, dropping
the cutoff point for infertility
from 60 to 20 million/ml.
Thus, the Danish group
didn’t compare apples with
apples: after 1967, they included men whose sperm
counts were in the 20 to 60
million/ml range, Cohen argues. His group thought their
inclusion could make a big
difference and devised a simple experiment to test its hypothesis (Bromwich, P., Cohen, J,
Stewart, I and Walker, A. “Decline in
sperm counts – an artefact of
changed reference range of ‘normal’?”
British Medical Journal 309 (no
6946) pp19–22, 1994).
They collected the most recent 250
or so “normal” sperm samples from
men attending a local fertility clinic.
First, they rejected all men whose
counts were below the pre-1967
WHO benchmark and calculated the
average sperm count of the group to
be 114 million/ml. Next, they excluded only those subjects below the
post-1967 WHO benchmark and the
resultant average was just 72 million/ml. Sperm counts appeared to
have dropped by half, yet it was ex-
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Casualties of Sperm Wars
actly the same group of men and
exactly the same sperm samples.
The Statistical Assessment Service
(STATS), a US non-profit research
organisation devoted to the accurate
use of scientific and quantitative
information in public policy debate,
has cited another criticism of the
Carlsen study. STATS noted
that:
...if valid conclusions are to be
drawn from a compilation of
assorted studies, roughly comparable numbers of men would
have had to be tested in the early,
middle, and late years under
consideration.
In fact, 48 of the 61 studies were
from after 1970; only 596 of the
14,947 subjects (4.0 percent) were
tested before 1950, only 1,184
(7.9 percent) were tested between
1950 and 1970, and 13,167 (88.1
percent) were tested after 1970.

graphic ranges, even within different
parts of London.
When Fisch reviewed the Carlsen
analysis, he found that the vast majority of men included in it before
1970 were from the US and that
most of them were from New York.
But after 1970, only half the men

dramatically more fertile in the
1970s.
So, keeping tabs on sperm-count
trends may not just depend on where
you count, but also on when you start
and stop counting. (Fisch’s group did
make another important comparison,
though: they tracked birth rates in
the city over the same period
and found that when sperm
counts fell, so did births. In
1973, Minnesota’s birth rate
bottomed at 13.8 live births per
1,000 residents and peaked at
16.7 in 1981. So, there’s more
evidence that low sperm counts
are linked to low fertility.)

Problematic re-analysis

The argument soon came to the
boil again, with more public
alarm, when a re-analysis of the
Carlsen study by American researchers seemed to confirm its
findings. The re-analysis made
more sophisticated statistical
corrections for things such as
Thus not enough data were
the subjects’ ages and abstiavailable from before 1970 to
nence and concluded that the
make possible a persuasive comUnidentified sperm photographed at a recent conference
decline might be even greater
parison with the post-1970 findon global overpopulation.
than previously thought. It indiings. And when the post-1970
cated an average annual rate of
studies are examined by themincluded
were
from
the
US
and
only
decrease
of 1.5 million/ml of samples
selves, they show an actual increase
a
quarter
of
them
were
New
Yorkers.
collected
from US men. For Europein sperm counts between 1970 and
So
perhaps
the
declining
trend
was
a
ans,
the
rate
of decline seemed to be
1990. Furthermore, it turns out that
statistical
glitch,
simply
highlighting
doubly
high.
a single 1951 study accounted for a
differences in place, not time.
Shanna Swan, who headed the
thousand of the 1,780 subjects studBecause
we
know
so
little
about
re-analysis
group, reportedly told
ied before 1970 . . .
possible regional and ethnic variaReuters newsagency at the time:
tions that may exist in normal sperm “Overall, in Europe and the United
Regional variations
counts, their potential to confound
States there is a strong and signifiA prominent critic of the Carlsen
sperm analyses simply cannot be
cant decline.” She added: “The quesstudy, a US fertility specialist from
ignored. Indeed, the place-related
tion now is not if average sperm
Columbia University, Harry Fisch,
variations Fisch found in the US
counts are dropping, but why.” No
stirred the pot even more in 1996
were as great as those time-related
uncertainty there.
when he and colleagues reported that variations suggested by the Carlsen
But there were still problems with
sperm counts can vary dramatically
study.
the numbers when you looked closer.
not just between individuals but beIn 1997, Fisch’s team raised more
The evidence from non-Western
tween men in different regions as
doubts: it reported on an analysis of
countries, including Brazil, India,
well. Fisch found that men in Los
sperm collected over 24 years in Min- Israel, Hong Kong, Kuwait, Nigeria
Angeles, for example, produce an
nesota, banked by 660 donors before
and Thailand, was that the trend
average 73 million/ml, whereas those they underwent vasectomies. Their
was slightly positive - sperm counts
in New York produced 132 million/ml sperm counts fluctuated from a low
there seemed to be increasing. But
(which seems to scotch the notion
of 46.5 million/ml in 1974 to a high of because those data were taken from
that if you can make it there you can
123 million/ml in 1980. Comparing
only 13 studies, all of which were
make it anywhere!). Other studies
those two figures alone, you’d conpublished after 1978, that trend was
have since found that sperm counts
clude that guys in that city became
not deemed statistically significant.
can vary over much smaller geoSwan’s group also confined itself to
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Rant
reviewing studies published in the
English language and excluded several non-English studies that were
included in Carlsen’s analysis. It is
surprising that translations couldn’t
be made. Two of the excluded studies,
written in German and Danish, apparently recorded sperm count values that were low relative to later
European studies. If they had they
been included, would the apparent
drop have seemed so severe?
As Cohen’s experiment revealed, a
key problem with such analyses is
that sperm production does not follow a neat distribution pattern across
individuals - some guys are, indeed,
real studs. Two men in Cohen’s study
group had very high sperm counts
(300 million/ml or more), but most
were clustered at the lower end of the
scale, with about 40% of them registering between 20 and 60 million/ml.
When they were included in the experiment, they heavily skewed the
“normal” average towards a much
lower figure.
The WHO fertility benchmark
change “had produced the illusion of
decline in numbers,” says Cohen.
“Sperm numbers may be declining
but the work which initiated the
story does not in fact support it!” Nor
was Fisch impressed by Swan’s
apparent confirmation of the Carlsen
study, reportedly telling one journalist: “If you keep on analysing bad
data, no matter what model you use,
it’s still bad data. While the statistics
look robust, they’re not . . .”

Alarmist reporting
The whole debate probably sheds as
much light on sperm counts as it
does on scientific process itself.
Understandably, the way scientists
gather and communicate facts and
ideas to each other is often puzzling
to the rest of us. Equally, the sharply
contrasting approach of the mass
media – mostly blind and uncritical
acceptance that the claims are true,
and reported in alarmist terms –
leaves many scientists shaking their
heads.
As Swan and Skakkebaek have
said, if sperm counts are dropping it’s
not necessarily a cause for concern in

itself, but it may be a warning flag
about other emerging problems in
male fertility. Yet as one sceptical
editorial in a US newspaper wryly
observed:
Sound science is incremental and
plodding, a cumulative process of
observing, challenging, checking and
revising – not a one-night stand
based on a single study. More research on the effect of so-called environmental oestrogens is needed
before taking drastic regulatory
measures. Given the uncertainties
and scientific caveats surrounding
the case of the disappearing sperm,
it’s safe to say that reports of the End
of Manhood have been greatly exaggerated.
The sperm-count issue should become clearer over the next five years
or so, as a string of international
studies bear fruit. At the very least
the controversy will have helped to
spur more research into this fundamental question and we should soon
have a much better grasp of the differences in place and time that affect
sperm production.
Longer-term monitoring studies
will be able to take those differences
into account and make it easier to
tell if there really is a problem. For
now, all we can say is that there’s no
cause for panic and plenty of reason
to be sceptical. Not a single nation or
region in the world has a reported an
average sperm count below the WHO
infertility level. Men in most countries are still averaging well above
the 40 million/ml level, beyond which
there seems little real gain in actual
fertility. The only evidence we have of
declines in birth rates are easily explained by (and most likely attributable to) contraception, better family
planning and voluntary postponement of births. No sharp jump in
global infertility rates has been reported. Indeed, there is no evidence
that the alleged sperm drought has
led to reduced fertility anywhere, and
our population keeps growing alarmingly. As they say, watch this space.

Hands Off
My Tongue
From time to time I am approached
by an obsequious supplicant seeking
my invaluable support for a campaign to introduce some newly manufactured “world language” or other.
They should save their breath.
Although I would never admit it
publicly, I find myself agreeing with
that unnamed preacher who once
claimed “If English was good enough
for Jesus, it’s good enough for me”.
Us Wallabies have always spoken
pure, unadulterated English and we
always shall.
Here, then, is my manifesto:
English is the ne plus ultra of
tongues; it has become the de facto
lingua franca of the world: it is a fait
accompli. Even abroad English is de
rigeur among the cognoscenti and the
creme de la creme.
It requires more than a soupcon of
chutzpah to become a aficionado of
some ersatz lingo; to become a guru
of the nouvelle vague and to declare
a jihad against the mother tongue. I
am not simpatico with, nor will I kow
tow to these macho aparatchiks of
the avant garde who, while sitting sit
smugly in their fin de siecle pieds a
terre or dining al fresco on the verandahs of their comfortable suburban
bungalows, seek to change the status
quo and impose an ad hoc tongue by
bribing hoi polloi with baksheesh.
They can try but I doubt they have
the cojones to carry it through. They
are heading into a cul de sac and
their cause celebre is likely to boomerang on them unless they execute
a quick volte face.
I predict they will be sent to a
gulag if they persist with these kamikaze attacks on Mother English.
English speaking is the zeitgeist of
our age and soon I trust it will be
verboten to speak anything else.
Ciao for niao.

Sir Jim R Wallaby
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Convention Paper

Raising a
Skeptical Family
A prominent Skeptic charts
the pleasures and perils
of bringing up children
in the New Age.

Vicki Hyde, Chair-entity of NZ Skeptics,
presented this paper at the Skeptics World
Convention in 2000.
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When I became head of the New Zealand Skeptics seven years ago, the
irrepressible Denis Dutton had great
delight in ringing the major newspapers to announce the fact that the
organisation had elected someone
who was female, of Maori descent
and pregnant.
“How more politically correct can
you get?” he crowed triumphantly. I
don’t know about elsewhere around
the world, but for some reason the
New Zealand Skeptics are rarely
seen as PC.
What Denis didn’t know was that
the gravid situation provided me
with a great excuse to pass back to
him the many invitations to speak to
seemingly innumerable numbers of
Rotarians, Roundtablers, Lions,
Great Elks and other assorted male
mammalian service groups. There’s
nothing surer than saying you’re
pregnant to get an all -male group to
back off hurriedly. I like to think of it
as part of my personal crusade to
single-handedly boost the Skeptical
population of our country.
I must say that people seem to
delight in predicting that my sons
are going to grow up to be Sensitive
New Age Guys. If they really want to
make me nervous they add that
David and Perry will be New Age,
rugby-playing accountants who’ll end
up working for Treasury. I can’t see it
somehow – after all, they’re both fire
signs ... though I do find it a bit worrying that my seven-year-old has
started paying attention to the stock
market reports and cheering every
time Telecom drops a few more
points.

Of course, his interest – and incidentally the reason why the bulk of
this audience is male – is explicable.
According to psychologist Bertrand
Cramer, it all relates to early adolescent experimentation with
gender-specific body parts. Most notably that manipulation which
causes said body parts to move and
retract, which, according to Cramer:
... presents the boy with a particular
challenge in the development of the
body image; this may contribute to
his interest in machinery, physics
and the like.
The boy’s better spatial sense relates
to the greater use he makes of space
in motor activity; the ability the boy
has to perceive his sexual organ may
also contribute to a better representation of space and to his better skill
and greater interest in experimental
science and mathematics.
One can only conclude from this
that women should be over represented as mining engineers, tunnellers and speleologists....
I must confess to a certain degree
of skepticism concerning the relationship between gross, so-to-speak,
anatomy and an interest in science or
its handmaiden, skepticism.

Early Skepticism
I attribute my interest in skept-icism
to my early fascination with science
and science fiction, thanks to writers
such as Arthur C Clarke and Isaac
Asimov. In both their fiction and nonfiction, they posed questions and
looked for answers; they acknowl-

edged the sometimes tentative nature of their conclusions; they
changed their minds when the facts
built up against them. Their science
was not the boring stuff of school
textbooks, but involved real people
trying to find answers to all manner
of questions. They raised real concerns about where the world was
heading long before anyone had
started worrying about the H-bomb
or the China Syndrome, Dolly the
cloned sheep, or global warming.
Of course, by no means have all
their predictions of the future been
accurate ones; nor have the predictions made from respected scientists
or the even more highly respected
astrologers. Clarke knew this when
he postulated his First Law which
states that:

staunch nonbeliever in gravity, and
we had lots of arguments about air
pressure, centrifugal forces, Newton
and apples. I’m still not sure to this
day whether he was having me on or
not, but it taught me never to accept
things at face value.

...when a distinguished but elderly
scientist states that something is
possible, he is almost certainly right.
When he states that something is
impossible, he is very probably
wrong.

How do you explain that? Just
think about it for a moment. James is
taller than John – John is taller than
James.
Well, we had a room of 100 or so
Skeptics, the most critical minds in
the country, and the suggested explanations were legion, not to mention
ingenious. I’m sure many of you have
already thought of similar solutions
to the ones we came up with:

There are times when this Law is
overthrown, as noted in Asimov’s
Corollary to Clarke’s First Law:
...when the lay public rallies round
an idea that is denounced by distinguished but elderly scientists, and
supports that idea with great fervour
and emotion, the distinguished but
elderly scientists are then, after all,
right.
And while I read Asimov and
Clarke and Sagan and Feynman, I
was also reading Velikovsky and von
Daniken. I tried experiments with
Rhine Zener Cards and fervently
scanned the skies hoping for a close
encounter of my very own. I drew up
natal horoscopes in my astrophysics
labs, and made more money from
astrological charts than I ever did
from writing astronomy columns.
But throughout it all, my tendency
to ask questions, to try and look at
all sides of an issue, stuck with me.
That was helped by a goodly dose of
debating at school and university
level, probably one reason why I tend
to be an equivocator.
And, if I want to get Freudian, I
can blame my father. He was a

A curious experiment
The latter is something we could all
do well to remember. I think the most
stunning example of this I’ve seen
came from a speaker we had after
our annual Skeptics dinner one year.
We’d settled back in our chairs and
were presented with the following
conundrum:
Two men – James and John – are in
a room. James is taller than John.
John is taller than James.

James is standing on a box but John
is actually taller;
the floor slopes;
James was taller but then some time
passed and John grew taller than
James;
the gravitational field is different in
different parts of the room.
By the time we started to argue
about the effect of singularities, the
speaker called a halt and put us out
of our misery. There were two obvious explanations that we had failed
to come up with:
he was lying; or
he was mistaken.

More suspicion needed
We’re just not taught to be suspicious
enough. As a species, we’re suckers
for the confident con-man. It’s laugh-

able when it’s some guy with a toy
submarine drumming up some tourism in a local loch; it’s not so funny
when we’re asked to believe that
another part of the human race is
inferior based on their skin colouring
or religion.
I find it sad that few people bother
to ask questions. It’s an indictment
really of how little critical thought
enters our lives, how rarely people
are prepared to think, really think,
about issues that may affect them.
This holds as true for any activity in
which we participate, whether it’s
debates on astronomy and astrology,
alternative medicines and health
reforms, or the way in which we
choose our political representatives.

A need to question
I believe it all comes back to that
need to question, and to encourage
others to question. After all, we all
start off with a questing spirit. Babies explore their world, and anyone
who has dealt with small children is
well aware of their apparently endless store of questions about how the
world works.
Somewhere along the way, many
people lose that desire to know, to
broaden their horizons. My mother, a
primary school teacher for many
years, reckons this loss happens
when children start to ask questions
which are beyond the scope or training of their teacher. Deceptively simple questions such as “why do clouds
float?” and “what makes this light
work?” reveal the questioning nature
of a potential scientist and – all too
often – the adult’s lack of knowledge.
Some people, whether parents or
teachers, feel threatened by this. It’s
seen as disruptive, irrelevant, potentially disrespectful. It gets in the way
of the lesson plan, or interrupts the
structured bedtime routine. Yet it is
these very aspects that make children so receptive to science, so able
to question.
Science writer and physics professor Chet Raymo identified the habits
of mind which children have at their
most creative, and which are mirrored in the world of science:
• curiosity
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• voracious seeing
• sensitivity to rules and variations
within rules
• fantasy
He mourned having to teach undergraduates whose image of science
was of a dull, dry, boring subject devoid of interest, to be endured and
then forgotten in the interests of
more lively past-times such as astrology or parapsychology.
Instead, he said, we need to convey the adventure stories that make
up science, the fantasy that forms it.
Small wonder that he so often cites
children’s literature, whether the
works of Dr Seuss or Maurice
Sendak.
Raymo says:
In children’s books we are at the
roots of science - pure childlike curiosity, eyes open with wonder to the
fresh and new, and powers of invention still unfettered by convention
and expectation.
So don’t despair if your kids are
into the latest SF, Goosebumps or
Harry Potter. That doesn’t mean that
they will grow up to be would-be wizards or psychic investigators. What
they will learn is that there are more
things in the world, Horatio, than
can be found within the pages of a
school textbook, and that’s never a
bad thing.
My kids first started asking about
werewolves and ghosts after encountering Scooby Doo on television. I
think Scooby Doo has been around
long enough that most of us will have
watched him and his gang of kids
who, every episode, unmask the villain who is dressed up in the wolf
suit or the white sheet to frighten or
con someone. I hadn’t thought about
Scooby Doo as an agent of
skepticism, but have to wonder about
the creators of this show.

TV science
There are plenty of children’s science
shows produced all over the world,
but few take a direct look at things of
a skeptical nature. My all-time favourite has to be Oi which, I am
proud to say, was produced in New
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Zealand, and which has won awards
internationally. In each 30 minute
show it had a segment which was
pure skepticism.
If the New Zealand Skeptics ever
get a major bequest, I’d like to put
together a Greatest Hits of Skepticism using material from Oi.
I’ve had some small measures of
success in subverting my own children. Davey was barely three when
we were in a local bookshop and he
paused before a display of that bastion of Australian culture, Bananas
in Pyjamas.
“We don’t buy that,” he announced.
“Why?” I asked. “Because it’s commercialization.” The lady next to us
was startled but I was delighted – I’d
been teaching David to be suspicious
of the ploys of marketers. My kids
know that the sweets at the checkout counter are a trick and are determined not to be fooled. They may
look longingly at the chocolate bars,
but it means I don’t get the whining
which can be clearly heard emanating from the other aisles.
We often talk about what’s real
and what’s not, whether it’s discussing Pokemon, the TV news, Halloween, dinosaurs or whatever has taken
their fancy. My children are used to
me equivocating - I’m happy to preface a response (note - not an answer,
but a response) with “it depends”,
“we’re not sure but...” or “what do
you think?”.

Guide for young Skeptics
Over the past couple of years, David
and Perry have read and reread their
way through Dan Barker’s guide for
young Skeptics Maybe Yes, Maybe No
which sets out the basic rules of science:
• check it out
• do it again
• try to prove it wrong
• keep it simple
• it must make sense
• be honest
and which concludes “it is okay to say
‘I don’t know’”.
That’s a phrase I use a lot with my

children, but I usually follow it up
with “let’s see if we can find out”.

Delight in discovery
You see, one of my greatest delights is
discovery – new facts, new words, new
ideas - and I want to do my best to
encourage that delight in my children.
It doesn’t take a good reference
library or Internet access, though
we’re lucky to have both available at
home. It can be something as simple
as a walk to school.
We talk about what the weather is
doing, how clouds form, the difference between fog and smog. We peer
cautiously at the various items of
roadkill, and consider how death and
decay is a part of life. The late arrival
of the Sun over the sea in winter is a
practical reminder of Earth’s movement around our star. The changing
bird populations on the estuary mirror changes in the seasons, as do the
annual cycle of the tomatoes grown
in the large glasshouse on the corner.
I get pure joy when I ask David
why he thinks such-and-such happens and get a gratifying moment of
thoughtful silence before he makes
the attempt to explain. It’s not a matter of getting things “right”, though
it’s a delight when he does. It’s more a
matter of virtually seeing his thought
processes at work, of experiencing
that fresh interest when all is new.
We do get odd looks from other
pedestrians who are busy hurrying
on their way. They see us examining
the death mask of a hedgehog by the
side of the road or stirring an oily
puddle with a stick, but they don’t
see our joy of discovery as we discuss
why a hedgehog’s teeth are so sharp
or what makes the colours on the
puddle’s surface.
There’s an adage that one should
“stop and smell the roses” – but you
can do so much more. Why do the
roses smell like that? Why aren’t
roses shaped like cornflowers? Why
do they have thorns?
We mightn’t be able to answer
every question, but it’s the journey
to those answers that provides the
excitement. It’s a journey on which,
as a parent, I am privileged to be
accompanied.

The Lead Balloon

More Fiscal

Funny
Business
The balloonaut casts a
further critical eye
on dodgy financial
matters

Richard Lead, treasurer of Australian Skeptics
and mascot of the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Accountants, is a regular
columnist on financial scams.

Secondary Scam
The easiest people to scam are your
victims of a previous scam. Let’s face
it, they have proved their pedigree.
On June 18 this year the ABC’s
Four Corners featured the tax minimisation schemes which proliferated
in the 1990s. It seems some sixty
thousand high-income earners fell
victim. Regular readers of this column will recall how the fairy tale is
supposed to work – the promoters
establish a make-believe business,
‘loan’ substantial funds to the investor, who then invests these funds
plus $10,000 or so of his own money
into the business. The so-called loans
are nothing but a round-robin of
cheques. The investor then pretends
to be in business and claims a tax
deduction for his total investment
(including the loans). The tax refund
is usually double his actual cash outlay, so it’s a wink wink, nudge nudge
when the ‘business’ fails to generate
any returns. The promoter has made
a lazy $10,000 and the investor has
profited from the benign and generous ATO.

For years the scheme promoters
targeted mining towns and other
high-income centres. Average income
of the miners is around $100,000 per
year, and the siren call of tax minimisation had more than 50% of the
families in Kalgoorlie participating.
Eventually, with some $3 billion in
tax losses claimed, a lethargic ATO
was forced into action, with amended
income tax assessments (in some
cases, for amounts up to $200,000)
issued to 60,000 disgruntled investors. They thought they were
scamming the ATO, but were themselves scammed by the tax-scheme
promoters.
Four Corners featured a
two-partner law firm which established a ‘fighting fund’ to fight the
ATO in the Federal Court. Both partners of this firm are directors of a
company which promoted one of
these tax minimisation schemes. It
costs around $400,000 to mount a
test case in the Federal Court, yet
the law firm’s fighting fund has
raised some $2 million from
tax-scheme investors! Nice work if
you can get it.
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The Lead Balloon
Timber
Several years ago the ATO established a ‘Product Ruling’ system. This
enables promoters to take their
glossy brochures to the ATO, who
then provides written binding confirmation that the claimed tax benefits
will be allowed. It is a good idea, and
to date the ATO has issued some 300
or so Product Rulings, mainly for
agricultural developments such as
olives, vineyards, afforestation, and
similar.
It is a constant puzzle that investors believe they will make money
out of these schemes, with or without
any tax benefits. Primary production
is not known for enjoying high profitability. And with the popularity of the
tax-driven agricultural schemes,
excessive planting often occurs,
slashing the sale price of the product.
Last year 120,000 hectares of Blue
Gum were planted in Australia, almost all through slickly-marketed
prospectuses to high-income earners.
In ten years, these 120,000 hectares
will potentially produce around 30
million tonnes of wood chips, some
six times Australia’s current usage,
including exports. In a stagnant
world market for woodchips, it is not
hard to predict the value of these
trees will be less than the harvesting
costs, enabling these blue gums to
provide uninterrupted homes for
possums for decades.
These blue gum schemes all had
an ATO Product Ruling confirming
the tax deductibility of the punters’
investments. But that is about their
only good news. Take as an example
the $70 million raised in the 2000
prospectus of a promoter named Forest Enterprises Australia. The first
$10 million went as fees to the promoter. Investors were charged $4,710
per hectare for establishment costs,
some two and a half times typical
industry costs. The Australian Financial Review of 27 July 2001 values the $70 million investment at $7
million one year later. As the AFR
wryly notes, the $10 million promoter’s fee is still worth $10 million.
Despite the 10% ‘commission’ typically paid to advisers on such
prospectus-based products, my advice
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to clients seeking a quick tax relief is
to throw their money at a reputable
charity.

Natural medicine
In August this year one Peter Sherwood was locked up with his chamber
pot for 4 years for tax evasion. Not
particularly remarkable, except he is
the proprietor of the Australian College of Natural Medicine.
To quote from the College’s web
page:
The Australian College of Natural
Medicine is Australia’s leading natural medicine education institution
with campuses in Brisbane, Box Hill,
Gold Coast and Melbourne City.
ACNM is the only institution to offer
bachelors degree courses in three
natural medicine specialties of acupuncture, homeopathy (sic) and
naturopathy; and is the largest natural medicine college in the southern
hemisphere.
The College is accredited to offer
Bachelor’s Degree, Advanced Diploma, Diploma and Certificate
courses. Degree courses are accredited in Queensland by the Minister
for Education under the Higher Education (General Provisions) Act 1993
and in Victoria, by the Minister for
Post Compulsory Education, Training and Employment under the Tertiary Education Act 1993. Advanced
Diploma, Diploma, and Certificate
courses are accredited.. under the
Training and Employment Act 2000
as Nationally Recognised Training
courses. All government accredited
courses confer eligibility for Youth
Allowance/ AUSTUDY/ABSTUDY.
It is good to see our scarce education dollars are not being wasted on
science, medicine, or accountancy.
From 1995 to 1998 Sherwood deposited $850,000 in cheques made
payable to the College into bank accounts held in another name. He also
claimed deductions for interest paid
on a fictitious offshore business loan.
If Sherwood could hide over
$200,000 income per year for 4 years,
alternative medicine is clearly a lucrative business.

Fake bonds
Earlier this year a scamster named
Abdullah Haidar-Wardak entered a
Westpac branch with a briefcase
holding US$3.2 billion in fake U.S.
Treasury Bonds and negotiable certificates of deposit. He did not seek
any funds from Westpac, merely requesting the bank hold the documents under safe custody in exchange for an official receipt on
Westpac letterhead.
An alert bank employee (obviously
a long-time reader of the Skeptic!)
alerted the police, who immediately
arrested the rogue. He wasn’t seeking any funds from Westpac, so
what’s the scam? What he was after
was the official Westpac receipt,
showing Westpac is the custodian of
$3.2 billion in securities. This adds
considerable authenticity and prestige to the worthless pieces of paper.
It sounds puerile, but when the victim is approached with the typical
‘investment opportunity of a lifetime’
deal to acquire today for a million
dollars negotiable certificates of deposit maturing next year for US$3.2
billion, the letterhead of a major
bank carries weight. Don’t scoff – I
have met people who have fallen for
it.

Some prey while others pray
When your columnist grows impatient with his middle-class subsistence, and joins the ranks of the
wealthy having separated the gullible from their money, readers can be
sure of one thing – he will accomplish
it via a religious scam, not a secular
scam.
Hiding behind a mainstream religion has a number of benefits. The
scam will need to be blatant before
the consumer-protection authorities
find the courage to move, the proceeds can be made legally tax free,
and in all likelihood, your victims
will forgive you.
But we must control our greed. In
the US in 1999, Arizona officials
halted a scam run by the Baptist
Foundation of Arizona. These godly
folk used over 100 shell companies
and took US$600 million from investors who thought they would not only

Notice
earn a high yield, but were also helping God. And this year another
US$580 million was lost to the husband and wife team Gerald and Betty
Payne, who operated via a structure
called Greater Ministries International Church. The so-called church
offered investors over-the-top interest rates, and established a common
Ponzi Scheme to provide the funds. A
Florida court sentenced Gerald to a
character-building 27 years in jail,
with Betty scoring 13 years for her
greed.
The North American Securities
Administrators Association recently
issued a warning to potential investors, and announced in the past three
years some 90,000 US investors have
lost a total of US$1.8 billion to religious scamsters.
The Blessed Virgin appears to me
every afternoon (coincidentally, always after lunch, about half way
through the second bottle of red) and
promises readers of the Skeptic a
nicer slice of Heaven if they transfer
title of their homes to me. I challenge
the Department of Fair Trading and
the Trade Practices Commission to
take me on. And the woman in
Queensland who is already doing this
can forget suing me for plagiarism –
you can’t copyright an idea.

Skeptics
Items
for Sale

Olympic Site
Who is the largest private landowner
in the Olympic precinct in Sydney’s
Homebush?
To add to its estimated $3 billion
NSW owner-occupied and investment
property, the Uniting Church recently committed $50 million to acquire five adjoining titles totalling
13.21 hectares adjacent to the Olympic Stadium. The Church plans to
construct a hi-tech office and industrial complex on the site, with an
estimated value of $650 million.
As recently reported in the Australian Financial Review, this acquisition ‘almost doubles’ the Church’s
landholdings in Homebush.
Readers of the Skeptic who are
members of the Uniting Church will
be pleased to know their tithing dollars are put to good use.
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In Memoriam

Vale
Derek Freeman
1916-2001
Professor Derek Freeman, the
distinguished anthropologistwho
became the inaugural Australian
Skeptic of the Year in 1996, died
earlier this year. Prof Colin
Groves has written this tribute
to his former colleague.
Derek Freeman, born in New Zealand, took courses in philosophy and
psychology at Victoria University in
Wellington, but became much more
enthused by anthropology; and in
1940, he got himself a job as a
teacher in Western Samoa, mainly in
order to do anthropological fieldwork
there. In Samoa he was adopted as
the son of a high-ranking official (a
Talking Chief), and in 1943 he was
himself awarded chiefly rank. In that
year, he left to join the Naval Reserve, and fought in Borneo, meeting
his other “anthropological people”,
the fierce Iban, former head-hunters.
After the war, Derek obtained formal training in Anthropology, first at
the London School of Economics and
later at Cambridge University; his
PhD thesis was based on fieldwork
among the Iban, in Sarawak in
northern Borneo (now part of Malaysia). In 1955, he obtained a position
in the Anthropology Department in
the Research School of Pacific Studies in the Australian National University, Canberra, where he rose to
become Professor.
In the early 1900s, Anthropology
split into Sociocultural and Biological
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streams, and the schism between the
two got wider and wider in the ensuing half-century. In the sociocultural
stream, British and American schools
tend to view humanity from somewhat different perspectives; in Britain, they are more interested in societies and call themselves Social
Anthropologists, while in America
they are more focused on culture
(Cultural Anthropologists). Both soon
came to reject the very idea of any
biological input into human affairs,
but this was much more decisive in
America, largely because of the influence of Franz Boas and his protégée
Ruth Benedict, who founded the
“Culture and Personality” school of
thought. In 1925, they sent a
twenty-four-year-old student,
Margaret Mead, to Samoa to do fieldwork. Her fieldwork became not
merely a successful doctoral thesis
but, published as Coming of Age in
Samoa, was a popular best seller.
Mead’s argument was that an individual’s experience was entirely
shaped by cultural expectations; her
outstanding finding was that adolescence and sexual development could
be more, or less, stressful in different
cultures, and need not be as traumatic as in Western countries. “Culture and Personality” indeed!
Not only was Margaret Mead now
a best-selling author (not to mention
Boas’s “little princess”), but she rapidly acquired a succession of husbands, a string of honorary doctor-

ates, and guru status. She was Earth
Mother. At an American Anthropological Association conference which I
attended (never-mind-when) she
wafted about in a long robe, bearing
a long black staff slightly forked at
the top, and closely followed by a
retinue of hippie grad students. The
doors of the lift parted, she entered,
paused, and announced loudly,
“Someone has been making love in
this elevator”.
Derek Freeman, initially a great
admirer of Mead, gradually became
suspicious. First, because his Samoan experience, reinforced during
his second visit in 1966-7, told him
that Samoa was not in the least as
she had described it: not the sexually
liberated society with its
problem-free adolescence such as she
had described, but a rigidly hierarchical system with a hang-up about
virginity. Secondly, because he had
attended seminars on psychology
with John Bowlby in London, and
discussed ethology (animal behaviour) with Konrad Lorenz , and he
knew very well that there really was
such a thing as human nature, and
that the human mind is not a tabula
rasa on which anything may be writ.
Surely, he thought, human behaviour
cannot be any different from the behaviour of other species: a web of
genetic predispositions and constraints with which environmental
influences interact. The human species has a greater facility for learning

and making choices than any other
species, that’s all; and these choices
in turn influence cultures and their
development.
Had Mead really got it wrong?
Derek became convinced that she
had – very wrong. How had she got
it so wrong? He found that her Samoan fieldwork had actually consisted of a few weeks only (it was not
the ostensible reason for her journey
to the South Pacific at all), and that
she had relied heavily, almost totally,
on the information supplied to her by
two Samoan girls in their early twenties. What had these girls told her?
He suspected that they had subjected
her to a type of prank common on
Samoa, in which, when you are embarrassed about something, you tell
the reverse of the truth.
Derek met Margaret Mead during
her first visit to Canberra in 1965,
and discussed his suspicions with
her. To his surprise and pleasure, she
appeared to take on board what he
was saying, and encouraged him to
continue his work. In 1978, he wrote
to her, offering to send her a draft of
the book he was writing on the subject, but she died in that year and
never saw it. In 1983, his book
Margaret Mead and Samoa: the Making and Unmaking of an Anthropological Myth, was published, and all
hell broke loose. He was denounced
by cultural anthropologists throughout America, and many British, Australian and New Zealand sociocultural anthropologists were not too
happy either. He would recount with
glee how a meeting of the American
Anthropological Association in that
year actually voted on, and passed, a
motion denouncing him – the truth of
a scientific proposition had been decided by a show of hands!
But the crucial piece of evidence
was still missing, until finally, during
another visit to Samoa in 1987, he
was introduced to a very old lady,
Fa’apua’a Fa’amu - one of the
Margaret Mead’s two crucial informants. She gave sworn testimony that,
yes, she and her friend had told the
reverse of the truth. She repeated
this testimony on oath more than
once. Mead had been hoaxed. The
great anthropological myth of the

twentieth century, the myth that
there is no human nature, was, in
Derek’s words, “constructed out of
the innocent lies of two young
women”.
Arguments continue, of course.
Some still maintain that there is no
human nature. Some even reject the

Professor Derek Freeman – 1916–2001
entire refutation of Mead – if
Fa’apua’a said she lied in 1925, what
guarantee have we that she was not
lying in 1987? Some have not read
any of Derek’s books or writings…
A more reasonable response is that
perhaps the whole Boas thing had
been presented in too
black-and-white a manner; after all,
he was working at a time when there
was a rising tide of eugenics, and
American psychologists were rejecting lots of aspiring immigrants to the
USA because they deemed them unalterably “feeble-minded”. Wasn’t his
culture-is-all dogma a salutary response to such excesses? Anyway, he
didn’t exactly deny the existence of a
human nature; what he said, strictly
speaking, was that “the genetic elements which may determine personality” are “altogether irrelevant as
compared with the powerful influence of the cultural environment”.
Well, maybe he did, and maybe he

is due some credit for his stand
against eugenics; but that “as compared with” quickly got lost in the
unstoppable tide of cultural determinism, and Mead, and the tabula
rasa concept which her ideas generated, pervaded every corner of sociocultural anthropology. The next stage
was cultural relativism, the idea
that every culture is as good as
every other; and after that, postmodernism, that there is no absolute truth.
Derek’s attitude to these developments was, let us say, not one of
tolerance. The Mexican Embassy
presented ANU with a fiberglass
replica of an Aztec calendar stone,
in recognition of the work on the
Aztecs by an ANU archaeologist.
Every cultural idea is as good as
every other? Certainly not! Derek
objected strongly to the presence
on campus of this relic of what he
called “the most deluded civilization in human history”, who believed that the sun would not rise
unless they sacrificed thousands of
human lives to it, perhaps on this
very stone. At the presentation
ceremony the nerves of the ambassador, the archaeologist, the
vice-chancellor himself, were
stretched to breaking-point, but
Derek’s threats, to throw blood at the
replica, did not materialize.
Two final events lit up Derek’s life.
The first was a play, The Heretic,
which David Williamson wrote in
1996 about the Freeman/Mead controversy. It is no secret that Derek
suffered occasional bouts of mental
instability, and Williamson’s play
was quite open about that fact, but
Derek loved it, and (according to the
editor of the Canberra Times) attended every performance.
The other was that he received the
inaugural Australian Skeptic of the
Year award in 1996. This mattered
more to him than almost anything
else, even more than becoming the
subject of a play. In correspondence
Barry Williams, he said it was one of
the most satisfying awards he had
ever received.

Colin Groves
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The Good Word

Foul
Language
Once again Mark Newbrook
trawls the linguistic and
historical fringes to
confront the
weirdness.

Mark Newbrook is a linguist at Monash
University, a Rugby League aficianado and a
regular Skeptic columnist on language.
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A Hebrew chant in ancient Japan?
At many temples in Japan, there is a
custom of choral chanting. The chants
involve Japanese syllables but are
often meaningless or have an irrelevant and trite meaning (eg, ‘What
are you going to do?’). One such song,
found at Herai, came to my attention
because of claims that it is in fact in
Hebrew, modified to fit Japanese phonology. It is also claimed that a document dating from around 100 CE and
written in the kana syllabary (several
hundred years before kana are known
to have been used) exists in the area;
it shows that Jesus is buried in
Herai, and contains his will! All this
fits in with existing fringe claims that
Jesus survived his crucifixion and
lived a long life somewhere in Asia.
One writer who embraces these ideas
is Michel Desmarquet, whose book
reports his alleged visit to ‘the tenth
planet’ and who believes in extraterrestrial activity in early human history (again?!). Another is Tom Chalko,
a Melbourne academic who runs some
New Age web sites (yawn!). Chalko
refers to Bruria Bergman, a Hebrew
expert and semioticist who (to his
surprise) now accepts only some of
his ideas. She herself knows very
little linguistics but makes out what
she thinks is a strong case that the
Herai song was compiled so as to

have a covert meaning in Hebrew as
well as a trite Japanese meaning.
Now this kind of thing does occur,
albeit rarely. But Bergman has no
real case here. The most she can
show is that such a reading is not
impossible. Her reading can be made
to seem plausible only by very special pleading. And of course the context gives her no support! In 20 minutes I devised a Latin reading of the
song which is closer to the Japanese
phonetics than Bergman’s Hebrew is
and also fits the situation better
(Dark Age missionaries in Japan, not
Jesus in person!). The most plausible
analysis is still that this is a normal
Japanese folk-chant with some sequences that display accidental rough
similarities to Hebrew words.
Bergman is also yet another fan of
NLP (see later) – and she takes
Desmarquet seriously (how?)! The
two main groups of skeptics in Japan
are helping me comment on this; they
say the document is probably a C19–
20 forgery.

Japan yet again – in deep time!
I wrote an Amazon.com review of
Merritt Ruhlen’s very controversial
book on deep-time linguistic reconstruction. It’s a few years old but gets
too many uncritically positive reviews from non-linguists. Two of

these were from people with big
claims of their own. One, a Korean
ancient historian now in New York,
thinks that Japanese is not only related to Korean (possible, not certain)
but descended from it, and is indeed
a ‘Korean dialect’ (sound familiar?).
Elsewhere he denies the validity of
the standard analysis of one specific
set of phonetic changes in IndoEuropean on the ground that there
are some unrelated changes which it
does not explain. In some of these
cases, the words involved are simply
not cognates and do not even resemble each other! And some of the examples are just wrong. He has misunderstood a basic text. The second
guy has examined Etruscan (which
can be pronounced but mostly not
understood) in a Ruhlenite manner
and has decided that some of the
vocab is similar to Dravidian while
the grammar is Indo-European (none
of this is really likely).

Roy of the Raelians
The Raelians are another
Desmarquetesque mob who talk to
the extraterrestrials; I went to their
stall at the Mind Body and Wallet
Festival and had some interaction
with one of their Victorian members,
Roy. In 1973 their founder ‘Rael’, a
Frenchman, allegedly met with the
‘Elohim’ of Genesis, who are in fact
super-intelligent ufonauts, created
homo sapiens by genetic engineering
in ancient times, and sent messengers such as Jesus to show us the
way to go. But we didn’t take heed,
and now they’ve provided a final
prophet (Rael, not Mohammed) and
want an embassy built for them, so
that they can show us the way to go
in person. It was to be in Jerusalem
but the unhelpful Israelis said ‘No’,
so a new site is being sought and the
landing has been postponed (familiar
tale?) until 2035 latest. Needless to
say, there’s no good evidence of this!
A sociologist at La Trobe Uni who’s
interested in minority religions investigated the group; Roy cited him
as endorsing their ideas (er, no!) and
gave me the names of two
pro-Raelian scientists (biologists, it
seems) who I’ve tried to chase up (no

success so far & no help from the
Raelian organisation, despite a request).

ET speaks – and writes – in Perth!
Many people have claimed to have
interacted with UFO occupants and
some say that they have learned the
spoken and/or written languages of
the ufonauts. Patrick Moore found a
man who modestly claimed proficiency in 17 and spoke several on TV!
But a rash of new claims of this kind
has accompanied recent reports of
UFO abductions. Some couples say
they know ET languages so well that
they speak them at home! One current centre for all this is Perth,
where Mary Rodwell runs support
groups for ‘experiencers’ and produces videos with samples of the
written and spoken forms of alien
languages – produced by the
‘experiencers’ – and alien-inspired
artwork. The spoken data resembles
glossolalia: fast, fluent utterances
consisting of nonsense syllables from
the speaker’s first language (here,
English). In one case there are
sounds reminiscent of Japanese, but
this speaker has spent time in Japan
(no Hebrew, though!). All this suggests that these utterances are not in
genuinely alien languages. The linguistically naïve ‘experiencers’
mostly say they understand the messages ‘holistically’, which conveniently excuses them from being asked
to help linguists seeking to analyse
the languages (although a trained
linguist could still do such an analysis through adroit questioning). Gary
Anthony (UK) & I are working on
these alleged languages and the
‘scripts’ used to write them. We are
also worried that some of the
‘experiencers’ may need expert help
but are instead being encouraged to
regard their ‘experiences’ as factually
true and to live in fantasy worlds.
More anon!

No Linguistics (almost) in
‘Neurolinguistics’
Louise Samways is one of a number
of writers who take the fashionable
self-help system Neuro Linguistic
Programming very seriously; she

uses its ideas in ‘de-programming’
and indeed equates NLPers and linguists. But there is very little linguistics in NLP, and its practitioners are
not linguists. Neither is there much
real neurology involved; the word
neurolinguistic is thoroughly misleading. And almost all the reasonable linguistic points which NLP does
make are platitudinous. Some other
claims are oversimplified and their
significance exaggerated. Ditto for
NLP’s main predecessor, Alfred
Korzybski’s ‘General Semantics’ (itself cult-like). BTW, Samways herself
believes in forces such as qi and
prana. She also wants the law to
allow relatives of adult cult members
to have them taken out of the cult
against their will; and she has a restricted definition of ‘free speech’
implying heavy censorship.

Channelling meets NLP
Worse yet! The recent book The Language Codes combines NLP with
messages from the beyond! A potted
biography of the author on the back
begins: ‘R. Neville Johnston has been
a light worker since he was shot to
death in a mugging in 1977’! Was he
doing this while dead? No, he came
back to life in hospital, now able to
see people in their past lives. The
book contains a removable Emancipation Declaration!

Creationist linguistics at SIL
In Kangaroo Ground, north of Melbourne, a sign reading SIL points
down a side-road to some nondescript
buildings: the local HQ of the Summer Institute Of Linguistics. SIL
trains linguists in fieldwork methods,
so that they can analyse unwritten
languages around the world, develop
writing systems, prepare dictionaries
and grammars – and translate the
Bible into each such language! Yes,
this otherwise worthy enterprise is
linked with Wycliffe Bible Translators, an arm of fundamentalist Christianity! Indeed, many of its qualified
linguists and instructors are believed
to be creationists. One of them, Kevin
May, wrote an article which appeared
in Creation Ex Nihilo 23:2 (pp 42–
45). For a linguist, May is remark-
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The Good Word
ably ill-informed on historical linguistics and his summaries of orthodox views are wildly outdated. Same
old story? My queries, sent by email
to the parent body in the USA, were
ignored.

Generation’; one can easily imagine
an editor hesitating to publish such
views. I suggested Kelly seek publication in a skeptical forum, where he
would be criticised but not debarred;
but so far he has not.

Oak’s twenty questions

Reconciliation and the truth?

P.N. Oak, the man who rewrites
world history on Vedic lines, has
twenty questions which he challenges scholars to answer (copy on
request plus my preliminary answers). The correct answers, according to him, indicate that his theory
itself is correct. None of the questions
appears seriously challenging. My
correspondence with Oak went on,
but he mostly talks as if it is sufficient to assert one’s claims without
providing any evidence. He also believes that traditional Hindu astrology is very accurate indeed, and
there is the possibility of a ‘challenge’
here. I declined to put Oak in contact
with Knapp or Matlock as he requested; these people do enough
damage on their own!

Mowaljarlai & Malnic have just published a book on the rock art and
stories of the Kimberley Aboriginal
groups, exemplifying the growing
tendency to treat such stories as authoritative and scientifically true and
to shield them from critical scrutiny
by invoking taboo and the need to
respect indigenous cultures. The
ideas endorsed include the claim that
Aboriginal people were capable of
astral travel and possessed vast astronomical knowledge, the historical
truth of Aboriginal creation myths,
and novel ideas on the date and provenance of the mysterious ‘Bradshaw’
paintings (apparently now adopted so
as to stop the paintings from being
attributed to early non-Aboriginal
people by near-fringe archaeologists;
note the parallel with the sturdier
case of Kennewick Man!). I have seen
similar presentations all around Australia. But surely Aboriginal spirituality is best not seen either as a rival
to science or as prefiguring its findings (this might also be said for
Christianity and for eastern religions
as per Capra & Co.). There is a serious risk here of bringing it into disrepute – because some of the claims
appear clearly false and the ‘similarity’ with scientific findings is so
vague and unconvincing. See also my
review of Sandall’s recent book.

Aboriginal axes to grind?
Tony Kelly, a sociologist, philosopher
and theologian with long experience
of Aboriginal groups, argues that
‘full-blood’ Aborigines think differently from others, notably by lacking
the capacity for logical reasoning;
they should thus be treated specially
by the government. Even a tiny
amount of non-Aboriginal ‘blood’
(genes) puts one in the majority
population, who should all be treated
the same. Kelly believes that he is
blocked from publishing in professional journals because his ideas are
‘politically incorrect’. Well, they are:
but it is not clear that this is why he
is now confined to the Internet. Some
of his notions are out of favour simply because the evidence does not
support them, notably his idea of
discrete ‘races’ with distinctive psychological characteristics caused by
genetic factors and thus not subject
to change. But it’s true that some of
Kelly’s sounder points are very sensitive today in the context of the drive
for ‘reconciliation’ and arguments
about C19 massacres and the ‘Stolen
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Afrocentrism and the origins of writing
I came upon a web page featuring a
review by Peter Daniels of Ayele
Bekerie’s book on Ethiopic script,
which I reviewed here (19:2). Daniels is
an expert on Semitic languages and
writing systems, and it is telling that
we agree in regarding Bekerie’s book as
politically motivated nonsense. However, he claims to know (big claim!)
how writing began! His wording (‘It’s
known to me!’) had a strong flavour of
fringe nuttery about it, and I tracked
down his material. But the main piece

is a chapter in a very mainstream book
published in 1992, and he has an excellent case! We cannot claim to ‘know’
how writing began; but if you ignore
the rather bombastic style (in books as
well as emails!) Daniels’ theory is very
plausible indeed. Maybe it’s the
bombast that has prevented it from
being more generally accepted as a
likely solution.
Daniels is also too harsh on Mary
Lefkowitz & friends, whose 1996
book attacked the ideas of the more
scholarly Afrocentrist Martin Bernal.
He’s big on syllables, too, and thinks
alphabets are unnatural (a bit overstated?). And he even accepts some of
Cyrus Gordon’s claims about early
Semitic inscriptions in North
America and thus believes in transatlantic voyaging in ancient times.
Gordon (who died this year) was an
amazing mix of erudition and wild
speculation; his association with
fringe philological and epigraphic
claims connects him (indirectly) with
Bernal, and this may be why Daniels
is so negative about Bernal’s critics,
even though he admits that they are
for the most part factually right!

Celts in New Zealand
Martin Doutre in New Zealand runs
a web site arguing for yet another
hyper-diffusionist view of early human history involving early voyages
by Celts and other Eurasian groups
as far as the Shaky Isles. In commenting on this I’ve obtained some
excellent help from NZ-based archaeologists and Vicki Hyde (NZ Skeptics). Doutre’s linguistics is of the
usual C18 type, and many of his secondary sources are themselves dated
and/or fringe. The most entertaining
of these is Tregear’s 1885 book purporting to prove that Maori is close to
Sanskrit and that the Maori & other
Polynesians are really ‘Aryans’ who
migrated there from Europe via India. Tregear’s linguistics is dated
even by 1885 standards, and you
know you are on the fringe when he
starts deriving Maori verbs from the
names of the associated animals, not
themselves found in NZ (so kauika
‘lie in a heap’ is said to be derived
from Sanskrit gau(s), which means

‘cow’ and is cognate with the English
word; the reference is to dung!).
Unusually, Doutre posted my remarks, directed his readers to a
mainstream web page and asked the
page's author which of us was right
(answer: “Newbrook”). But of course
he still may not accept what we linguists say. His other evidence (much
of it highly dubious) is mostly archaeological, and his own main focus
is on archaeoastronomy: he finds
striking mathematical similarities
between large-scale NZ monolithic
structures (not all of which are recognised as such by the mainstream)
and their European equivalents
(Stonehenge etc). This is a notoriously fraught area – some alignments are obviously real, but there
are so very many measurements involved in such cases that it is easy to
find patterns if one wishes to do so
(witness the huge fringe literature on
these matters). I await expert comment. Doutre is also a supporter of
Michael Cremo, the Vedantic Creationist who interprets archaeological
& palaeontological data as indicating
that we have been indeed been
around for hundreds of millions of
years as the Vedas suggest (essentially the same idea as that pushed
by Oak!).

Fun from Psychoceramics
The Psychoceramics site provides a
link to an outrageous set of pages
dealing with the linguistic and artistic behaviour of elephants, whales,
dolphins and the ‘godlike’ giant
squids. The elephants paint nice pictures (‘abstract’ – surprise?!). They
also read messages from humans
using series of Zener cards. Humans
apparently used to be dolphins themselves. Immortality kits are offered
at $1 billion each, on condition that
the purchasers move to the Moon or
Mars and help terraform them; this
will lead to a wholesale evacuation of
Earth and its return to its
pre-human ecological perfection; etc,
etc! One wonders who will buy these
kits! Another guy on Psychoceramics
adopts the popular ‘channelled’ nonsense dealing with Sirius (not
again!!). He even gives some expres-

sions in ‘Sirian’ (though some of the
words listed look remarkably like
Malay!). Another of his themes involves a novel account of some basic
Mayan glyphs, interpreted in terms
of a calendar represented by human
body parts.

More from Matlock!
Gene Matlock has another book out,
this time claiming that Atlantis was
in Mexico. As usual, much of his ‘evidence’ involves lunatic philology. In
the ‘blurb’ on the publisher’s web site
he is described as ‘a linguist, historian, archaeologist and educator’,
and in the introduction he says that
he took a college course in linguistics
in Mexico (he never mentioned this
to me). This course and his later language studies showed him that a
word is more than ‘a combination of
strange sounds’. Er, yes! Either this
was a very odd/low-level course or he
learned almost nothing else from it!

Censorship!
Amazon.co.uk (unlike Amazon.com!)
are afraid of litigation and refused to
publish my carefully worded review
of one of Matlock’s books until I
modified it twice. And then my review of Temple’s The Sirius Mystery –
already re-written because of their
fears – vanished from their site! Temple claimed that I misrepresented his
views, and in such cases they simply
delete the review. Free speech? I
found no instance where such a misreading was likely – but Temple will
not give details. I have had all my
Amazon.co.uk reviews deleted; I
want no more to do with the site.

Anti-linguistics rides again: Halpern.
In the 1990s Amorey Gethin argued
that linguistics was mostly rubbish
because linguistic structures were
illusory. Now an American webjournalist, Mark Halpern, has argued
that it is mostly rubbish because
linguists wrongly believe that these
structures have a life of their own
and do not depend upon the wills of
the ordinary speakers or writers – as
he says they do, particularly when
changing. He instantiates with vocabulary changes, some of which he

regards as very unwelcome – and he
berates us for a second, associated
sin: refusing to identify some
native-speaker forms as ‘better’ in an
absolute sense than others.
Well, languages such as English
today do need standard varieties,
codified and identifiable; and responsible linguists help to develop and
maintain such varieties. But that
does not mean that non-standard
usage is necessarily inherently
‘worse’ (although of course loose
usage is unfortunate in contexts requiring precision). Often, it is a case
of ‘There but for fortune’; if Liverpool
had become the capital of England in
the Middle Ages, an educated form of
Liverpool English would now be the
norm in Britain and beyond. And,
contrary to what Halpern says, most
linguistic changes – especially those
which involve grammar and phonology – are parts of processes which
are almost entirely unconscious;
they display systematic patterning
which is obviously genuine but is
altogether hidden from speakers
(except linguists!) I have engaged
Halpern in debate.

Knapp and scripts on Amazon
I have had a thread on Knapp running on Amazon’s forum page
(started after I read several uncritically pro-Knapp reviews written by
Vedic believers).
But the main other correspondent
(a writer of fiction with an enthusiasm for language matters) is more
interested in writing systems; he
believes that some are better than
others (generally, not for a specific
language) and that the better ones
generate better thinking.
As I explained a while back when
reviewing the books by Bekerie and
Shlain, this is unlikely to be the case.
Scripts merely represent languages
and are not directly involved (other
than very marginally) in the relevant
mental processes. And, although
different languages do encourage (to
a degree) different ways of thinking,
there is no evidence that some encourage better thinking than others,
overall.
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Feature

The Curse
Being Super
of

Does a “curse” plague
all those who play
the Man of Steel?
No, not really.

Geoff Guilfoyle is a super-hero whose secret
identity is as a mild- mannered IT Assistant
with a great metroplitan firm of accountants .
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It has happened again! This time the
victim is Dean Cain. So who is Dean
Cain and what has befallen him?
Dean Cain was Superman. No, not
a super man (though he may be).
Come on, you know who I mean: the
Man of Steel; the ‘faster than a
speeding bullet’ fellow; that paragon
of Truth, Justice, and the American
Way (well, he was before Vietnam
and Watergate. That spiel doesn’t get
much of a mention these days.) Yep,
that’s the one: Superman. He of the
x-ray vision, huge strength, telephone booth fetish, and natty iridescent outfit fame. Dean Cain was television Superman number two and
overall live actor number four.
I first came across the theory
which spelled doom for Dean Cain in
an article (reprinted from the British
Guardian) in the Melbourne daily,
The Age, on May 2nd 1997.
“Look out Dean Cain! There is
danger ahead.” So the article warned.
Was someone out to get Dean
Cain? The women’s magazines, perhaps? The critics? Hollywood moguls?
Maybe Lex Luthor, Superman’s arch
enemy? On reflection, this last possibility seemed remote. Not only is
Luthor a fictional character but his
totally inept. Don’t get me wrong,

Lex is a brilliant man and his
schemes are intricate and creative.
The trouble is none of them ever
work. (Hmmm, it sounds to me like
he should be an economist.)

The Curse of Superman.
That’s the problem. Sorry. Let me
rephrase that slightly: the curse of
being Superman. The author of the
article, Jonathan Freedland, listed
various points to support his contention that those who have played the
“Man of Steel” and many people associated with the production of the
movies have suffered adversely because of it. Consider the following:
1. Kirk Alyn, who played the Man of
Steel in the 1948 celluloid serial, has
Alzheimer’s disease and always
blamed accepting the role for ruining his career.
2. George Reeves stared in the 1951
low-budget movie and the 1950s
television series. After it ended so
did his livelihood. Unable to obtain
movie or television work he committed suicide in 1959.
3. Christopher Reeve, the latest
movie Superman, is now confined to
a wheelchair after being thrown
from a horse.

4. Margot Kidder, Lois Lane to
Reeve’s Superman in all four movies,
is the most recent curse ‘victim.’
Like Reeves her acting career never
blossomed after the Superman series
ended and she sank into poverty
(helped along by a string of financial
disasters and a severe spinal injury
she received in a car crash in 1990).
She was found “dishevelled,
delusional and paranoid” in her
backyard in April 1996 and committed for observation.

disease is sad but not unusual. As for
his second point, see below.
(2) I always loved the old Superman series and thought George
Reeve made an excellent if perhaps
overly genial ‘Man of Steel.’ His character lacked – ahem – steel. Unusually for the fifties, this Superman
was allowed an occasional moral
dilemma which did not have a neat

5. Richard Pryor, who played the
genial villain in Superman III, was
struck soon afterwards with multiple sclerosis and is now wheelchair
bound.
6. Superman producer, Pierre
Spengler, ended up bankrupt despite
the four films earning more than
$500 million.
7. The Superman production team
never had another hit.
8. The creators of the Superman
comic strip sold the rights for a pittance and made little money from
their creation for 50 years. [Note:
this is not mentioned in the article
but as it adds extra colour to the
‘curse’ I have included it.]
And now Dean Cain has become
one of the victims. But how? The
nightly news services haven’t recorded his death; the gossip magazines haven’t reported that he suffered some crippling accident or
financial disaster. And that is precisely the problem. Since the series
ended little has been heard from him.
His career has died. Another victim.
This all looks convincing – as long
as you don’t think about it too hard
or understand the nature of the
movie and television industry. If you
did you would see that there is no
curse; that, in short, the whole thing
is a beat-up.

Consider some facts
In answer to Freedland’s pro-curse
arguments I offer the following:
(1) Kirk Alyn was in his late 70s or
early 80s when the article appeared.
That he had contracted Alzheimer’s

and uplifting resolution. I recall one
particular episode in which a gangster and his girlfriend, discovered
that Superman and Clark Kent were
one in the same. Rather than kill
them Superman imprisoned them in
a bleak and cheerless (not to mention
cold) ice cave in the Arctic (or Antarctic) and they fell to their deaths
while, very understandably, trying to
escape.
That George Reeve did well as
Superman did not mean he was a
super actor. He wasn’t. The same is
true of Kirk Alyn. The same is true of
any number of celluloid and screen

superheroes. Buster Crabbe (1939)
and Gil Gerard (1979) played Buck
Rogers; Lewis Wilson (1943), Robert
Lowery (1949) and Adam West
(mid-1960s) donned a cape and tights
for staring roles as Batman; Buster
Crabbe (1936 & 1937) and Sam Jones
(1980) did the honours as Flash
Gordon. None had a flourishing
movie or television career afterwards. Johnny Weissmuller, Lex
Barker, Gordon Scott, Jock
Mahoney, Mike Henry and Ron Ely
who all played Tarzan hung up their
careers with their loincloths.
While typecasting plays a part in
this, modest acting ability is the
biggest liability. George Reeve did
not enjoy an outstanding career before Superman, and had he not
taken the role, would probably be
remembered today (if at all) for his
brief appearance as one of Scarlett
O’Hara’s admirers in Gone With the
Wind.
Not all low-grade serial actors
failed to achieve. The Phantom Empire, a 1936 science fiction western
in 12 chapters, boasted an ultra-low
budget and a leading man so wooden
you could mistake him for a fence
post. His name was Gene Autry, and
the rest, as they say, is history.
(3) Accidents happen. That is why
stunt men usually double for the big
stars. Accidents involving horses
and riders occur ever day and not
just at race tracks and gymkhanas.
Roy Kinnear, the roly-poly British
comedy actor, died when thrown
from a horse while filming The Return of the Musketeers in 1989. Ray
Milland found himself airborne during a ‘cavalry charge’ scene in Hotel
Imperial [Paramount 1936-39] and
suffered concussion, a gash in the
skull, and numerous fractures and
lacerations on his left hand. Carelessness or ill-luck had more to do
with Mr Reeve’s accident than any
Superman jinx.
(4) In addition to Margot Kidder’s
accident and financial disaster can be
added too much alcohol and hard
living. As to her acting ability, I can’t
say. I suspect that as an actress her
talents are very modest. [Forgive the
use of this politically incorrect term,
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but if it was good enough for Greta
Garbo, Bette Davis, Joan Crawford,
Katherine Hepburn and Marilyn
Monroe it should be good enough for
the mediocrities of today].
(5) Multiple sclerosis is uncommon, insidious when it does hit, and
invariably fatal in the long term. Yet
people do contract it. Mostly they are
nonentities; occasionally it strikes
someone locally or regionally prominent; infrequently it will claim someone of international fame. Richard
Pryor was the unlucky one in this
case.
There is a parallel in the sporting
world. The baseballer, Lou Gehrig,
contracted the degenerative disease
which is now named in his honour.
Has anyone looked at the possibility
of there being a ‘baseballer curse’?
Surely someone, somewhere can rattle of a list of players and managers
and owners who have died or suffered violent and/or mysterious and/
or tragic deaths or injuries or incidents. Perhaps Charles Berlitz or
Jacques Vallee can look into it.
(6) So the producer had four hit
movies but still managed to blow his
dough. What is so unusual in that?
Francis Ford Coppola made a fortune
from Apocalypse Now and lost it all
with his ill-fated Zoetrope Studio
venture. David O. Selznik gave us
Gone With the Wind and Rebecca
before drifting into bankruptcy in the
1950s. Allan Carr, who foisted on an
unsuspecting world the dubious
mega-hit Grease, blew a substantial
part of his fortune on Can’t Stop the
Music, Grease II and Where the Boys
Are and hasn’t been heard of since.
Directors do it too. Witness Michael
Cimino. After The Deer Hunter (1978)
he was a hot property. He lost his
credibility on the disastrous Heaven’s
Gate (1980-81) and has never regained it.
(7). Yes, even Hollywood has
one-hit wonders, or in this case, a
four-hit wonder. This phenomenon
doesn’t raise an eye-brow in the
world of literature [Brett
Easton-Ellis] or music [take your
pick, there are hundreds to chose
from] so why should Mr Freedland
express surprise? I’ve already men-
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tioned a one-hit director, though
there are others [Christian Nyby, The
Thing, 1951, for instance]. On the
acting side one has to look no further
than Tom Selleck. He had a smash
series with Magnum P.I. in the
1980s. However his movie career has
floundered and because of his television commitments at the time he
turned down the part of Indiana
Jones.
(8). Jerome Siegel and Joel
Schuster are not the first inventors
or artists not to realise the value or
potential of their creation and to sell
the rights cheaply. The earliest example I know of is Esau who sold his
birthright for a mess of pottage (see
Genesis 25:21-34 for details). Others
include the fellow who wrote the basics of a little program called DOS
and then sold all rights to a young
computer geek by the name of Bill
Gates.

Feed ‘em muck
As you can see there is nothing to
this alleged hoodoo. But you can bet
that if something ever happens to
Dean Cain the tabloid media will go
wild with talk about the ‘Superman
curse’ taking another victim. And the
public? They’ll lap it up. As Dame
Nellie Melba is reported to have said:
“feed ‘em muck”. And this is what
Hollywood does best.
But for my money Mr Freedland
and the other advocates of the “Superman Curse” have the wrong character to hang a kiss-of-death reputation upon. The real jinx is on any
movie made about Genghis Khan.
Consider the following:
1. The 1965 bio-pic of the conqueror
bombed at the box office.
2. Its star, Omar Sharif, has not
starred in a hit movie since. He has
had several nice cameos and but no
real top billing successes.
3. Four of the stars of the 1956
movie died of cancer related illnesses (John Wayne, Susan Hayward, Agnes Moorehead and the
Mexican actor, Pedro Armendariz,
who committed suicide rather than
suffer a lingering death). The director, actor and crooner, Dick Powell,

also died of cancer. The overall producer went insane. The movie never
earned back its cost. By 1984, 91 of
the 220 Hollywood professionals who
worked on the picture had contracted cancer and 46 had died.
More have probably perished since
then.

Spooky, isn’t it.
Well, not really. The producer who
went insane was Howard Hughes. By
1956 he was already half way there.
The movie was ludicrous [John
Wayne as Genghis Khan and Susan
Heyward as a red-headed Tartar
princess with a peaches-and-cream
complexion] and it was filmed 137
miles away and downwind of the
atomic testing ground in Yucca Flat,
Nevada. As for Omar Sharif, his interest in movie making had waned as
his interest in bridge waxed. Hollywood represents pocket money;
bridge an abiding passion.
The real ‘curse’ of Superman is
why Lois, Jimmy, Perry and sundry
other characters suffer from such
poor eyesight in not noticing the
overwhelming physical resemblance
between Superman and Clark Kent.
It must be the tights and cape which
blind them.
Just in case there is something to
this curse business and despite the
fact that I am neither super nor (according to every female of my acquaintance) much of a man, I am
prepared to make myself available
for the role of Superman should Hollywood ever decide to make another
movie or television series based on
the character.

References used
Movie & Video Guide 1999 - Leonard
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Investigation

Ghostly
Doings
On a ghost hunt, Bob Nixon
finds that living people are
more interesting than
dead ones.

Bob Nixon, a systems analyst for a large
corporation, is Chief Investigator for the
Skeptic.

The Australian Ghost Hunting Society – can you guess, dear reader, the
function of this group? Any good
Skeptic will quickly determine, from
the name alone, what the AGHS is
about. Like the Crop Circle Investigation Society, or the UFO Studies
Group the Australian Ghost Hunting
Society exists to prove that its subject of interest exists and to offer a
supportive environment to anyone
who wants to believe in them.
So let’s get the hard bit out of the
way at the beginning. The correct
Skeptical attitude is to declare that
ghosts may exist. It is entirely possible that the disembodied spirits of
the dead are all around us. You’ll
often get an argument when you try
to define what a ghost is, by the way,
but for the purposes of our discussion
here I’m taking the view of the
AGHS, at least as I understand it – a
leftover bit of a dead person.
The AGHS conducts many
ghost-hunts (their own term). Based
in Melbourne and organised by
Eoghan Arnold and Rowena Gilbert
the AGHS seems to be made up entirely of people who accept without
question that ghosts are very real
and plentiful. While individual cases
may be the subject of controversy or
even skepticism, there is no doubt

that, given time and fearless investigation, the truth of spectral visitations will one day be proven.

On a ghost hunt
But what is a ghost investigation
like? What constitutes evidence for a
true believer? It was to answer these
questions that I joined an AGHS
investigation into the highly haunted
Horses and Coach pub and stables at
Clarkefield, outside Melbourne. Ray
Crossley, from the Dowsing Society of
Victoria, and myself joined about ten
AGHS members.
Rowena Gilbert was unfortunately
unable to attend. Only a few days
before the AGHS internet discussion
group had undergone something of a
ruction when Rowena, the owner of
the group, appeared to be threatening to dismiss someone who criticised
the silliness and uselessness of a
particular discussion. Several of the
members of the group – myself included – had suggested that this was
not a suitable way to deal with what
appeared to many of us to be a valid
complaint, given the content of recent discussions. I, for example, had
already set my mail software to delete automatically any mail from the
AGHS group that contained the word
“cheesecake”, which had proven to be
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a hint that the remainder of the note
would be entirely useless. Rowena
had not taken the original complaint
or the support the writer received
very well at all and had removed
herself from the group and, for the
foreseeable future, all activities of
the AGHS.
Even so, the cross section of ghost
hunters was pretty broad. Eoghan
(pronounced Evan) was there, along
with a surprisingly normal looking
bunch of fairly happy people. Eoghan
had organised permission for us to
spend the night in the stables behind
the pub. Although no longer entire,
the bluestone building dates from the
days of the Cobb and Co coaches that
ran from the gold fields to Melbourne, so it naturally has some history. These days it is used as a modest function centre and a bar has
been fitted to one end of the building.
Sadly the bar was closed during this
evening, but coffee and biscuits were
available. Since the plan was to stay
awake most of the night this was
quickly seized upon by the majority
of the attendees.
The group fell into two very distinct groups fairly quickly. There
were the believers and there were
the skeptics. The second group consisted entirely of Ray and myself.
Ray, like me, was attending more to
study the techniques of the ghost
hunters than in the hope of seeing a
ghost for himself. I had made clear to
everyone who I was and why I was
there, so they knew they had a real
Skeptic in their midst.
The believers looked initially to
Eoghan for guidance. He was, after
all, both the organiser of the evening
and the co-founder of the AGHS. He
ran us through a brief description of
what he hoped to do during the
night. There were some specific stories to examine. There was, for example, the tale of the young girl who
had been murdered by her father,
and the story of the Irishman killed
when he fell down the stairs inside
the hotel while attempting to flee the
attention of two corrupt troopers who
were after his gold.
We were to be permitted access to
most of the hotel and grounds, the
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only exception being the upstairs
rooms where the owner and his family lived, and Eoghan pointed out a
couple of significant places to us.
Perhaps the most significant was the
site of the original well that provided
water to the hotel before the mains
water arrived. We guessed that this
was now marked by a concrete and
steel covering, but, so far as I know,
no one thought to ask the question of
the owner. This may be because the
owner and most of his patrons had
been caught by more than one of us
discussing the fact that a group of
ghost hunters were coming to spend
the evening. They thought it a great
joke and the serious ghost hunters,
particularly Eoghan, found this insulting. I did have the opportunity to
ask both the owner and one of his
staff if they had ever experienced
anything unusual in the hotel; neither had. Interestingly, until I told
both these people who I was they
were largely dismissive of my questions, but they brightened noticeably
when they knew I didn’t really expect
to find a ghost. I suspect that this is
not an uncommon attitude and one
that Eoghan and his group probably
has to deal with regularly.

The cast assembles
Eoghan was taking the lead for those
of us who arrived early. Then
Theresa arrived, accompanied by
Lucan. Theresa quickly and irretrievably took control of the night from
that point on, unless Lucan was
speaking, in which case she deferred
to him entirely. Lucan didn’t talk
much, though, so we were regaled for
some time by Theresa’s stories and
experiences. Theresa sees, hears and
talks with ghosts. Her life, she told
us, is very like the movie “The Sixth
Sense” in which Bruce Willis encounters a boy who lives with ghosts on
an almost constant basis. Theresa
and Lucan are both American and
while Lucan seems to brood and says
little, Theresa says more than
enough for both of them, while regularly sweeping her long hair back to
punctuate her words. She recounted
tales of her experiences and, sweeping her hair back yet again, told us

that there was a ghost right there in
the stables with us. A Chinese gentleman was pacing at one end of the
room. He refused to speak with
Theresa, but was clearly pondering
some problem or other and he paced,
leaning forward, his brow deeply
furrowed. Theresa warned us that we
should not sleep at that end of the
stables, to which Ray and I both replied we’d take that end of the room.
A great advantage to being a Skeptic
is that one tends not to be haunted.

Murder most foul
Theresa met the dead girl when we
took a trip around the grounds. Her
father, according to the story, had
murdered her by throwing her tiny
body into the well from the upper
floor of the hotel. The father later
went on to kill the girl’s mother before himself dying of alcohol abuse.
We had determined that the story of
the girl’s death could not be right
because of the distance involved.
Assuming that we had correctly located the site of the well it would not
be possible for a man, no matter how
strong, to throw a child so far.
Theresa who, of course, was able to
speak with the girl herself confirmed
this.
First, a meal to sustain us through
the long night. The Horses and
Coach has an extensive menu, but
sadly no suggestion book, so I was
unable to advise the chef that a professional does not put a hot poached
egg on top of a Caesar Salad. Ah well,
there were still some biscuits left.

When Theresa met Sam
After eating we took a turn around
the garden in search of more phantoms. Behind the pub we met,
through Theresa, the young Samuel.
He was sitting in the branches of a
tree, dressed in white shirt, brown
trousers and a cap. Theresa chatted
to him for a while, we learned that
Samuel had been born in 1872 and
that he had worked as a jackhand.
Theresa struggled with this word for
a while, Samuel was a jack….,
jack….., jackhand. As an American,
only recently arrived on our shores,
she might be excused for not knowing

the word jackeroo, but when I suggested that we’d wait patiently for
her to hear Samuel say the word
more clearly Samuel disappeared
from the tree. Theresa was disturbed
and concerned by this, but breathed
a sigh of relief when the boy turned
up at the base of the tree, against the
fence behind it. Theresa did not want
to approach Samuel, so I took my cue
and stepped to the fence. I asked
where Samuel was and she told me
that he was to my right. I shot my
right hand out and asked if it was
now inside him. No, Samuel was on
his knees, so my hand was above his
head. I lowered my hand until
Theresa told me I was touching him,
and I twiddled my fingers. “Yes,” said
Theresa, “You’re ruffling his hair.”
What happened to his hat, I asked.
He was apparently still wearing it. I
asked Theresa to describe the boy
again. Cap, brown trousers and a
grey shirt. The shirt had been white
before, I reminded her. It was dirty,
she said. It was a white shirt, but
looked grey because it was dirty.
Through Theresa I asked Samuel a
few questions. He had been born in
1892. What did he die of? I asked.
This was a tricky one, because
Samuel didn’t know that he was
dead. He apparently did not hear
Theresa telling us that he didn’t
know he was dead, either. He did
recall having smallpox, and being
covered by black spots.
Then Samuel, perhaps in an effort
to prove to the Skeptic that he really
was there, began making a branch
move. At the base of the tree was a
small fern. In the gentle night breeze
most of the branches were moving
from side to side, but just one was
moving up and down. Theresa
pointed out that Samuel was doing
that. My camera has a detachable
flash unit and on that unit is a small
white test button. The button requires only the slightest touch to set
off the flash. I asked Theresa to tell
Samuel that I’d like him to press the
button and set off the flash. And I
told her that we would wait for as
long as was necessary for him to complete this small task. Unfortunately
Samuel became somewhat bored with
us at this point and disappeared,

sadly without the usual puff of
smoke.
Theresa managed to change the
subject quickly enough so that she, at
least, felt good about the situation.
Theresa was very good at changing
the subject. When I pointed out that
the year of Samuel’s birth had
changed by twenty years she managed to change the subject. When I
suggested that smallpox might not
produce black spots the subject was
changed. But there was some benefit
to my raising these discrepancies in
her and Samuel’s account. Later,
when chatting with some of the other
participants in the evening’s investigation, one man summed up the general feeling about her. “She” he said,
“is full of shit”.
Next came the “circle”. While Ray
and I watched from outside the others took their seats in a circle and
went through the process of attempting to channel a spirit that might be
willing to join them. Sadly no one
came, although Theresa and a couple
of the others claimed to have heard
horses hooves approaching the sta-

bles. For the majority however,
Theresa’s credibility was pretty well
shot.

A premature end
The evening faltered at about half
past the witching hour. Some of the
group had been wandering around
the rear of the pub when the owner
appeared and ordered them away. A
few minutes later he turned up at the
door of the stables and told them that
they risked being shot if they appeared in the wrong place. Eoghan
not surprisingly was offended by this
and decided that he’d had enough of
Clarkefield. The majority agreed
with him and we went our separate
ways. I was not sorry to see the event
end prematurely, I had seen enough.
The AGHS is not an investigation
group, but a mutual support group
that is devoted to the idea that
ghosts are real, that they are everywhere and that they can be demonstrated to be real simply by sensing
their presence. There is, it seems to
me, little merit in that view.

Molly, an habitual tea-leaf reader, could barely contain her
excitement when she met the man who actually wrote them.
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Angels
& Financial Angles
Visiting a ‘psychic fair’ might
be fun but what if it is a
cover for something
more sinister ?
(Part 1 of 2)

Karen Stollznow, who conducts investigations
into new age bodies, is a member of the NSW
committee. No photo of Karen exists, as she
believes the process steals her soul.
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My suspicions were first aroused
when I noticed a group of unusually
dressed people entering a local RSL
club. They were clearly violating club
rules with their collarless shirts,
open-toed sandals and hats! On
closer inspection I found that a
‘psychic fair’ was being held in the
club, and these casually dressed individuals were the organisers of the
fair. A poster promised aura readings, psychometry, tarot, ‘intuitive
impressions’ and past lives readings.
My curiosity overcoming me I
decided to explore the event. The
nominal entry fee of $15 entitled me
to “three readings and an angel talk”.
The function room hosting the fair
exuded merriment rather than
mystique with balloons and streamers hanging from the walls and
inappropriate ‘oom pah pah’ music
blaring through the PA system. The
event attracted a crowd far removed
from the club’s usual patrons – a
group who rejected beer glasses in
favour of ‘crystal’ balls. The fair itself
was poorly organised with half a
dozen psychics positioned at tables
while chairs for visitors were scattered around the periphery of the
room. In a game of musical chairs, a
psychic would complete a reading,
their customer would leave their
seat and there would be a frenzied
rush for the now vacant chair!

Mystical golf
The first psychic I decided to visit
with was a rather manic looking fellow with the curious title of the ‘psychic golfer’. A golf club lay, appropriately, on his table. As I approached
he greeted me with the incongruous,
“Please sit down and hold the end of
my club”. I duly did so as he held the
other end of the golf club and stared
deeply into my eyes. I quite naturally
enquired exactly what was he doing
and he answered that he was feeling
the energy vibrations that I transmitted to him through the club.
When the ‘psychic golfer’ emerged
from his reverie he proceeded to give
me a character description of myself
on the basis of his ‘reading’. He announced that I was a very friendly
person; honest and open although a
little too trusting of other people. He
told me that there were “some
people” who may intend me harm (!)
and that I shouldn’t make myself
vulnerable to them. Short of branding me gullible and instilling suspicion and paranoia he ended the reading.

Post-it impressionism
I next chose a reading with a mystic
who offered the intriguing ‘intuitive
impressions’. The ‘psychic’ explained
that his talent was in creating
‘post-it impressions’ whereby he

would study me until a word would
come to mind, which he would then
write upon a ‘post-it note’. This
turned out to be a minute long consultation involving another pat
judgement about my personality, this
time with a delicious irony! The enchanted word that he received about
me was ‘caution’. He wrote this down
on a bright yellow post-it note,
handed it to me and motioned for me
to leave, as though I should be satisfied with his one-word pronouncement. I politely asked him if he could
explain the meaning of his ‘impression’ and he reluctantly did so in a
few brief words. I now expected that
he would reiterate the speech of his
colleague, in that I should exercise
caution and avoid making myself
vulnerable. Conversely, I was told
that I am a cautious and distrustful
person, and was advised that I try to
take more chances in life. He labelled
me a cynic but fell short of calling me
a ‘skeptic’.
How to account for two such contradictory readings? In addition to
the charlatan factor, these two ‘psychics’ were quite obviously attempting brief and amateur psychological
analysis on the basis of my facial
expressions and the mystic’s reliable
ally, ambiguity.
The ‘psychic golfer’ obviously made
his judgement on the basis of my
initially blank and seemingly innocent expression. Then, in my attempt
to adopt an indecipherable air, I must
have accidentally fixed my expression into one of suspicion, as
perceived by the ‘intuitive’ one. Alternatively, the ‘post-it impressionist’s’
choice of the word ‘caution’ is a
reflection of his doubtfulness and
insincerity in his paranormal ‘talent’.
My third and final consultation was
with a crystal ball reader who merely
flattered me into compliant silence
with her complimentary character
portrayal. Innovatively named
Crystal, the crystal ball reader
informed me that I am capable of
psychic healing and have a troupe of
no less than four angels surrounding
me and giving me guidance. It seems
that all this time my decision-making
has been directed by my angels!

However, in a very predictable way
she did allow me a glimpse into the
immediate future…

Angel talk
The next item on the agenda was the
‘angel talk’. This initially appeared to
be a lecture about motivation and
goals, conducted by a guest speaker
from America. The psychic readings
had certainly paved the way for this
‘angel talk’ as the speaker indulged
in a topic tangent. Predictably the
subject delved into the realm of the
paranormal. He told his audience of
under a dozen people that everyone
is capable of psychic healing and they
are all blessed with a troupe of angels who constantly surround them
and give them guidance! The ‘angel
talk’ finally revealed itself to be a
sales pitch for the group who conducted the psychic fair, the Inner
Peace Movement. The fair was a tool
for recruiting new members who
would, following their readings, be
subjected to a speaker expounding
the dogma of the organisation and
trying to incite interest in the group’s
workshops and courses.
The speaker concluded by ‘teaching’ that each individual is endowed
with one of the four spiritual gifts intuition, vision, prophecy and feeling. Giving a brief explanation of
each ‘gift’ we were told that ‘Intuitive’
people will ‘pick up a thought and
hear it’. This of course counters my
theory that the ‘post-it impressionist’
made his character judgement on the
basis of my facial expression, presuming he was classed as ‘intuitive’.
‘Visionaries’ will “pick up a thought
and see it”. They often have photographic memories and/ or are clairvoyants. ‘Prophetic’ people “receive a
thought as a knowing”. Such people
are sensitive to precognition (isn’t
that the same description for a ‘Visionary’?) Finally, there is the ‘Feeling’ person who ‘picks up a thought
and translates it into a feeling. Their
“sense of touch is extremely
well-developed” and “they know people by feeling what they feel”. Then
followed the most quotable quote of
the lecture when the speaker said
that those in receipt of the gift of

feeling are often unfairly branded as
hypochondriacs, that is, they are
sensitive to the extent that they experience the physical states of people
around them. “They’re always feeling
other peoples headaches and pains.”
If I wasn’t already convinced that
the speaker lacked credibility I became so when he consistently employed ‘thunk’ as the past tense for
the word ‘think’.

Sales pitch
Urged to attend the group’s workshops we were promised that we
would develop the power to heal
whilst our lecturers would ‘demystify
spirituality and magic’. We would be
taught how to read auras, harness
our ESP and communicate with our
‘angels’. Leaflets were then handed
around, stating that the courses
would assist students to “find out
how many angels are on your team
and train you in a special technique
for establishing clear two-way communication”. Here ended the lecture.
Leaving the lecture room I managed to approach a few people and
gain their opinion about the fair and
the ‘angel talk’. One lady told me
that she found the psychics to be
“unconvincing” and dismissed the
whole event as “new age claptrap”.
Another lady told me that the angel
talk was “interesting. I’ll probably go
to their next lecture.” Overall, the
event had appeared mostly unsuccessful. The attendance was very
poor and most people headed back to
the bar after their ‘readings’ or left
half way through the ‘angel talk’ as
the sales pitch became apparent. Can
we hope that Australians are too
skeptical to fall victim to these
organisations? The very fact that at
least one person intended further
exploration of the movement suggests that there is a market for this
way of thinking and that the ‘supernatural’ sells. I felt the need to investigate this organisation a little more
intimately, without filling their coffers by attending their courses.
In the next issue I will be exploring the
activities of the Inner Peace Movement
and its parent organisation, the Americana Leadership College.
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Against Literalism,
Beyond Security:
the Skepticism of
John Shelby Spong
Tim Train takes a critical
look at the theology of a
controversial cleric.

Tim Train spent most of his time at Sydney
University arguing with fundamentalists. In his
spare time, he managed to graduate with a
B.A. and an M.A. He lives in Newcastle.
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There seems to be nothing moderate
in the debate between religion and
science. Complete faith is countered
with absolute atheism. But why
should this be so?
Traditional religious belief – I am
thinking of Christianity in particular
– carries with it a number of mythological images, metaphors, stories,
and ideas which have served various
emotional and ethical needs through
the ages, but which are difficult to
reconcile with the findings of science.
A brief list of common Christian beliefs might include: the virgin birth,
the resurrection and ascension of
Christ, the existence of heaven and
hell, the existence of miracles, and
the power of God to intervene in human history. Defence of such beliefs
often results in over-literal interpretations of religious tradition: the
supposed historical accuracy of biblical accounts provides believers with a
simple way of understanding and
defending their religious tradition.
This accounts for the institution of
‘creationist science’: a literal interpretation of certain biblical passages

provides some Christians with a safe,
simple, and secure belief.
Faced with this particular method
of defence, we may well feel forced
to adopt a contrary position. If the
virgin birth, the resurrection and the
ascension did not occur, then Christ
must have been an entirely
unremarkable mortal; if God does not
intervene in history, then he does not
exist at all. Careful examination of
the historical, scientific, and textual
evidence will show that literal interpretation of the Bible is no longer
viable; but if this is so, what choice
do we have but to reject Christianity
out of hand?

Rejecting tradition?
If it is due to the Bible that movements such as creationism have occurred, then many people would be
excused for feeling that they have no
other choice than to reject that book
and the three-thousand year old tradition that it represents.
But what if literal interpretation
of the scriptures is not, in fact, a permanent element of Christianity?

What if it is, in fact, a corruption of
the original Judaeo-Christian message? This seems to be the position
held by the controversial retired
American Episcopalian (Anglican)
Bishop, John Shelby Spong:
Most Christians ... seem to believe
that they must either be biblical literalists or admit that the Bible contains nothing of value for them. I am
convinced that there is another alternative, that intelligence does not
have to be a casualty of church life,
that God can be worshiped with our
minds, and even that biblical ignorance is unworthy of a disciple of
Jesus Christ. It is my desire to make
that alternative universally available.
(Spong, 1991:)
Whilst working within an established religious tradition, Spong has
managed to convincingly refute the
literalist interpretation of scriptures.
The alternative that he offers is an
interpretation of scripture in terms of
symbol and metaphor.
Spong is not a scholar, although
he does pay attention to the academic
literature. He is a populariser who
seeks to present the conclusions of
biblical scholars and scientists in a
form acceptable to a western audience. One of his stated aims is to
make:
...scholarship available in an understandable way to the average lay
person who wants to be a Christian
but who does not find in his or her
church a sufficient reason to invest
life in that institution.
(Spong, 1991).
It is fair to say that because he
does not concern himself with specialised academic debates, he is able
to make points about religion which
will be of general interest. It is with
these general points that I will concern myself with – if for no other
reason than that I, too, am relatively
unfamiliar with Biblical scholarship!
His method is twofold:
1. He refutes the literalist interpretation of scriptures by reference to
biblical, scientific, and historical
studies, as well as by a detailed ex-

amination of scriptures for inner
contradictions.
2. He seeks the ‘real’ message of the
scriptures; and he seeks to replace
the moral and emotional certainties
provided for us by literalist interpretation with new moral and emotional certainties.
We will look at each of these in
turn.

Against literalism
Spong’s refutation of literalistic interpretation of the scriptures is quite
simple, and relies upon three distinct
arguments.
Firstly, he shows how the literalistic interpretations of scripture are
often contradicted by the interpretations offered by modern biblical
scholarship. He takes care to reference his arguments, although it is
true that he rarely cares to enter into
involved academic debates, probably
because the audience that he aims at
would find this style of writing too
pedantic. If he is dealing with a particular text – for instance, the Gospel
of Luke, or the letters of Paul – he
will take care to provide this text
with a specific historical and geographical location. He will identify
the particular issues that may have
been of importance to the author of
the text, and show how the text represents the author’s response to the
circumstances of the time.
Secondly, he will use the findings
of science to refute the world-view
expressed in many parts of the scriptures. This method of refutation is
applied, for instance, to the account
of human origins in Genesis, in a
manner similar to the skeptical refutation of creationism. But it is also
taken further, and applied to many of
the more popular myths of Christianity. In Spong’s view, for instance,
there is no virgin birth, no resurrection, and no ascension. They are
based, he argues, on outmoded
world-views which are not supported
by the findings of modern science.
Although he is no scientist, he has
enough general knowledge to be able
to apply well known principles such
as the Copernican world view to his
scriptural interpretations.

Textual comparison
Thirdly, he will use textual comparison to point out contradictions in
scripture. (For instance, the two different accounts of creation in Genesis
1 – 2, the two different genealogies
for Christ in Matthew and Luke, and
the various assumptions surrounding
Christ’s place of birth and parents
found in the Gospels, all come under
his critical eye.)
This methodology is quite simple,
and Spong uses it intelligently and
effectively. He convinces the reader,
quite early on in his writings, that
literal interpretation of the scriptures
is not a viable method of interpretation. The strange thing is that Spong
is not content to find a few representative contradictions, a few representative miracles, a few representative passages. His dissatisfaction
with literalism runs deeper; he must
continually be pointing out its flaws.
In other places, it is unclear why
Spong does not carry his skepticism
further. Although he may be
skeptical about the resurrection of
Christ, he is apparently anxious to
preserve the divinity of Christ. In a
similar manner, although he may
deny that miracles exist, and that
God has acted in a physical way
throughout human history, he appears to retain faith in the existence
of a God of some sort. This is especially curious, because at most
points, he will unquestioningly accept the findings of science, and
therefore the empirical philosophy on
which they are based. And yet, historical and scientific evidence seem
to show no clear support for the idea
of God: if a God exists, he must bear
no direct relation to this world. It is
unclear to some why Spong ignores
this implication.

Beyond security
This is indicative of a fundamental
insecurity in Spong. In demolishing
the literalistic interpretation of the
scriptures, Spong provides himself,
and Christianity, with no clear basis
for faith.
By repeatedly concerning himself
with contradictions and errors in the
Bible, Spong is not merely showing
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his own insecurity. He is providing us
with a diagnosis of Biblical fundamentalism. He makes it clear that
the literalistic interpretation of scripture occurs in many places, and suggests that the reasons for this lie in
the post-Christ world of the common
era. He suggests, for instance, that
the correct interpretation of scriptures may be found with the Jews,
where the technique of midrash may
be used to uncover allusive and symbolic riches in the biblical texts.
But why did the literalistic interpretation have such appeal in the
first place? Spong’s answer is predictable enough, but it rings true: because it provided security.
Ecclesiastical claims to possess infallibility in any formulated version
of Scripture and creed or in the articulations of any council, synod, or
hierarchical figure are to me manifestations of idolatry. Such claims do
not serve the truth. They serve only
the power and control needs of the
ecclesiastical institutions. The
church must embrace the subjective
and relative character of everything
it says and does. If the church provides security, it cannot provide
truth. This is the choice that faces
Christians today. I vote for insecurity
and the pursuit of truth. The alternative, I believe, is security and the
creation of a doomed idolatry.
(Spong, 1991: 232)
In order to go beyond the flawed
arguments used by church leaders,
Spong often endorses what seem to
be deliberately provocative interpretations of familiar characters and
events in Scripture. This is part of
his attempt to regain what he sees as
the ‘experience’ which the writers of
the Bible were intending to convey.
This ‘experience’, he argues, cannot
be conveyed directly - so biblical texts
must be interpreted in particular
ways. If we are to understand the
‘experience’ fully, Spong argues, we
must be able to sympathise with the
position of the writers and the characters. Hence, he has argued that St
Paul was homosexual, that Christ
was an illegitimate child, and that he
may have been married to Mary
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Magdalena, in order to account for
particular traditions in Christianity
which find their origin in these influential characters. I will leave scholars to accept or refute these ideas in
their own time! I only mention them
to demonstrate how Spong attempts
to prick the protective bubble of security formed by religious institutions
over time.

A moral purpose
Spong’s purpose is – ultimately –
moral. One of his major gripes with
literalistic interpretation of scriptures is that it can so often be used to
justify unethical acts. He has noted
how, in the Old Testament, numerous
passages may be found endorsing
slavery, condemning homosexuality,
inciting racism, and encouraging
sexism. For him, such passages have
reached their use-by-date. In many of
his books, his critique of literalism
has been used in order to suggest
forms of Christianity suitable to a
modern, liberterian ethic. This Hebrew Lord, for instance, is a critique
of the anti-semitism which has been
endorsed by certain forms of Christianity; Living in Sin? was written as
a response to the gay rights movement; and Born of a Woman was
written in response to the feminist
movement.
Beyond this concern with modern
political and ethical issues, Spong
has also shown a concern with the
traditional Judaeo-Christian institutions of retribution and reward, expressed in such powerful images and
ideas as heaven and hell, sin and
grace, death and resurrection. In
response to these powerful images,
he offers what he sees as the proper
Christian message: love and forgiveness. Indeed, it is in acts of love that
he thinks humans are able to overcome their own subjective concerns:
...a terrifying, barrier-free love that
rendered our religious security systems no longer operative.... Such a
love called for openess, for the death
of prejudice, for the radical insecurity of a fully accessible humanity,
for the end of any human isolation.
(Spong, 1991: 238)

An adequate definition?
The skepticism which Spong offers us
is of a peculiar kind. He seeks to preserve a belief in God – but does so by
using methods which are often used
to do away with God. He criticises
the words which are used to convey
the experience of Christianity – but
are his words any better? The best
definition of God that he can come up
with is ‘love’ – hence, ‘God is love’. It
is a definition appropriate for the
point which he wishes to convey, but
almost completely unrelated to the
impressive character which we find
described in the Old Testament. And
there is certainly something Old Testament about Spong’s God - a God
rather like that one found in Job,
whose methods are inscrutable and
whose existence cannot be compassed
by human understanding or by human arguments.
At the very least, Spong defends
the qualities of Biblical literature by
alerting us to the historical and personal context in which it was written,
and criticising the naive methods of
interpretation adopted by fundamentalists. At the most, he has given us
an adequate defense of God, and of
the tradition of Christianity.
But, once we have acknowledged
the value of Christian tradition, the
question of faith returns. What basis
is there for Spong’s faith? In the end,
perhaps his skepticism really has not
gone far enough.
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Review

Then The
Oceans Rusted
Popular prof takes a look at
the big picture, and ruffles
some feathers along
the way.

Barry Williams, Skeptical Executive Officer,
Editor and Santa Impersonator, was once
described as a truly beautiful human being.
The perpetrator is currently being sought by
the police optometrical squad.

A Short History of Planet Earth,
Ian Plimer; ABC Books, Sydney
2001
With this throw-away line, Ian
Plimer introduces one of the most
momentous events ever to have
occurred on this planet in its long
history. And what a remarkable
history it has been since, some 4.6
billion years ago, a local cloud of
enriched cosmic gas condensed to
form a star with its retinue of attendant planets.
To anyone who knows the author it
will come as no surprise that this
book is controversial. Geologist, Prof
Ian Plimer, is no shy retiring academic, securely ensconced in the
tenured ivory towers of academe;
rather he favours an approach that is
as earthy and gritty as the discipline
he professes. Such is his enthusiasm
for his topic that ideas tumble over
each other throughout the book, as,
into a little over 200 pages, he seeks
to compress the events of
4,600,000,000 years. It is all a bit
much to take in at one gulp, but it
will become an indispensable reference for anyone with an interest in
our home world and its physical history.

Big bangs and impacts
There are shocks and impacts
aplenty in this book, as it charts the
turbulent – indeed violent – history
of this dynamic planet on which we

live. Throughout our history, bits of
cosmic debris have slammed into the
planet, often resulting in the extinction of the bulk of the current lifeforms. Furthermore, the planet itself
is quite capable of hugely violent
activity, as continental plates move
around on the underlying plastic
rocks of the mantle, fusing into “super continents”, splitting apart again;
building mountains and eroding
them away in a constant quadrille of
change and renewal, extinction and
evolution, life and death. These
events all leave signatures that can
be read by geological graphologists,
and this precisely what the author
endeavours to do here, all the while
remaining aware that he writes for a
lay audience. It is not so much a textbook as a detective story with a cast
of – well – everybody and everything.
One natural phenomenon,
volcanism, produces scary stories
that would challenge the imagination
of any Hollywood producer of disaster
movies. Anyone who thinks that the
explosion of Krakatoa in 1883 (which
was heard thousands of kilometres
away, and which affected the weather
around the world for several years)
was a big bang, should think again.
It ejected some 18 km3 of volcanic ash
into the atmosphere, however the
same volcano’s eruption in 535CE
ejected 100 km3, while in an eruption
that occurred 74,000 years ago, Toba
(another volcano in the same area)
ejected 2000 km3. In deeper history,
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Then the Oceans Rusted
some millions of years BP a volcanic
eruption in what is now Russia, disgorged sufficient lava to cover Australia to a depth of 4 km! That must
have been some eruption.
Plimer doesn’t confine himself to
the immediacy of ‘now’ but ranges
through ‘deep time’ to bring us a
fuller picture of our home world. The
map of the world as we know it is
simply a still taken from the vast
motion picture of our history. The
past really was a different country –
and continent, and planet.

Climate and life
However, it is for the issue of climate
and its effect on life (and vice versa)
that the author reserves some his
most telling arguments.
Life emerged very early in the
history of Earth, and has been flourishing in its many forms ever since.
Early proto-life quickly evolved into
one dominant form, leading to the
bulk of Earth’s history being categorised as the Age of Bacteria. Plimer
would argue, and persuasively so,
that it still is. He suggests that the
so-called Ages of Fishes, Amphibians, Reptiles, Mammals, et al, are
little more than statistical blips on
the radar screen of Deep Time. As it
was in the beginning, so it is now.
Bacteria still make up the bulk of the
biomass of the planet, which is a
rather sobering thought for chauvinistic homo sapiens.

Extinction
Of course, a central factor involved in
the evolution of life and the increase
of biodiversity is the extinction of
species. The book catalogues the earliest and one of the most devastating
mass extinctions in our history, after
a deadly poison entered the environment. Free oxygen, deriving from the
action of sunlight on water and from
the excretions of newly evolved forms
of aerobic bacteria, wiped out the
dominant life forms, anaerobic bacteria, almost entirely. They were replaced by the newcomers who rapidly
filled the available niches in the environment, although some anaerobes
still survive in oxygen free areas
deep beneath the surface of the
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Earth and, curiously, in the guts of
humans and other animals.
As a result of the oxygenation of
the atmosphere, the profuse amounts
of iron on the planet and dissolved in
the oceans, combined with the active
new element and promptly ‘rusted’.
The evidence for this dramatic transformation in our climate and in the
sort of biosphere that then existed,
can be found in vast iron ore deposits
and in fossilised stromatolites that
date the earliest signs of life to at
least 3.8 billion years ago.
Since then there have been other

Controversial claims
Readers familiar with this author
might expect him to take up some
space in challenging his old antagonists, creation ‘scientists’, but they
rate only a few mentions in this book.
It’s not surprising, really, as the vast
sweep of time that encompasses
Earth’s history is incontrovertible. As
it is catalogued here, with the evidence all impeccably referenced (17
pages of closely spaced references) it
leaves them with nothing much to
say. This is not the sort of evidence
that can be explained away by kindergarten-style rhetoric. Here, however, Plimer takes aim at different
targets, and ones that have, for some
reason, greater credibility in the
modern world. Most of them are
found among the more extreme and
noisy environmentalists their political fellow travellers and a compliant
media. These, Plimer charges, approach their task with a zeal that
owes more to religious fervour than it
does to scientific objectivity.

Global warming
In exploring this theme, he investigates the claims being widely advanced about our current phase of
global warming – the one that is supported by many (but by no means all)
climate scientists, which is:
that the planet is warming;
major, and many minor, mass
extinctions, some caused by unpredictable events (cosmic debris impact, irradiation from nearby stellar
explosions, etc) and others caused by
cyclical events within our own planetary system (orbit and axial tilt
changes, plate tectonics, etc). He also
charts the long-term cycles in our
climate that consist of succeeding
phases of “icehouse” and “greenhouse”, with ocean levels rising and
falling over large distances.
Little doubt then that life can have
an effect on climate, just as climate
obviously can (and does) on life. As
Plimer points out, extinction is a
perfectly natural event for living
species and conservation is not. And
here is where Plimer becomes more
than a little controversial.

that human activities contribute
significantly to that warming; and
that the results of this will be calamitous.
On the first point, Plimer agrees
that the evidence for a general warming of the planet is strong. However,
he also suggests that, as part of the
long-term climatic cycle, this warming would have been happening
about now anyway, whether or not
humans were involved (or even existed).
It is the second point, however,
that attracts most of his concern. In
particular, he focuses on the claims
made for carbon dioxide (CO2) as the
foremost agent of warming and
claims that human activity is a predominant cause of its increase. This,

Reviews in brief
the book asserts, is by no means
proven. Evidence about relatively
recent climatic conditions taken from
Antarctic and Greenland ice cores
show that the CO2 levels at the
height of the most recent glaciation
(icehouse) event (18,000 years ago)
and the most recent greenhouse
event (110,000 years ago) were both
considerably lower than the present
365ppm. It is unlikely that human
activity was responsible for these
levels, and it is certain that human
activity had nothing at all to do with
CO2 levels of around 18%, 500 million
years ago. The evidence from ice
cores and sediments simply does not
show a close correlation between a
CO2 increase and atmospheric warming. In fact, it is more strongly suggestive that increases in this gas are
a consequence, rather than a cause of
climatic warming.
The third point, that the results of
a warming change will be cataclysmic, is so complex and chaotic that it
is essentially unknowable. However,
Plimer points out, in the course of
history periods of cooling have generally being far more inimical to life
than those of warming.
Ian Plimer can expect a great deal
of criticism from certain sectors of
the environmental movement, politics and the media because of the
stand he has taken in this book. This
is unlikely to deter him, as he
charges these people with presenting
“a superficial dogmatic doom-andgloom message for consumption by
the non-scientific public. Almost
every natural event, catastrophe or
perceived problem is ascribed to human-induced climate change” leading
to a public consensus that we are
headed towards inevitable catastrophe, and with the sub-text that it’s
all our own fault. In fact he goes so
far as to equate the environmental
activist doom-cryers with the creationists in their ignorance and fear of
science based knowledge and change.
Given the scientific, “written in
stone”, evidence he adduces from the
rocks, it would not be easy for a
Skeptic to disagree with him, but
they will need to read the book.

Fringe
Elements
Them: Adventures with Extremists, Jon Ronson; Picador, London 2001
Those readers who just can’t help
themselves and who occasionally buy
Nexus magazine for a thrill, will enjoy this new book. Author, Jon
Ronson, a British journalist and
documentary maker, set out to investigate some of the many extremist
and fringe groups that flourish in the
western world, just to see what
makes them tick. Along the way he
decided to check out the activities, or
even existence of an organisation
that is seen by many and varied
groups as their bete noir.
Among his subjects are included a
fundamentalist UK Islamic group
which demands that Britain become
a Muslim nation; a faction of the Ku
Klux Klan in the US, the leader of
which is trying to present a new,
sensitive face of Klandom by eschewing “the N word” (and the opposing
faction which considers the former a
wimp) and the followers of former
sports journalist, David Icke. He
also goes on a preaching trip through
Africa with Ian Paisley.
One disturbing (though hardly
surprising) common theme he finds
among most of the disparate groups
is an overt or covert anti-Semitism.
A Jew himself, Ronson was naturally
wary of revealing his background to
his subjects, though sometimes it
came out with surprising results. On
the other hand, and to his surprise
he discovered that David Icke, whose
latest crank theory is that the world
is governed by a sinister group of
“shape-changing lizard paedophiles”
(widely believed by his opponents to

be a cover for anti-Semitism) really
does believe that George W Bush and
members of the Royal Family, among
others, are lizards and not Jews.
Having heard so many rumours
from so many fringe sources about
“the Bilderbergers”, a sinister group
of politicians and business people,
who control the world, he tried track
them down. They do exist, but, as he
discovered, they tend to be self-important, rather than important, and
also that no matter how much power
some people wield, at heart many of
them don’t seem to have grown up.
In his normal life, Ronson is a
comic writer, and he handles this
book with great good humour. On
occasion he feels himself in sympathy with some of his subjects, though
not with their aims. Definitely worth
a read if you’ve ever wondered what
makes conspiratologists tick.

Another book worth considering!
The Very Best of Australian
Sports Writing: a 200 Year
Collection, David Headon (ed);
Black Inc, Melbourne 2001.
If you are a sports fan (and what
Skeptic isn’t) then this 700+ page
opus is worth a look.
It covers many facets of most
sports in Australia since the First
Fleet and contains some fine writing.
And I’m not just saying this because it includes an item (p131)
about the cricket superstition regarding 87, first published in the Skeptic
in 1993, and written by someone
sitting not too far from the editorial
chair.

Barry Wiliams
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Review

The Cult
of

Culture
An anthropologist challenges
many fashionable views
of culture in this
provocative
book.

Mark Newbrook is a professional linguist and
a regular Skeptic columnist.
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The Culture Cult: Designer
Tribalism and other Essays;
Roger Sandall, Westview:
Boulder, CO & Oxford, 2001
This important and provocative book
confronts some highly fashionable
‘politically correct’ ideas from a
staunchly and courageously ‘modernist’ and rationalist standpoint.
Sandall, a recently retired academic
anthropologist, takes issue with a
number of associated trends, and in
most respects it seems reasonable – if
brave – to agree with him.
Perhaps the least threatening of
these trends is the C20 interpretation of the notion of ‘culture’ to cover
all the activities and ideas of an ethnic group, however banal. As Sandall
notes, this view has been most
overtly popularised by socialist writers such as Raymond Williams,
whose extreme version of the agenda
includes the demolition of all canons
of literary and artistic excellence!
In more moderate manifestations,
this way of defining ‘culture’ does (of
course) have something to offer – a
point which Sandall soft-pedals, to

say the least. Not all that is interesting about an ethnic group is its ‘high’
culture (if indeed it has any); and it
is most instructive to examine – with
no assumptions of one’s own cultural
superiority – the wide variety of human behaviour and thought patterns
at every level where these differ. This
includes important oral literatures,
but also everyday activities and indeed modern ‘pop’ culture. The
Beatles are not Bach but they are of
great interest. It is important for
those who oppose the current excesses not to go to the other extreme
(as Honey, the linguistics scholar
closest to Sandall on these issues,
sometimes does).
But the danger already lurks:
many have turned this academic
interest in cultural diversity into
something more akin to the worship
of ‘exotic’ cultures – and in particular
of the cultures of ‘indigenous’ peoples. Some such peoples, for instance
those of China and Mexico, established societies with many of the
physical trappings of civilisation (see
below on this term) but with essentially tribal systems of authority;

many others remained strictly tribal,
with no written language and little
scope for innovation. Indeed, none of
these societies are – or were – dynamic, and their technological and
economic development fell well short
of that manifested in recent millennia by the European peoples. Even
when they were the first to invent a
new technique they typically failed to
develop it further. In the colonial
period (1475 and after), Europeans
revived their classical traditions and
added to them the fruits of an increasingly independent, secular and
vigorous scientific ‘paradigm’. With
such an advantage, Europe and the
rest of ‘the West’ inevitably became
dominant worldwide – in a manner
which is now supposed to be seen as
brutal and is loudly decried.

Dynamism of ‘the West’
Now of course the colonial powers
and individual colonialists did much
bad as well as much good. Racism is
a terrible, widespread, ingrained blot
on the face of humanity which colonialism not only failed to wash out but
arguably ground further in. And the
‘indigenous’ tribal peoples have produced much that is of enduring worth
and interest but has been unfairly
neglected until recent decades by the
wider modern world. Nevertheless,
as Sandall points out, it was the dynamic West (incorporating the
achievements of its classical forebears) and not the tribal societies
which gave humanity its most precious creations: science, its
world-transforming offshoot technology, serious philosophy, widespread
literacy and serious secular literature, a vastly greater range of artistic
possibilities. It was also in the West
that people developed the notion of
non-arbitrary aesthetic and (especially) ethical norms, more ‘elevated’
and more conducive to the forging of
an intellectually, economically and
personally richer life and the prospects of further enrichment.
The West was able to do this because it broke out of the static patterns of local power structures and
belief systems. It developed

universalising concepts and principles which have been applied in various ways good and bad but which,
overall, continue to point in the direction of individual freedom, responsible democracy and an ever-increasing
knowledge and informed mastery of
the forces of nature. In other words,
the West – and anyone who embraces
its best ideas – is the main force for
what in pre-postmodernist days used
to be called civilisation.
Instead, many contemporary
thinkers talk as if pre-scientific tribal
cultures – admittedly often the victims of colonial blindness and cruelty
– are the real basis of human identity. Deep down we are, or should see
ourselves as being, members of tribal
groups, not individuals and citizens
of the world; and until the developed
world goes back to its tribal roots it
will continue to be morally and intellectually wrong and (because it is
powerful) a blight on the Earth.
Tribal cultures, it is suggested, have
always been peaceful and ecologically
sound; life in them is a ceaseless,
entrancing round of creative,
nature-friendly ‘cultural’ activity
(basket-weaving and such).

Static societies
But to the extent that tribal cultures
are peaceful it is largely because they
are closed and static, dominated by
enforced solidarity and ‘harmony’.
(Note how important these last notions are for the most extreme modern cultural separatists, such as
some groups of Afrocentrists.) One
belongs to one community and one’s
place in that community is essentially fixed by kinship relations or
caste membership. There is little
scope for legitimate social dissent or
change, novel ideas or individual
choice. Some are born in slavery.
There are often barbaric rituals of
initiation to adulthood, or ritualised
murder or suicide on the death of a
partner or master. Hereditary chiefs
and ruling priests are often autocratic, oppressive and arbitrary in
the extreme, not to say vindictive
and indeed barbaric in their imposition of ‘justice’. The most important

cultural ‘knowledge’ – much of which,
as Sandall and other modernists
point out, is more accurately labelled
belief – is restricted to certain
groups, giving others no opportunity
to question it or even to know what it
consists of. Visiting government officials and anthropologists, if indeed
they are admitted to the mysteries,
may be sworn to secrecy and even
threatened with death if they divulge
the secrets.
And tribal peoples’ relationships
with members of other groups (if
there is contact) are not especially
likely to be peaceful. Despite recent
silence and denial, tribal war is common; Sandall notes that a few more
thoughtful groups initially welcomed
colonialism as ending the bloodshed.
Some pre-scientific societies involved
routine human sacrifice, and wars
were fought mainly to obtain more
victims. There was even some cannibalism (though probably less than
has been suggested).
Neither were tribal peoples consistently ecologically aware (unless
one adopts a mystical view, how
could they have been, lacking the
relevant science?). The Maori exterminated the New Zealand
megafauna; Flannery has argued, not
without conviction, that similar
things happened in Australia.
But all this, where not simply denied, must, it seems, be excused: to
understand is to forgive, and for
many the latter term is indeed too
weak. And what is especially unfortunate – and this is another point that
Sandall downplays – is that it is perfectly possible to retain much of what
is worthwhile in a tribal ‘culture’
while at the same time learning the
best and most relevant elements of
the new world civilisation that has
arisen out of the triumphs of Renaissance and Enlightenment. Sandall
draws attention to cases where the
opportunities of young people to
learn science, literacy in the relevant
languages of wider communication
and in general the best of what the
world as a whole has to offer have
been devastated by an excessive focus upon tribal languages that prob-
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ably cannot be saved as living media
of interaction and upon often barbaric tribal customs which few would
choose to retain if they had a real
choice.

Other alternatives
But this is by no means the only way
to go; young humans - if offered the
chance, the real choice and sensible
programs - are very good at becoming
bi- or multi-cultural. They can learn
what they do not know at the same
time as learning more about what
they already know. But the current
popularity of the idea that children
need only what their own tribe has to
offer – that traditional tribal beliefs
and mores can serve, in a modern
state, as a complete replacement
for rationalism, individual freedom
and the chance to be a citizen of the
world – is ludicrous. It holds up neither for indigenous minorities nor
even for migrant groups whose traditions are given uncritical lip-service
by advocates of extreme interpretations of the concept of
‘multiculturalism’ (which I would
hold is essentially beneficial in more
moderate forms).
Only a genuine cultural relativist
could sincerely and wittingly uphold
this view. And for good reasons there
are few of those! Some urge that
tribal myths such as that of astral
travel or the Rainbow Serpent should
be interpreted as literally true, instead of – or, still worse, alongside –
scientific accounts of early Aboriginal
technology and life-style or the
geomorphological history of Australia
(which the myths, if literally interpreted, contradict). But how many
such people actually believe this
themselves?

Updated tribalism
It is also striking that those who
uphold tribalism are as little interested as they are in individual identity. It appears that for them intellectual freedom is not itself meritorious;
rather, one should (must?) lose one’s
identity in a collectivity of shared
ideas which one does not question.
It is not only minority indigenous
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peoples who suffer from these trends.
Sandall argues persuasively that
much of what passes for politics in
modern Africa is an institutionalised,
technologically updated version of
the tribal system, dominated by tyranny, corruption and very low levels
of responsible individualism.
One of the very worst upshots of
the trendy postmodernist endorsement of tribalism is the invention of
cultural traditions where none exist,
merely to claim an advantage (but
not necessarily an advantage for the
people on the ground). As Sandall
recounts, the evidence suggests that
this is what happened at Hindmarsh
Island. The farcical book Mutant
Message Down Under is another example, albeit involving a different
agenda. Such cases go well beyond
the naïve and nonsensical but
well-meaning treatment of genuine
tribal myths as literally true.

while historically accurate, might not
commend itself to those modernists
for whom religion per se is a hangover from darker days. There are also
specific issues over which one might
take issue with Sandall’s analysis.
For example, the modernist world
and indeed the skeptical world are
still notoriously divided over the
Freeman-Mead issue; but Sandall
clearly sides with Freeman, as part
of his attack on the romantic notion
of the ‘noble savage’ which is arguably reflected in Mead’s work on Samoa.
There is much in Sandall’s book
that I cannot cover here, especially
on the philosophical background to
these issues. For instance, he has a
very interesting account of the development of Popper’s ideas in his
adopted New Zealand home, and he
also discusses Wittgenstein in a similar way.

Reservations

Modernist response

I have indicated above some points
where one might have reservations
about Sandall’s position. There are
other such points. Because of the
thrust of his case, Sandall arguably
downplays the worse aspects of the
West and of modern global civilisation, such as rampant consumerism
and the domination of life by international commercial forces which are
too seldom required to answer for
their neighbourhood effects. Of
course, the bad press which these
phenomena receive from certain
quarters is itself somewhat partisan
and alarmist; but a more overt acknowledgment that some aspects of
‘the West’ are far from ideal might
have been in order. Another issue
involves the notion of genuinely improved (as opposed to more varied)
aesthetic norms; it is not so clear
that we can really assess artistic
merit in anything resembling an
objective way, and thus it is not clear
that we can speak meaningfully of
progress in the relevant domains
(other than increased technical
mastery). And Sandall’s identification of Christianity as forming a key
component of the Western tradition,

In my view, it is very good that
this set of issues has been foregrounded in recent books as part of
the perhaps belated modernist response to the domination of several
disciplines by postmodernism (often
of an extreme brand). Windschuttle
and (more moderately) Evans have
done similar jobs on behalf of history.
Then there are writers such as Kelly,
whose views on Aboriginal issues are
politically unwelcome for rather different reasons and also intellectually
contentious, and who has struggled
even to be given a hearing; he functions mainly on the Internet. (I stress
that I disagree with much of what
Kelly says, but I uphold his right to
seek an audience.) Whether or not
Sandall’s analysis be judged helpful,
and whether or not he is right on
each specific issue, the publicity
which his book has obtained is thoroughly welcome.

Review

Fresh Look
at an

Old Mystery
Egyptologist challenges some
conventional wisdom about
a turbulent time.

Rob Hardy, a psychiatrist practising in the
USA, is a regular reviewer for the Skeptic.

Tutankhamen: The Life and
Death of the Boy King, Christine
El Mahdi, St Martin’s Press
When twenty years ago the unprecedented exhibit of artefacts from
King Tutankhamen’s tomb was
shown around America, they caused
a sensation wherever they went (as
well as a notorious popular song by
Steve Martin). When it came to the
importance of Tutankhamen, however, the exhibit sparked another
round of dismissiveness about the
boy king (who just happened to leave
a terrific tomb) compared to his predecessor Akhenaten, who was regarded by western Egyptologists as a
bit of a hero. It was Akhenaten who,
despite his amazing physical ugliness, married the beautiful Nefertiti,
who bore him six daughters. It was
Akhenaten who struck a blow for
monotheism, banishing the strange
gods with insect and crocodilian bodies in favor of the one sun god Aten.
He was a figure compared to Moses
or Jesus, but it was said that his
heresy terrified the people and
threatened the powerful priesthood,

which forced him out of Luxor into a
new city he could devote to his peculiar ideas. Upon his death, the boy
king Tutankhamen inherited power
(or his handlers did), and the old
ways were restored.
Christine El Mahdi has another
tale to tell in Tutankhamen: The Life
and Death of the Boy King, a revision
of the lives of the pharaohs that
shows how fashions, even in such
arcane studies as Egyptology, change
over time. El Mahdi is a perfect guide
whose enthusiasm for her subject
shows on every page. Indeed, in introducing herself, she explains how a
passion for things Egyptian overtook
her when she was seven years old.
She chanced upon a book about ancient Egypt, and wanted to study
more. She couldn’t get into the Egyptian gallery of her little local museum in Bolton, England, because it
was not completed, but she began
studying hieroglyphs, and soon was
approaching fluency in the strange
old language. No one anywhere
around her had even heard of the
career of an Egyptologist, but she
was certain that was what she
wanted to be.
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Fresh Look at an Old Mystery
New approach
She has written a couple of previous
books on Pharaohs and mummies,
but this remarkable book tells the
story of Tutankhamen based on her
insistence on original sources of what
the Egyptians themselves said. Indeed, part of her revelations come
from a little piece of stone that was
uncovered by the digs of Howard
Carter himself, lost to evaluation
until she discovered it in storage in
the little local Bolton museum; it
should have gone to the Boston museum.
Tutankhamen ruled for but nine
years, but El Mahdi takes stones,
excavations, mummies and more to
explain Egyptian history and belief
around his time. In doing so, she
necessarily forces a new view of his
predecessor Akhenaten.

New view of Akhenaten
Akhenaten, in her view, was not the
monotheistic hero pictured by the
Egyptologists of the last century. His
religious ideas were actually not
much different from those he inherited from his grandfather Tuthmosis
IV or his father Amenhotep III.
She explains that Horemheb, the
powerful army general who took
power shortly after Tutankhamen’s
death, usurped the boy-king’s words
and monuments to claim that the
gods had turned their back on Egypt
during Akhenaten’s rule. His own
tomb had a bewildering array of
gods, but there is evidence even on a
statue of Horemheb that the cult of
Aten was tolerated, not banished,
during Tutankhamen’s and even
Horemheb’s reigns. Horemheb, a
conservative military man, hated
Akhenaten, but not Aten.
The attestations of Akhenaten’s
monotheistic “heresy” were most
vividly not from his successors, but
from the nineteenth century “gentlemen archeologists” who were in
Egypt as part of their Grand Tours,
perhaps as preparation for entering
the church. Ancient Egyptians were
seen as those who had enslaved the
Jews, and who had the worst sort of
animal-worshipping polytheism.
Their interpretation of Horemheb’s
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denigration of Akhenaten (which
seems to have been political) was
that there was a revulsion against
monotheism just as there had been
reviling of the true religion by those
other pagans, the Romans.
El Mahdi certainly has a passion
for her subject, and draws the reader
into the investigation with her. For
instance, she writes of her own explanations:
Many of the absolutely incontrovertible pieces of evidence have been
neglected or overlooked completely. If
you go into the temple at Karnak at
around three in the afternoon on any
day, when the rays of the sun fall
obliquely over the walls, you will see
images carved lightly on
Amenhotep’s third pylon. These images are invisible at other times of
the day, and are indeed only clearly
visible for a period of around thirty
minutes.
This intermittently visible inscription plays a role as a clue to the time
of the start of Akhenaten’s reign, a
stone in the edifice of El Mahdi’s own
explanation countering those of previous generations. El Mahdi seems,
unlike many of her predecessors, to
have no particular agenda except to
use her fluency in hieroglyphics and
her outstanding knowledge of past
scholarship to tell the story anew.

Scholarship v populism
Over and over, El Mahdi makes the
case that scholarly work such as hers
finds a limited reading market and
has little effect on the public, while
wild theories reach a wide audience.
This is true of “The Accepted Story”
of the failed monotheism of
Akhenaten, as it is certainly true of
all the daffy ideas that the pyramids
and the Sphinx have sparked.
For instance, in 1923 an American
gothic novelist predicted, on the basis
of a book she held, that “Death comes
on wings to him who enters the tomb
of a Pharaoh.” Soon after
Tutankhamen’s tomb was opened,
Lord Carnarvon, Howard Carter’s
sponsor, did indeed die, and that
credulous intellect, Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, opined that there might be

truth in the link, and so the myth of
“Tutankhamen’s curse” was born.
That all the other “despoilers” of
the grave lived long lives does not
balance the “evidence” given by the
tabloids or by Hollywood. El Mahdi
shows that Tutankhamen’s tomb was
anomalous in many ways (most especially in coming down to us nearly
intact), but that generally the tombs
were open to visitors. Indeed, making
physical or mental mementoes to
those entombed was part of the complicated Egyptian religious system.
El Mahdi’s title is simply too limited. This is not just the story of
Tutankhamen, but of the pharaohs
who came before and after him. It is
a survey of the religious beliefs of
their societies. It is the story of
Carter, Carnarvon, and of Egyptology
in general, and how subjectivity influences even academic research.It is
a wonderful book for readers who
want to find out more about the reality of a time that has always inspired
enormous curiosity.
El Mahdi’s enthusiastic and clear
writing and broad view of history
ensure that even those addicted to
the wilder ideas of Egyptology should
enjoy this guided tour of evidence
and common sense.

Plea to
Contributors
In any hard copy contributions you
make to the Skeptic, would you
please avoid the use of italic types,
underlining or text boxes. OCR programmes tend to read italic print as
though it were Martian and lines and
boxes are very confusing. Also please
use black ink on white paper- coloured stock causes conniptions when
scanned.
Wherever possible with feature
articles or reviews, please supply a
photograph of yourself (head and
shoulders preferably) and any illustrations that will both inform the
text and open-up the layout.

The Editor

Feature

Trials of a
Bush Doctor
Recently we received some very
interesting email correspondence
regarding an item on patent medicines that appeared in Bunyip’s
“Around the Traps” column in the
Skeptic 19:4 issue.
Our correspondent was Dr
Brian O’Sullivan, a retired medical practitioner, whose stories of
practising medicine in rural
Queensland in the 1950s so interested us that we decided to publish them. Much of what Brian
writes will be a familiar story to
anyone (such as the Editor) who
grew up in the bush in the middle
of the last century and it reminds
us that scientific medicine and any
sort of universal health care system is a very recent phenomenon.
I was given a copy of the Skeptic recently and loved it, even though it was
Summer, 1999. First of all Bunyip’s
little article on patent medicines. I
would recommend for general reading
Bill Wannan’s Folk Medicine published
in 1970 which had some lovely bits and
pieces, including Dugong and Goanna
Oil.
I grew up in the bush some 80 –
100km from the nearest town and doctor, over the blacksoil plains, creeks
and rivers. I remember almost chopping my big toe off with an axe – the
family thought about it for two days
before taking me into to town to have
it sutured (done in cold blood, by the

way). I was the youngest of six boys –
so expendable I suppose.
We had our medicine cupboard
packed with my parents’ favourites.
Castor Oil – the blue bottle – we were
dosed regularly; Chamberlain’s Cough
Mixture; Kruse’s fluid magnesia, (you
can still buy it. According to my mother
‘It cooled your blood’); Zambuck and
Rexona Ointment: Rawley’s Embrocation, ‘for man or beast’; DD Eucalyptus – cured everything. Who could forget that kids’ show from Sydney when
the kids played the big base drum and
sang “Double D – bom-bom, Double D
– bom-bom. The pure strong eucalyptus, with the strong sweet smell”; Friar’s Balsam, two drops on sugar cured
anything. Likewise kerosene for all
sore throat and chest complaints.
Don’t forget Tincture of Iodine. Every
cut was painted, the agony. Lysol for
bathing cuts, etc “In Boiling Water”.
I might as well admit that I graduated in Medicine (with a large helping
of Scepticism), spent 10 years in the
scrub and after some 45 years have
retired to enjoy what remains of civilisation.
If I may go off at a tangent (I will
anyway). To Bunyip. Vincent’s APCs
buggered kidneys not livers, that was
the metho. Worcestershire Sauce also

Dr Brian O’Sullivan is a retired medical practitioner who now lives inTaringa QLD

buggered kidneys – really neprotoxic.
Andrew’s Liver Salts and Eno’s Fruit
Salts were taken by the shovel-full,
along with Epsom Salt, but only the
first two had many testimonials written to the manufacturers praising their
usefulness in making dampers rise.
The main medication one packed on
a trip in the early post-war years were
Enterovioform tablets and a bottle of
Chlorodyne – 10 drops stopped diarrhoea – opium with perhaps a little
morphine thrown in as well. Until the
1950s, all babies were fed Ashton’s and
Parson’s teething powers which consisted of Calomel (Mercurous Chloride)
and poisoned the poor little mites –
Pink Disease.
There was quite a famous medico
from a country town many years ago
whose Pharmacopoeia consisted of
Singer Sewing Machine Oil and
Calomel!! I mentioned Lysol, that
smell, but it was replaced by Dettol and
I have never forgotten the smell in the
labour ward of unwashed dairy farm
women – cow dung, milk, BO, amniotic fluid and Dettol. That stink, pong
or whatever still haunts me.

Re Anti- immunisation
In the 1950s when Queensland had a
free hospital system (“The Best System
in the World”) when all was free, except, like Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard,
we had nothing and I mean nothing.
The one thing the Government would
not provide in any of their hospitals
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was immunisation in any form – that
was the local council’s patch. Mostly
the councils ran campaigns but they
were strictly limited, and adults paid,
even for polio. So there was no use
anyone turning up at the hospital outpatients and demanding to be immunised; there was no serum.
In my remote area we had lots of
‘hot gospellers’ (for want of a better
term) but they worshipped their gods
or idols and seldom bothered anyone.
Then one day this large farmer arrived
at OPD with a small boy in his arms
and requested to see me. The poor little kid had a grossly infected foot that
looked as though it was about drop off.
No bandage, nothing; just dripping
blood and pus. The father was quite
furtive, kept looking over his shoulders and his only request was that the
little boy have a tetanus injection. I
wanted to admit the child but was refused, so I called up the staff who
cleaned and bandaged the wound and
gave the kid a great shot of penicillin.
The child had staked himself some
weeks before and all that they had done
was to allow him to run in the cow-yard
until today. The father kept stressing
a tetanus shot, by which I assumed
that he meant an ATS (horse serum),
which was out-of-date and dangerous.
I told him that we didn’t use that sort
of medication any more and said, “Of
course he’s immunised”. No he was not.
“We would not be showing trust in the
lord if we immunised our children”.
I lost my temper completely and
roared and shouted that he had better
get down on his knees and start praying, because if that child died I would
see they went to gaol for murder, and
if not I would come and kill them myself. He ran off as though the Hounds
of Hell were chasing him – but next
morning he and his wife and all their
children lined up to be immunised at
my surgery.

Mysterious forces?
When graduating we were all given
our degree and a copy of the
Hippocratic Oath. I had them framed

and, on reaching my bush town, hung
them in my surgery. There were two
nails in the wall of my consulting room,
the degree went on the one near the
door and the oath in a darker spot behind my desk. I found people very respectful, nay positively nervous, and
could not understand why, until a very
brave farmer said that I must be a very
clever young man to have all these degrees. I asked what he meant and when
he indicated the oath before my MB BS
the penny dropped. They thought it
was a degree in hypnotism and that if
they were not careful I might “Mandrake” them.
(I replied to Brian, pointing out
that I, from my rural Queensland
childhood, also remembered many
of the nostrums and practices that
he had mentioned. I also made
mention of a poultice called
“Antiphlogistin” (or something
similar) that had the consistency
of well chewed chewing gum and
which was applied to boils and the
like in a very hot state.)
Brian replied:
Thank you for your prompt and delightful answer. How could I have forgotten ‘The Aunty Flo’ as we called it.
Ours used to be heated over the top of
a kerosene lamp globe and then
clapped on – the agony. I can still remember that stuff being plastered onto
splinters, boils etc, and once I watched
with absolute horror while a whole
heated tin of the stuff was spread over
a man’s chest to cure his pneumonia.
I think I was about four years old at
the time, but the memory is still very
clear.
Like the day one of Dad’s ring-barkers had a bit of an accident. His axe
had bounced off an ironbark and sunk
into his shin. He caught his horse, rode
home about ten miles, and sent a message via the cook that he would like to
speak to Dad. Dad had him in a squatter’s chair on our front verandah in a
flash and poured into him a full tumbler of whisky. The Ambulance man

eventually arrived and, wait for it,
filled the great gash in his shin with
Tincture of Iodine. My hero never even
winced.

Emergency surgery
On another occasion on a very hot
Saturday night in 1958 in my little old
one doctor town, where my wife and
our one year-old twins resided. I had
made the decision to take my wife out
for a treat. The baby sitter had arrived
and we were just about to slip away
when the sound of a sick old ex-army
jeep expiring at our back door attracted
our attention. The surgery bell rang
and there on the steps was a Crocodile
Dundee type bloke, six-stone wringing
wet, in a pair of filthy shorts. He
seemed well and was rolling a smoke.
I though that perhaps we would get
away but he said, “It’s me mate, I think
he’s got a broken leg!” So we walked
out to the vehicle and, sitting up on the
front seat, was an almost identical person, rolling a fag, but this one had a
dirty old bit of rag around his shin.
Blind Freddy could see the bits of bone
sticking out in all directions. Summer,
heat, flies, compound fractures, gas
gangrene, the works and the temperature was still well over 110F. I asked
what time had the accident happened
and struck a bit of a problem as they
had to think about it and eventually
came up with about 7am that day. I exploded. Our night had gone and I was
going to have to spend the rest of the
night in our oven of a theatre, attempting to salvage his leg. He probably
would have to have it amputated and
he could well die. I raged on and was
gently pulled up by his mate saying
“Fair crack of the whip, Doc! We have
been coming ever since the accident!”
I could have put on a top hat and
walked under a duck’s belly!
He did well and in six months or so,
was back at his job felling trees for
sleepers in the Forest of Fairylands,
150 miles away, where the little exchange was called Sugee-Wong. I had
a lot of patients from out there after
that little incident.
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Notice

The Great Skeptic
CD Project

Update

Work on the Great Skeptic CD continues at a frantic pace. I was more
than delighted with the response to our plea for proofreaders resulting in Skeptic
HQ being bombarded with
offers. To all those who
offered, my heartfelt
thanks. This project
could not be done without you. I now have a
stack of proof-read
issues of the Skeptic
from all over the
country ready for
my attention.
User testing on early,
incomplete versions of the
CD has gone very well. The CD
will have a search programme that will
allow you to select a word and find every time
it has appeared in two decades worth of the
Skeptic, plus the other skeptical works that have
been included. Testers have been delighted with
the ease of searching hundreds of pages in a
matter of seconds. The CD has already been put
to good use in aiding research on alternative
health for a magazine article.
The CD will contain the full text of
In the Beginning, a compilation of
articles and items from volumes 1–5
(1981–1995) and the newly produced
The Second Coming - All the best
from the Skeptic 1986–1990 with
articles, photos and images from
volumes 6 –10 of the Skeptic as well
as new cartoons and photos. This
compilation will only be availed on
the Great Skeptic CD. It will also

include the complete texts, and covers, of volumes 11–20 (1991–2000).
We are also happy to report that
an updated edition of Creationism:
an Australian Perspective, edited by
Dr Martin Bridgstock and Dr Ken
Smith and published in 1984, is also
included on the CD together with the
book Skeptical , edited by the late Dr
Don Laycock, Prof Colin Groves et al
and published in 1989 by the Canberra Skeptics. Both items have long
been out of print and provide a
wealth of fascinating information.
For those of you on the Internet,
take a sneak peek at the recreation of
Vol. 1 No. 1 from 1981. You will find
it on the Australian Skeptics web site
at:

www.skeptics.com.au/journal/
articles.htm
While you are there, take the time
to click around. This highly regarded
web site is packed with good
information on Australian
Skeptics and what we’re
about, plus such brainteasing exercises as “Dr
Bob’s Trivia Quiz”, where
the answers from the
correspondents are often
far more ingenious than
the mere truth..
The CD is on track to
be ready in time for the
national convention in
November where we hope
to have an official launching.
Oh yes.. I must correct an
error I made in the last issue of the
Skeptic. PDF stands for ‘Portable
Document Format’, not File. (With
thanks to those who caught me out!)

Richard Saunders
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Forum
Let your food be your medicine
Dodie Lake
Pagewood NSW
Is alternative medicine a viable alternative to orthodox medicine? Do alternative therapies have any scientific
basis in fact, or are they simply quackery? The answer to both questions is
yes. The general definition of alternative therapy is vague. It is used to describe a plethora of unscientific and
unsubstantiated remedies. Rebirthing,
aromatherapy, crystals, numerology
and various forms of spiritual healing
are not really much use in the treatment of serious illness. To claim differently is tantamount to quackery.

Scientifically based natural therapy is
both valid and viable
There is a serious side to natural
therapy which is backed up with substantiated clinical and empirical research. Also called orthomolecular
medicine/nutrition, the aim is ideally
to prevent degenerative disease rather
than cure it. Degenerative diseases
such as cancer, cardiovascular disease,
diabetes (type 2), hypertension, allergies and obesity are largely preventable.
Natural therapy is not a new
fangled science either. It has been
around in some form for centuries.
Hippocrates was one of the first advocates of using food as medicine and
vice versa. In the 19th century in
both the United States and Britain,
the natural hygiene movement was
active and more recently in the 1920s
in Paris, the Biogenic Society was
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founded. Biogenic means life generating. Biogenic nutrition consists of
organic, fresh, live foods which are
uncontaminated and unprocessed.
Biocidic which means life destroying
describes much of what is acceptable
in today’s diet. Processed and refined
foods containing chemicals, colourings and pesticides are not health
sustaining.
The principles of natural therapy
are, the pursuit of health and wellbeing through natural means. Self
sufficiency/responsibility without
harming the environment are its
aims. Spending thousands of dollars
on doctor’s bills for illnesses that
could have been avoided are not.
Regular exercise, time spent outdoors and relaxation are the essential components of any natural
health regime. It is important to include some form of cardio-vascular
exercise for heart and lung health
and good circulation. Load bearing
exercise for strengthening and building muscle and bone mass and
stretching to maintain flexibility are
also crucial to overall good health.

Why choose natural therapy?
Choosing natural is an ecologically
sound investment in sustainable
living. Prevention is far better than
cure. The rewards of good nutrition
are absence of illness, more energy,
better eyesight, better hearing,
clearer thinking, stronger teeth and
bones and greater flexibility.
Raising healthy children should be
a priority of every parent. Allowing
children to suffer with unnecessary

illness is a crime. Unhealthy children
become even more unhealthy adults.
Children raised on a high content
junk food diet are being systematically set up for future health problems.
At a nutrition health forum in
Launceston MBF chief medical officer, Dr Gavin Frost said that “. . .
by the age of 10 some children are
showing the earliest signs of heart
disease . . .” He said “More than 60%
of overweight children had at least
one additional heart disease risk
factor and 20% had two or more risk
factors.”

Bribery, not responsibility
Many of today’s children suffer from
obesity, asthma, ADHD and depression and anti-social behaviour. The
great junk food industry and its
clever advertising directed at vulnerable youth has a lot to answer for.
Inherent food values are ignored in
favour of the subliminal message
that it is highly acceptable, cool and
attractive to consume the product.
Kellogs’ slogan . . .the best things
about breakfast shouldn’t change,
does not mean they are offering a
nutrition packed breakfast cereal.
The important point of this commercial is that a free toy comes in the
pack. Bribery instead of responsibility.
Children are conned into junk food
consumption by clever advertising,
just as in the past they were conned
into tobacco consumption. Bribery
used by large, powerful organisations
to addict children to either drugs,
religion or any other harmful commodity is not acceptable.
Naturopath Phil Alexander
showed that certain toxic chemicals
in children’s diets can cause allergies.

In numerous controlled studies, he
found that the positive health results
of removing these substances, prevalent in junk foods, from the diet were
conclusive.

The orthodox medical view
In general orthodox medical practitioners take a conservative view of
natural/alternative therapy, labelling
it unscientific and quackery. In many
cases they are right. Much of what
passes for alternative therapy is pure
unadulterated hogwash. Wearing a
crystal around your neck to cure cancer is nearly as silly as taking high
blood pressure medication while being 30 kilos overweight. It is important though that doctors don’t throw
the baby out with the bathwater;
that they look a little more carefully
at the evidence.
Orthodox medical training teaches
the diagnosis of disease and the use
of drugs to suppress the symptoms.
This is toximolecular medicine as
distinct from orthomolecular medicine used by the natural therapist.
Many orthodox doctors have already
taken a lot of natural therapy on
board and there is no doubt that in
time this will increase.

The case against orthodox medicine
Although there are positive aspects
to orthodox medicine, there are many
problems associated with it. There is
a vested financial interest and a
hand in glove relationship with the
drug companies. Large pharmaceutical companies spend millions of dollars on discovering and researching
new drugs for diseases that are in
the main preventable.
Designer drugs are expensive,
which too often means that the people who need them most cannot afford them. Patents on drugs protect
their exclusivity and profits. Poor
people and poor countries are the
losers.
Research is not always adequate
and in the past some costly mistakes
have been made. The problems
caused by the drug thalidomide were
horrendous and a good reason to
avoid drugs if at all possible.
Children are over-prescribed drugs,

particularly antibiotics and ADHD
drugs. Iatrogenic illness (physician
induced) and side effects of prescribed
medicines often outweigh their benefits. The success rate of
toximolecular therapy is not acceptable. The treatment of cancer with
chemotherapy for instance, has an
overall success rate of only about 15%.

The case for natural therapy
The 12th century physician Moses
Maimonide said “No illness which
can be treated by diet should be
treated by any other means.” And
more recently Udo Erasmus in his
book Fats that Heal Fats that Kill,
said “In the last 90 years of using
toximolecular medical approaches,
deaths from degenerative diseases
have risen from 15% of the population to 68% or more, an increase of
over 350%. Obviously toximolecular
medicine is not making us healthy.”
Refined processed foods are expensive, wasteful, unhealthy and environmentally damaging. Whole fresh
foods are inexpensive, healthy and
environmentally friendly. Studies
have shown that over 50% of patients
became nutritionally deficient and
more ill from eating hospital foods.
Because something is not mainstream or orthodox does not necessarily mean it is invalid. The great
assumed authority and huge following of orthodox religion does not, for
instance invalidate atheism.
Through the science of orthomolecular nutrition, optimum health is
attainable and maintainable without
the unnecessary use of drugs.

Reading List:
Udo Erasmus, Fats that Heal: Fats that
Kill ; Alive Books’ Canada, 1986
Leslie Kenton, The Biogenic Diet; Century Arrow, London, 1986
Ron Gellately N.D. Internal Health: The
Key to Eternal Youth and Vitality; Cargel
Press International, Australia, 1999
Phillip Alexander, It could be Allergy and
it can be Cured ; Ethicare Pty Ltd., 1988,
1990, 1994, 1995, 1997, 1999, 2000.
Leslie and Susannah Kenton, Raw Energy; Doubleday, Australia, 1986.

■

Reply from a doctor

Richard Gordon MB BS
President, Australian Skeptics Inc
My first point is that the definition of
Alternative Medicine is that is not scientific. Otherwise it would be Scientific Medicine. For those who don’t understand this let me say again –
alternative is not scientific; you can’t
have it both ways!!
There is no argument that those who
try to live a healthy life including exercise and a nutritious diet have a better chance of living longer and feeling
better. Diseases like atherosclerosis
and some cancers might even be less
common in those who take care with
the above factors.
However, the writer points out the
best in altmed, the worst in scientific
medicine and confuses alternative
medicine with the benefits of a healthy
lifestyle. She also falls for the old one
of using pejorative terms like
‘toximolecular’ which only serve to
make her piece appear biased.
She confuses a healthy lifestyle of
diet, exercise and self-management
with the idea that eating certain ‘orthomolecular’ foods can actually ‘make’
a person healthy. She says that there
have been many controlled trials that
have confirmed the concept of developing illness through allergens in food.
This statement doesn’t support an argument for an ‘orthomolecular’ diet as
she doesn’t quote the trials or where
they were published. Many times I
have been told by naturopaths that
they have the support of controlled trials only to find that these trials either
had never been reviewed nor published, or could not be found.
The comments about international
drug companies have more to do with
the politics and economics of a capitalist society than those of health.
Finally, it is all very well to say that
it is wrong to treat fat people for hypertension, but it is actually much simpler, safer and more effective give such
people drugs, than to wait while they
generally fail to lose weight despite
efforts at diet change/exercise etc.
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Forum

Skepticism about Logic
Lawrence Trevanion
Kaleen ACT
Dr Campbell’s reply to my criticism
(21#2 p63-66) shows either he has
missed the gravity of my comments or
he cares as little about his own reputation as he does of others’. My criticism was not concerned with the merit
of what Feyerabend wrote. My point
was that Dr Campbell gave a false account of it. His explanation is:
Feyerabend says there is no scientific
method; Campbell says no scientific
method means no science; therefore
Feyerabend says there is no science.
He would have done better to apologise than provide an explanation as
damning as this.
Dr Campbell tells us that
logico-mathematical truths apply to all
possible worlds (21#2 p66). This is not
unexpected (20#2 p68) although it sits
oddly with his opinion that “we cannot
gain certainty” is not particularly controversial (20#3 p65). I hope he will
share his proof with us. He can hardly
expect us to have faith in his faith. My
own understanding is that mathematical truths are true with respect to axioms and definitions - the truth of which
does not arise, only their consistency
or relevance. How mathematical truths
apply to the world, as Dr Campbell
implies, is the significant issue. And a
quick look at a physics book will show
that scientists struggle to apply mathematics to this world let alone all possible worlds. Mathematics was devel-

oped from applications so it may not
be surprising that it succeeds, but its
success is not guaranteed.
Thus, when Dr Campbell claims
of his research that: “we have a proof
of one kind of inductive inference”
(21#1 p30) one assumes he has, at
least, a mathematical proof. Which
begs the question – does the mathematics apply? To which we would expect Dr Campbell to answer: It’s likely
- provided induction works. Not much
of a step toward a “proof that induction is rationally justified” (21#1 p28)
or an explanation “why an inductive
inference is likely to work” (21#2 p66)!
Dr Campbell and I almost agree on
Hume’s achievement but disagree as
to whether Hume meant it. Hume’s
conclusion on induction hinges on the
word ‘reason’ and is nothing like
Campbell’s paraphrase “no inductive
argument is ever probable” (21#2 p66).
Perhaps Dr Campbell would argue as
follows: mathematics is a form of reason; probability is a form of mathematics; therefore probability is a form of
reason. This is true of abstract formal
probability. But if Dr Campbell disagrees with my assessment of Hume he
must either add to his argument “Applied probability is a form of (pure)
mathematics” (which seems to be the
underlying false assumption of his research program), or he must adopt a
different interpretation of the word
‘reason’ (which would seem to have lit-

tle purpose except to create confusion
and make Hume look foolish).
The same issue regarding ‘reason’
applies to Hume’s arguments on cause
and effect, an issue which seems to
have distracted Dr Campbell from my
implied criticism that his comments
about Hume’s views later in life were
worthless academic posturing.
A few quick points. Dr Campbell’s
bold title “The fallacy of Inductive
Skepticism” has gone lame. Apparently
one may not be skeptical about induction because of the difference between
being uncertain and being doubtful.
Probability is useful in science, so are
complex numbers, and this has nothing to do with Popper or the
frequentists. Regarding relativism, the
‘(‘ in my letter (21#2) should have been
an infinity sign.
Lastly, a quote from E. C. Mossner
(Penguin Classics edition of Hume’s
Treatise, Introduction p27):
Bertrand Russell, whose own philosophical progress has been described
as a progress from Descartes to
Hume, ...(alleges) ... that there is a
particularly painful chamber in Hell
inhabited by philosophers who have
refuted Hume. “These philosophers”,
concludes Russell drily, “though in
Hell have not yet learned wisdom”.
If Dr Campbell continues on his current course he will be remembered, if
at all, not for his philosophy but his
howling invective.

Subscribe for a Friend
By far the best method we have so far discovered for increasing the subscriber base for the Skeptic is for existing
subscribers to take out Gift Subscriptions for friends, or to encourage others to subscribe. Most current subscriptions
will fall due with the next (Summer) issue, so please consider taking advantage of our special half-price Gift Subscription for new subscribers (one per current subscriber). More details in the next issue.
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Letters

■

Trans-Tasman Thanks

Bernard Howard
NZ Skeptics
I was so impressed by Cheryl Freeman’s article “Crisis in Healthcare” in the
recent Skeptic, that I sent a copy to the boss of the local branch of the NZ Cancer Society. Her reply, in part, was:
I really appreciated you sending me the article......because we had not heard of
those extraordinary techniques for diagnosing cancer. I have passed the information on to our National Office so they will be able to watch out for them. I have also
advised my own staff, and have sent a copy to the Oncology Service at Christchurch
Hospital.
So, another example of Australia being two steps ahead (or do I mean behind?) New Zealand! It is particularly useful to have such material just now, as
a Committee has been set up by our Minister of Health to investigate the integration of “complementary and alternatives therapies” into what remains of
our health system. The make-up of the Committee suggests they will see their
task as implemetation rather than investigation.
With thanks to you and Cheryl Freeman.

But there is hope. A most practical
approach to reform was devised by
Australian Harry Lindgren. This proposed a succession (SR1, SR2, etc; say
one per year) of small spelling
simplifications and rationalisations.
Their order would be such that each
would facilitate subsequent ones and
avoid temporary ambiguities. Rectifying vowels early on is one such key, so
SR1 calls for the letter e to be used in
all cases of the clear short vowel sound
as in bet.
Yes, you may have noticed SR1 twice
in this letter. If you hadn’t, that shows
how easy gradual change could be. Who
couldn’t cope with one such advance a
year?
■

■

Accents destressed

Douglas Beath
Burnie TAS
I do not accept Dr Mark Newbrook’s
dismissal of spelling reform (21:2. p
42). After all, children struggling with
spelling will redily, even unknowingly,
initiate reform. Adults have no answer
to children’s logical approach except to
impose conventional English spelling
with the plea “That’s just the way it is,
dear”. Dr Newbrook offers no hope.
Of course languages have their regional or class accents, but only
phoneticists in their technical discourses need to accurately represent
accents in the spelling (as with the International Phonetic Alphabet). I find
no problem in Dr Newbrook’s examples. Car park, from my 24 years in
Scotland I pronounce with short a and
the r. I am also happy for Dr
Newbrook’s English-Aussie accent to
have its a lengthened by the silent r.

My castle may have short a and his
the long a, but our castles endure*.
Perhaps Dr Newbrook, being a professional, is letting phoneticists’ ideals
obscure the scope for some simple
changes to rectify the main defects of
English spelling. These intrude irrespective of accent and include multiple sounds from the same spelling,
multiple spellings for the same sound,
and redundant letters. (I deliberately
refer to “sounds” the word “phoneme”
implies unintended precision and the
red herring of accents.)
The nations that take a practical
interest in their language occasionally
decree small (and painless) adjustments in spelling to accord with evolving pronunciation. The British penchant for muddling through (however
convenient that may be in some situations) has allowed English spelling to
ossify; fascinating perhaps to etymologists but a tredmill to the billion or
more worldwide who use English by
birth, by necessity or by choice.

Editor’s comment

* As Dr Newbrook hails from the northern part of England on the western side
of the Pennines, his castle is likely to
be the same as yours, Douglas.
Regional accents are curious things
– in Qld and Vic the short a castle is
de rigeur while in NSW and SA it is
the long a that predominates (in Tassie
and WA they probably just grunt: certainly if Fred Thornett, who lives in the
former and grew up in the latter, is
anything to go by, they do). However,
when Crow Eaters wish to trip the light
fantastic, they go to a darnce, while in
NSW anyone saying that is suspected
of bunging it on.
Douglas, your letter, on buff paper,
highlights one of the problems mentioned in our “Plea to Contributors”
earlier in the magazine. The scanner
produced some “spelling reforms” that
would be unacceptable to even the most
devout reformer, eg almost all examples of s were converted to e, as were
quite a few c’s.
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Letters
■

In defence of naturopathy

Catherine Mines
Greenslopes QLD
I am writing in response to several articles and letters published in your
winter edition of the Skeptic (21:2).
Mainly the feature named “Homoeopathy: all the idiocy that fits” (pp 24-25),
the special feature titled “Crisis in
Healthcare: the threat of untested
devices”(pp 30-34), and the letters
printed on p 69 titled “To whose benefit?” and “Iridology”.
I am in the process of working
through a Bachelor of Health Science
majoring in Naturopathy. This is a
Government accredited bachelor degree, which involves four years of fulltime study and a work load that greatly
outweighs that of most other University Bachelor degrees. The focus of my
degree is integrative, rather than “alternative” or “natural” medicine. And
in fact, in my course, I spend more time
learning about orthodox medicine,
than medical students spend learning
about nutritional medicine.
To place all “natural/alternative/
complementary” therapies or modalities under the one umbrella is a gross
injustice. This represents those modalities as being ‘all-in-one’, which is simply not the case. A Naturopath is not a
Homoeopath, and neither is a
Kinesiologist.
Naturopathy training
Being as such, I can only speak from
my experience as a student of
Naturopathy and my contact with professionals within my field. A good qualified Naturopath is trained to identify
diseased states. A large portion of the
degree in which I am enrolled involves
clinical medicine – disease aetiology,
symptomatology and pathology, as well
as orthodox medical management of
the disease. My lecturers in these areas are medical professionals, that is,
medical doctors who are widely respected and active members of their
profession. As such I am fluent in the
Anatomy and Physiology of all eleven
body systems, and am in the process
of studying the disease states which
can manifest in each system.
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I am trained to identify symptoms
which necessitate the referring of a client to appropriate professionals for
further investigation. Naturopaths
should not (and I am trained not to)
diagnose disease, this is for a doctor to
do. In any profession it is vital that one
is aware of their strengths and weaknesses, thus highlighting what they
morally, and of course legally, can and
cannot do.
I am also trained in identifying possible reactions between various vitamins, minerals, herbs and orthodox
drugs, and hence would avoid using
any therapeutic agent which could
even remotely interact negatively with
the drug(s) a client is on. Many such
cases are the result of self-prescribing
by untrained members of the public.
My lecturers in other fields such as
Nutrition and Herbal Medicine are also
highly respected leaders in their fields
and have the Government accredited
qualifications to match, including
PHD, Masters, Honours etc..
I agree that there are many so called
“therapists” both qualified and unqualified, who conduct themselves in
an unprofessional manner. On the flip
side there are also many that do operate in a professional and therapeutic
manner. But cannot the very same be
said when describing orthodox medical practitioners? Let us not forget the
malpractice and poor medicine, both
intentional and unintentional, that
occurs everyday in this field. Perhaps
your journal would do well do address
some of these issues.
Potential to cause harm
One needs to understand that both, be
it orthodox or complementary medicine, have the potential to cause harm
and the capacity to positively influence
one’s health. I encourage legislation
which protects and benefits both the
public and those of us who undergo
quality training.
The nature of the previously mentioned articles was sciolistic and dismissive, rather than that of an open
and honest intellectual inquiry. This
attitude seems to be one of preaching
to the converted, it scarcely adds substance to the issues raised, and as such
would do little to convince one who is

not of the same opinion. This may explain the lack of success the Skeptics
are having in lobbying Government
bodies with regard to changing legislation.
I challenge the Skeptic and its readers to put on their objectivity caps and
speak with respected professionals
within the Naturopathic and Herbal
Medicine fields. I also challenge the
Skeptic to write an article with true
journalistic integrity, in which the author remains objective and all sides of
the story have made a contribution. In
this way it is left up to the readers to
draw their own conclusions and make
up their own minds.

■

Homoeopathic defence

Angela Lydon
Fremantle WA
Mr Bowditch, I read your article on
homoeopathy (“Homoeopathy: all the
idiocy that fits” 21:4, p 24) in my local
library and was surprised that someone could be so skeptical about such a
long-established remedy.
I suggest that instead of using your
intellect to create a block to the acceptance of the modality, you try it next
time you are ill. Get a good homoeopath recommended to you and see how
you go. This is the only way one ever
gets to accept homoeopathy.
It is necessary to find the right remedy to effect a cure, but once the correct one is found, you will be cured.
That is why it is easier to go to a homoeopath than self-administer.
I was skeptical myself at one time,
but after numerous cures in the family for:
styes, spots, bed wetting, infection,
cold sores, low immunity, general malaise and depression, flu (many times),
earache, lack of concentration, gall
bladder colic, sleeplessness
and that’s just the ones I can remember in the family of three over 15 years.
I also know of dozens of friends who
use it successfully.
To assert that all the users are kidding themselves is insulting the intel-

ligence of the Royal Family, homoeopathic/allopathic doctors, the Royal
Homes Hospital staff and many others. I suggest a homoeopathic remedy
for this!
Please, please conduct your research
by seeing cures of people you know and
yourself and your results will be much
better and as you don’t believe, will not
be placebo effects.

■

Chiropractic defence

Erica Mors
(Sent to web site)
I have been enjoying your website for
its exposure of shonks, however I disagree with your condemnation of chiropractors.
I have friends who have completed
4 year courses at RMIT in Melbourne
and are able to bring pain relief to
many members of the public.One operates in Ballarat and Ararat, the other
in Noosa.They actually work closely
with a number of doctors and are
highly respected practitioners.
Why does your organisation, which
seems bent on defrocking charlatans,
attack scientifically trained health
practitioners?

was a long drive of about nine hours,
with the last hundred kilometres on a
rough sand-plain track, taking four
hours. I set my bed up in my bus end
th¢ others lit a campfire not far away
and we talked as I lay on my bed. I
looked up and two large crabs ~with
thick pudgy legs appeared, crawling
slowly across the ceiling of the bus. I
exclaimed to the others, “Have a look
at this!” When I told them there were
two crabs walking across my roof they
laughed
The two crabs were quite opaque; I
could not see through them. They were
a sort of yellowish grey and their legs
were not properly segmented. Of
course I was experiencing an hallucination due to my extreme tiredness.
Alcohol was not involved.
Apparitions do not have to be humanoid; they can be pink elephants,
even dog’s tails; they are most likely
hallucinations. If I‘d seen a human on
this occasion, no doubt the locals would
have come up with a murder of long
ago to explain it. If I had told them
about the crabs, would they have
whipped up a story about someone boiling some crabs alive and eating them
in the vicinity?

South-West Tasmania to find the site
of the Garden of Eden. Many first-hand
impressions of life in those days are interwoven with humour, savage candour and compassion.
No wonder that it won the 2000
Whitbread Novel Award.
It is a fascinating book throughout,
richly told, and highly recommended.
Worthy of a longer review.

■

Reaction from Up-Over

Bob Steiner
El Cerito, California
The question of the day:
Is Jesus alive or dead?
Pitting Bishop Robert Forsyth
Against Skeptic Richard Lead.
We folk who live Up-Over,
In the good old U.S. of A.,
Waited with bated breath
For the report of that challenging day.
Sparks and heat and emotion
We expected to read about:
The two brilliant scholars

■
■

Ghost crabs

Brian Marsh
St James WA
Bob Nixon (“Laying a Ghost” 21:2) has
the belief that Tanya was having a
dream. I have an explanation which
might fit the circumstances better. I
have seen a ghost and can explain it
quite easily. I was wide awake and talking to a group of fellow campers when
the apparition appeared. It was quite
clear and definite and I could have
reached out and touched it. I shouted
to the others to have a look but they
were derisive and as I stared at it, it
faded away.
I drove a party down to Bremer Bay
in 1955 to assess the place for the Australian Spearfishing Championships It

Divine refrigeration

Would release unbridled clout.

Alan Brown
MacLeod VIC

Aye! We anticipated a head-on clash

Have you ever wondered how the molten rocks of the Earth were cooled sufficiently in two days to allow Adam and
Eve to enter the Garden of Eden?
The explanation lies in “The Theory
of Divine Refrigeration” which is reported to have developed at about the
same time as James Harrison at
Geelong, Victoria, Australia, was inventing the first commercial refrigeration ~nachine.
The reference may be found on page
19 of The English Passengers, an historical novel by Matthew Kneale ( Penguin 2000). The proponent of the theory
is a vicar who is an amateur geologist.
He mounts an expedition in 1857 to

But according to the report I read

In the meeting of those two learned
blokes,

There were light-hearted jabs and
jokes.
’Twas a thoughtful day for all—Bravo!
That cannot be criticized.
But the surprise borders on shock—
The debate was, oh, so civilized!

Deadline for next issue
November 12
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Competition
Skeptic Crossword No 12

Across
1. Stupid start to lost for words. (9)
6. Fourth inkblot contains an imprecation to consider. (5)
9. Take the elevator between steps. (5)
10. Unmussolinied, I gathered. (7)
11. Bad ads trace the property value. (8)
12. Writer about Boston Blackie’s moustache dimensions. (6)
14. Introspection about things I screwed up. (7)
16. Investigated what went before The Fall, we hear. (5)
17. Dark weird thing. (5)
18. One and a hundred lost in the scene for ordered
investigation. (7)
19. Minute about string. (6)
21. The flipside of find? (8)
25. View the ratio within the bulb. (7)
26. Looks to find a shriek in this postscript. (5)

Return to Skeptic Xword
PO Box 368, Roseville 2069
Name:

27. Try to write an article. (5)
28. Sid, tell us about hand-to-hand combatants. (9)

Down
1. Knotted one cord in a column. (5)

Address:

2. Thought that made you happy without article. (5)
Entries will not be opened until Nov 15. The first correct
entry opened will receive a book by Richard Dawkins

3. Not a saga, a myth like 13 down. (9)
4. Realise this is a cheap seat. (10)
5.Bird proverbially croaked “ditto, ditto”. (4)

Solution to Crossword No 11

6. Clasp a terrible cheat. (5)
7.Install charged item in reasoning process. (9)
8. Aware of the level of information. (9)
13. Before 18 across, there was 3 down. (10)
14. Unknowing, though reputedly blissful, state. (9)
15. Wisely limp account promises. (9)
16. Camilla’s pet name for Lover-in-Chief? (9)
20. Majestically muddy? (5)
22. 25 acrosses on sceneries. (5)
23. Monarch utilises stratagems (5)

The winner of Skeptic Crossword No 11, and a copy of
Richard Dawkins’ Climbing Mount Improbable , is
Godfrey Kunze of Nuriootpa SA.
Our compiler apologises for the rather faint text and
curious typography in the solution. This was the result of
a major malfunction in his analytical engine, leading to
his resort to an unfamiliar device.
The usual penalties (garrotting) will be applied.
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24. Watch out for the thinker! (4)

Are you a Skeptic?
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